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Introduction
“We know that harmful stereotypes of both women and men have a deep impact on how
we see and treat each other. Intentionally changing those images has huge potential to
positively transform our culture and bring us closer to true, inclusive equality.”
- Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, Executive Director of UN Women (World Federation of
Advertisers, 2018).
This document is a diagnosis on gender stereotypes in consumption and advertising in Peru. On that
subject, the diagnosis has two main objectives: i) to know what actions are being developed nationally and
internationally in order to achieve genuine equality between men and women in consumer relations and
advertising practices; and ii) to propose recommendations to strengthen those actions in order to contribute
to gender equality in the country.
In this regard, this document has been divided into nine chapters and an annex. In the first chapter, a
contextualization of women’s and men’s social reality in Peru is made in order to understand the gender
inequality problem nationwide. In the second chapter, a conceptual framework is developed which aims, on
one hand, to define key concepts such as gender, gender stereotypes and structural discrimination against
women and, on the other hand, to systematize evidence about the consequences of gender stereotypes
in advertising and consumer relations. Likewise, in the third chapter a systematization of comparative
experience is carried out to understand how other countries have been approaching the subject of gender
stereotypes in consumer relations and advertising.
Next, the fourth chapter sets out the main regulatory framework which regulates both equality and nondiscrimination generally in Peru and, to be specific, in consumer relations and advertising activity. This is
done in order to understand the regulatory context in which the actions that have been developed to achieve
genuine equality between men and women in consumer relations and advertising practice are situated.
Subsequently, the fifth chapter describes and examines the actions concerning gender stereotypes and
advertising that have been implemented nationwide. The sixth chapter describes and examines the actions
concerning gender stereotypes and consumer relations that have been implemented nationwide.
The seventh chapter draws conclusions, and the eighth establishes recommendations for the various public and
private institutions involved in advertising and consumption. Furthermore, the ninth chapter contains the bibliography
used throughout the diagnosis. Finally, a “Guide to promote equality between men and women in commercial
advertising and consumer relations in Peru” is included as an annex, based on the findings of the diagnostic study.
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It should be noted that this diagnostic contributes to Priority Objective 6 of The National Policy on Gender
Equality, published by Supreme Decree No. 008-2019-MIMP on April 4, 2019, which seeks to reduce the
incidence of discriminatory socio-cultural patterns in the population. Specifically, it contributes with the
guideline 6.3 “To disseminate knowledge about the influence of discriminatory socio-cultural patterns that
support gender inequality and its progressive transformation in the population”, action 6.3.3 “Periodic and
accessible studies and research on equality and non-discrimination, as well as violence against women”.
Additionally, it is framed in the guiding principle of equality and non-discrimination of the National Policy on
Consumer Protection and Defense, approved by Supreme Decree No. 006-207-PCM on January 27, 2017.
It also contributes to the fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goal No. 5 “To achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls”.
Finally, it is important to mention that, although this document seeks to adopt an intersectional approach
that is inclusive with sexual and gender diversity, the analysis is focused in examining relationships between
men and women, as well as gender stereotypes regarding what is masculine and feminine. In this respect, it
would be pertinent and important that, afterwards, a diagnosis is also made regarding the stereotypes that
promote discrimination based on other characteristics or situations such as race, sexual orientation, gender
identity, disability, age, among other factors.

7
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1

Contextualization of women and men’s social reality
in Peru: structural discrimination problems
against women

The National Policy on Gender Equality (hereinafter “the PNIG” for its Spanish acronym) has determined
that structural discrimination against women is a public problem which requires the adoption of
appropriate and timely measures by the Peruvian government (Ministry of Women and Vulnerable
Populations [hereinafter “the MIMP” for its Spanish acronym], 2019). This is defined as the inequality
situation in which women live in Peru, which generates a systematic violation of their rights, due to the
set of practices reproduced by socio-cultural patterns existing in individuals, institutions and society in
general (MIMP, 2019). The following are some statistics that allow us to contextualize this situation of
structural discrimination against women.

1.1 Structural discrimination against women means that there is a persistent and deeprooted context of inequality and violence against them
On one hand, concerning gender inequality, nationwide, 11% fewer women than men over 25 years
old have completed high school and 17% fewer women than men from such age group are in the paid
labor force (National Institute of Statistics and Informatics [hereinafter “INEI” for its Spanish acronym],
2018). Likewise, 1 in 3 women do not have their own source of income, compared to 1 in 10 men in
that situation (INEI, 2018). In addition, it has been estimated that women in Peru work 9 hours and 22
minutes more than men per week, on average, taking into account both paid work and domestic and
care work (INEI, 2015); as well as that having a child at home increases the employment gap between
men and women unfavorably for women by ten percentage points, and each additional child by five
percentage points (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020).
Gender inequality that affects women is a problem in itself. However, it is also a problem because it
is the necessary context that together with other factors allows violence against women to take place
(MIMP, 2019; Constitutional Court, 2019).
In terms of violence, 57.7% of women nationwide have been victims of violence inflicted by their
husbands or partners at some point (INEI, 2019). Furthermore, 166 femicides were registered, which
means that an average of fourteen women were victims of femicide per month in 2019 (AURORA
National Program, 2019). In addition, it is estimated that in Peru, one out of two company workers
is affected by violence against women - either as a victim, aggressor or witness -, which causes 275
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days of lost work per year in presenteeism, absenteeism and/or staff turnover; as well as that violence against women translates to a business cost of at least 3.7 of the National Gross Domestic
Product (Vara, 2015). Finally, the last National Survey of Social Relations, published at the beginning
of 2020, detected that 58.9% of Peruvians still tolerate violence against women, by normalizing it,
allowing it, promoting it or omitting to act against it in different contexts (INEI, 2020).
In this regard, it is important to emphasize that women, teenagers and girls experience inequality
and violence differently (MIMP, 2019). This happens because, in Peru, there are other types of social,
economic and political discrimination in addition to gender - such as those based on race, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, immigration status, origin,
religion, language, among others. These are intertwined with gender discrimination and cause women in their diversity to experience inequalities and violence in different degrees, types and frequencies. It is necessary to identify and make these combinations visible. This means adopting an intersectionality approach in order to understand the problem of structural discrimination against women
comprehensively and not to exclude any woman from the policies that are implemented to solve the
problem. In this sense, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter, “IACHR”) has pointed
out that the intersectional approach is necessary because it allows the visibility of characteristics in
discrimination that affects groups who have historically been discriminated against on more than one
of the prohibited grounds established in several human rights treaties (2015).
Thus, for example, an intersectional approach to understand structural discrimination against women
allows us to recognize that female teenagers represent the age group of women who suffer the highest
percentage of intimate partner violence during the last twelve months1. In other words, the greatest
vulnerability of girl teenagers by age intertwines with the gender variable. In addition, it allows us to
note that women whose self-identification of ethnic origin is with the native group - Quechua, Aymara,
Amazon Native, belonging or part of another indigenous or native people - suffer the highest percentage
of psychological and/or verbal violence inflicted by their husband or partner2.

1 15% of women between 15 and 19 years old has suffered violence inflicted by their husband or partner in the last 12 months, 12.5% of women
between 20 and 24 years old has suffered it, 12.3% of women between 25 and 29 years old has suffered it, 10.6% of women between 30 and 34
years old has suffered it, 10.7% of women between 35 and 39 years old has suffered it, 8% of women between 40 and 44 years old has suffered it
and 8.1% of women between 45 and 49 years old has suffered it (Source: National Institute of Statistics and Informatics, National Demographic
and Family Health Survey, 2019).
2 65.1% of native-born women has suffered psychological and/or verbal violence from their husband or partner, compared to 60.8% of Black
ancestry, 57.3% of white origin and 55.5% of mixed-race origin (Source: National Institute of Statistics and Informatics, National Demographic and
Family Health Survey, 2019).
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In this way, the discrimination situation by race and ethnicity is linked to the gender variable. Also, the
intersectionality allows us to see that 3 out of 5 lesbian, gay, trans, bisexual and intersex people have
suffered discriminatory acts and violence, mainly in public spaces inflicted by their school mates or
their school mates parents. From all the people surveyed, 52.2% were LGTBI womenI 3. In this case,
discrimination based on sexual orientation and/or gender identity is linked to the gender variable.

1.2 The situation of structural discrimination against women becomes worse due to the
pandemic caused by the outbreak of COVID-19
The problem of structural discrimination against women becomes more relevant in the pandemic context
which we are living due to the outbreak of COVID-19. As the Committee of Experts of the Follow-up
Mechanism of the Convention of Belém Do Pará has pointed out, several measures that governments have
been adopting to reduce the spread of COVID 19, such as isolation or social distancing, have a differentiated
impact on women living in inequality and violence situations (2020). Similarly, UN Women has warned that
measures being implemented worldwide to control COVID-19 will generate an increase in gender-based
violence and poverty among women (2020).
In Peru, for example, it is estimated that women have been more affected economically than men, as they are
located in two of the sectors most potentially affected by the crisis: trade and services. In addition, women
have lower employment rates and are over-represented in part-time, informal and shorter fixed-term jobs,
in small companies, with less productivity or in self-employment (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020). Of course, as
we continue to adopt an intersectional approach, the pandemic effects will be differentiated among women
themselves, affecting to a greater extent the work-related income of those at lower socioeconomic levels, in
rural areas and those whose mother tongue is indigenous (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020).
It is also important to note that female-headed homes have less access to the Internet, cable television and
cell phones, which are essential services in the pandemic era (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020). In addition, gender
inequality already implied that a digital divide existed prior to the pandemic, in which women accessed the
Internet 12% less than men, with 54.8% of women using the Internet in urban areas and only 12.5% in rural
areas (Flores and Albornoz, 2020). Therefore, this lower access to digital tools may have generated greater
barriers in the current context.
In addition, since care work has increased with children at home, and it already meant wide employment
gaps between women and men -as stated above-, this situation becomes a strong one in inequality between
3 National Institute of Statistics and Informatics. “First virtual survey for the LGTBI community”. Lima: 2017.
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men and women (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020). It is even estimated that, since women spend 52% of their
time working at home and caring for people (INEI, 2015), they are mainly involved in caring for people who
are infected with COVID-19 in their homes (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020). Also, in terms of violence against
women during the national health emergency due to the COVID-19 outbreak, calls to Line 100 - a MIMP
service specialized in providing guidance, information, counseling and emotional support to women victims
of violence - have increased by 108%, if we compare the time period from March to July 2019 with 2020.
To summarize, we can say that structural discrimination against women is a problem of national significance
that, in addition, requires even more attention due to the pandemic caused by the outbreak of COVID-19. As
the Constitutional Court has pointed out, this problem has constitutional relevance and it is a duty to deal
with it effectively (2019).
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2

Conceptual framework

In this chapter, a conceptual framework will be developed aiming to, first, define key concepts such as
sex, gender, and gender stereotypes. Secondly, it will emphasize the term gender stereotypes. In this
regard, we will examine how they are presented in advertising and consumer relations, and how their
presence contributes to strengthen structural discrimination against women.

2.1 Sex and gender
It is important to start by detailing the differences between the concepts of sex and gender. On the one
hand, sex refers to the interpretation of the set of biological, anatomical, physiological and chromosomal
characteristics by which people are differentiated into women or men4 (Raguz, 2015). On the other hand,
gender refers to the characteristics that are socially and culturally attributed to men, women and people in
general (Ruiz Bravo, 2008).
The stated above means that gender is a socio-cultural construction that refers to attributes, roles and
spaces that are assigned to people based on a reading of their sex. In this sense, gender is typical of
a culture and can vary over time (Lagarde, 1996). In the West, some of the characteristics associated
with the male gender have been the rational, objective, universal, authority and power, while the female
gender has been the irrational, emotional, subjective, passive and sensitive (MIMP, 2019; Olsen, 1990).
Likewise, the male gender has been associated with the public and political sphere, while women have
been associated with the private and domestic sphere (MIMP, 2019). This means that gender has not
only attributed opposite characteristics, roles and spaces to men and women, but has also established
a hierarchy between the masculine and the feminine, with the former being more socially valued. Thus,
gender was established at the core of social hierarchies (Ruiz Bravo, 2001).
In this sense, many of the discrimination situations that happen today against women are not strictly due
to their sex, but to their gender. For example, the situation described in the first chapter regarding structural
discrimination against women in Peru, in which they spend 52% of their time on domestic and care work,
while men spend only 24% of their time on this, is a situation of inequality that requires an analysis from the
point of view of gender and not from that of sex, inasmuch as it is associated with the roles that have been
4 It should be noted that there are also people who are born with biological characteristics which can be attributed to both sexes to a greater or
lesser extent, called intersexuals.
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attributed to women socially and culturally: more closely related to the private sphere, care of others and
domestic work.
That distribution of time also has an effect on women’s paid work, insofar as, as we examined, having a
boy or a girl at home widens the employment gap between men and women unfavorably for women by
ten percentage points, and each additional child by five percentage points (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020).
According to the International Labor Organization (hereinafter, “the ILO”), this gender role attributed to
women creates significant barriers to their incorporation and participation in the labor force under equal
conditions as men (ILO, 2017). In this way, it is possible that today fewer companies deny women jobs
because of their biological or sexual condition, but there will be inequality in access, permanence and
promotion in the employment of women because of their gender, as long as they continue assuming the
greatest amount of domestic and care work at social level. In this regard, furthermore, an intersectional
analysis allows us to affirm that women in poverty situations will be more affected by this unequal
distribution of time between the genders.
This distinction between sex and gender is crucial for understanding and fighting against the structural
discrimination against women that exists in Peru. This is because, as noted above, the PNIG defines
this problem as the situation of inequality in which women live that generates a systematic violation
of their rights, due to the set of practices reproduced by socio cultural patterns established in people,
institutions and society in general (MIMP, 2019), in other words, due to their gender. Indeed, that is why
the Constitutional Court has established the duty of state and private institutions to apply the gender
equality perspective:
The gender equality perspective is, therefore, a new way of analysis that shows
how certain facts or situations affect men and women differently, in other words, an
analysis with gender sensitivity and motivated by achieving equity between men and
women. This conceptual definition explains by itself the need for its incorporation in
the institutional sphere (2019).

2.2 Gender stereotypes and structural discrimination against women
As discussed immediately above, gender refers to attributes, roles and spaces that are assigned to people
because of the sex they have at birth. On this subject, this concept is closely related to that of gender
stereotypes, which will be discussed below.
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2.2.1 Gender Stereotypes
The IACHR has defined gender stereotypes as a generalized vision or preconception of attributes,
characteristics or roles that women and men must fulfill in order to be considered appropriate in each
society (2009). In this way, and including what was stated in the previous chapter, in the West, gender
stereotypes of men demand that they be hard, powerful, successful, not very emotional, independent, and
that they be valued by their male peers and constantly show their sexual vehemence and heterosexuality
(Herrera, 2010). In contrast, gender stereotypes regarding women, demand passivity, care for others, care
for physical appearance, submission, delicacy, sexual “purity” and, at the same time, sexual availability when
men demand it (Barrientos, 2015; Bosch et al, 2013; Bernardez, 2015; West, 2000).
It should be noted that, because female and male identities are interwoven by other variables -such as
social status, disability, age, race5- gender stereotypes of women and men may also vary. Thus, for example,
gender stereotypes regarding women with disabilities usually show them as asexual beings, unable to enjoy
an active and pleasurable sexual life (Dominguez et al., 2011) and gender stereotypes regarding Amazon
women hypersexualize them even more than other women (Motta, 2011). However, at all times gender is a
central core that defines attributes and roles that are expected of people.
In this regard, an essential feature of gender stereotypes is that they not only assign an attribute or role to
women and men, but also establish behavioral obligations that women and men must assume in society in
order not to be judged, discriminated against, rejected or violated (Bosch et al, 2013). This is why it is pointed
out that gender stereotypes are prescriptive and that people seek to comply with them in order to avoid
rejection and judgment by others (Cook and Cusack, 2010).
2.2.2 Gender stereotypes incite structural discrimination against women
It should be noted that gender stereotypes are not only different for women and men, but also establish
a hierarchy between the two identities, since the attributes and roles associated with the male are usually
more valued than those associated with the female (Ruiz Bravo, 2008). In this sense, the IACHR has pointed
out that gender stereotypes are factors associated with structural discrimination against women in society
and are incompatible with International Human Rights Law (IACHR, 2009; 2012). Likewise, the IACHR has
affirmed that gender stereotypes creation and use are causes and consequences of gender violence that
happens against women (IACHR, 2009; 2012).
5 Although races do not exist as such, the concept is used as a social category insofar as today skin color continues influencing how people are
perceived, valued and labeled. To deny this would be to ignore the inequalities originated due to this social perception.
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Indeed, international evidence shows the association of gender stereotypes with discrimination and violence
against women. On this subject, for example, a 2015 study by the medical research journal The Lancet
has shown that factors related to gender inequality, including gender stereotypes, predict intimate partner
violence against women in 44 countries worldwide (Heise and Kotsadam, 2015). Furthermore, a United
Nations research found significant and consistent higher levels of violence against women in countries
where inequality against women was persistent and where women’s economic, social and political rights
were less protected (2011).
Similarly, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (hereinafter “the CEDAW
Committee”), a body of independent experts that monitors the implementation of the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (hereinafter “the CEDAW”), of which the Peruvian
State is a party and which has been in force in our country since 1982, has also specified that gender
stereotypes are factors that constitute a structural context of discrimination and are persistent violations of
women’s human rights (2015). Indeed, internationally, governments have identified gender stereotypes as
their most common obstacle to achieve gender equality (Cook and Cusack, 2010).
In this regard, it is important to note that this linkage of gender stereotypes with structural discrimination
against women has also been recognized and emphasized by national standards through the PNIG (MIMP,
2019). In this sense, this policy has emphasized that gender stereotypes are constituted as discriminatory
sociocultural patterns that privilege the male over the female and, therefore, has identified them as a cause
of structural discrimination against women that, for its part, generates the necessary context for violence
against them to happen (MIMP, 2019).
2.2.3 Gender stereotypes regarding women and men in Peru
It is important to note that, at the end of 2019, the INEI and the MIMP carried out the National Social Relations
Survey (hereinafter, “ENARES” for its Spanish acronym) nationwide. This survey has a specific questionnaire
that measures the social tolerance on violence against women, identifying the “set of habits, attitudes,
perceptions and cultural practices that legitimize, favor, support and perpetuate aggressions, injuries and
sufferings that are performed by symbolic attributions based on the social construction of the masculine
and feminine gender” (INEI, 2019). In other words, it measures the prevalence of certain gender stereotypes
in the adult population nationwide that are considered to be at the root of violence against women. In this
sense, some of the phrases with which men and women of legal age in Peru were most in agreement were
the following:
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52.7% of people interviewed agrees with the statement “Women should first fulfill their role as
mothers, wives or housewives, and then achieve their own dreams”.
31.1% of people interviewed agrees with the statement “A woman who dresses provocatively
and with revealing clothes seeks to be sexually harassed”.
26% of people interviewed agrees with the statement “A woman should always be willing to
have sex when her husband or partner wants it;
18.6% of people interviewed agrees with the statement “A man is possessive with his wife or
partner to show her he loves her”.
Based on the results from ENARES - and taking into consideration the above-mentioned standards and
guidelines - it can be concluded that some of the gender stereotypes regarding women and men in the
Peruvian society’s imaginary are the following:
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Table 1: Gender stereotypes in adult imaginary in Peru,
according to the National Social Relations Survey - 2020

Gender stereotype regarding
women / the feminine

Gender stereotype regarding men/
the masculine

How does it promote structural
discrimination against women?

The woman is primarily responsible for
household chores and childcare (domestic
sphere).

The man as the main responsible for the
productive and paid work

Evidence shows that gender stereotypes
in which women should be primarily
responsible for domestic and care tasks
generate inequalities for women in
access, permanence and promotion to
paid work (employment gap), in free time,
in the possibility of holding political
positions, among others. On the other
hand, it also limits the possibility for men
to develop emotional closeness to their
children (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020;
MIMP, 2019; UK Advertising Standards
Authority [hereinafter ASA], 2017;ILO,
2017; INEI, 2015).

The woman as sexual object for men's
pleasure

The man is vehement and always
available in the sexual sphere.

Evidence shows that the perception of
women as sexual objects has effects on
domestic violence persistence, sexual
violence normalization and rejection of
ideas about gender equality (MIMP, 2019;
ASA, 2017; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998).

The woman must be demure in her
dressing and sexuality.

The man is vehement and always
available in the sexual sphere.

Evidence shows that the perception of
women as sexual objects has effects on
domestic violence persistence, sexual
violence normalization and rejection of
ideas about gender equality (MIMP, 2019;
ASA, 2017; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998).

The woman is owned by the man who is
her partner.

The man is someone who must control
and possess his partner.

Evidence shows that this stereotype is at
the root of violence against women
perpetrated by their partners, ex-partners
and husbands, including femicides
(United Nations, 2012).

Source: elaborated by the author
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In summary, gender stereotypes are a generalized vision or preconception of attributes, characteristics
or roles that women and men must fulfill in order to be considered appropriate in each society (IACHR,
2009). Furthermore, they not only assign an attribute or role to women and men, but also establish
behavioral obligations that women and men must fulfill in society to avoid being judged, discriminated
against, rejected or abused (Bosch et al, 2019). Gender stereotypes are relational, since they tend to
associate the feminine with less socially valued characteristics and roles, and men with more socially
valued characteristics and roles (MIMP, 2019). Therefore, they promote structural discrimination against
women and are at the root of different situations of inequality and violence against them (MIMP, 2019;
IACHR, 2009; 2012).

2.3 Gender stereotypes in advertising and consumer relations
In a country like Peru, where structural discrimination against women is a persistent problem, gender
stereotypes are both present and reinforced through the different institutions of society; such as families,
education, the media, among others (MIMP, 2019; Herrera, 2010). In this sense, consumer relations and
advertising are no exception.
In this sense, it is important to begin by differentiating gender stereotypes in advertising and in the
consumer relationship contexts. To this end, it should be noted that according to Article IV of the
Code of Consumer Protection and Defense (hereinafter, “CPDC” for its Spanish acronym), a consumer
relationship is understood as the “relationship by which a consumer acquires a product or contracts
a service with a supplier in exchange for a financial compensation”. By contrast, a gender stereotype
may be given in the advertising context when the affectation to a specific consumer relationship is not
pursued and, rather, reference is made to:

(...) a way of communication disseminated through any media or support, and
objectively suitable or aimed at promoting, directly or indirectly, a person’s,
company’s or entity’s image, brands, products or services in their commercial,
industrial or professional activity, within a competitive activity context, by
promoting the hiring or performance of transactions in order to satisfy their
business interests (Article 59 of the Law on Repression of Unfair Competition).

Below we will examine how gender stereotypes exist in these two areas.
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2.3.1 Gender stereotypes in advertising can incite structural discrimination against women
It is important to point out the evidence shows that the media are not only reality descriptors, but are also one of
the institutions that influence the development of people’s identities and behaviors (Bernardez, 2015; Garrido-Lora,
2007; Alonso, 2003; Leon, 1996). In this sense, the messages they transmit provide people with resources to define
themselves and their environment (Bernardez, 2015). In this way, it is pointed out the media are producers of social
representations, in other words, of interpretative frameworks and identifying models from which people create
their identities and understandings about gender, race, status, disability and other social categories (Fuller, 1997).
In relation to advertising in particular, it should be noted that this communicates at a symbolic level and fulfills
an essential function (Mancini, 2014). In that regard, it has other effects besides providing information and
encouraging consumption, such as reinforcing stereotypes, providing family life models and proposing trends
that can have a social place (Mancini, 2014). Meanwhile, advertising is a cultural product that conveys different
messages, as well as information about the product or service being advertised (Mancini, 2014). Therefore, it
can be said that advertising transmits ideas to the world, talks to people and becomes a platform for cultural
meaning representation (Mancini, 2014).
In this way, when people watch different characters in a commercial represented in a certain manner, it
provides them with a framework, not only to understand those specific characters or the specific message,
but also to understand and qualify the men and women in their families, jobs, study centers and different social
relationships (Fuller, 1997). This understanding of advertising as a strong cultural intermediary has led, among
other reasons, to a greater value of advertising over the years, to a greater ethical concern in its exercise and to
a greater regulation by the governments against it (Mancini, 2014).
Regarding the gender representation in advertising, studies show that this has been polarizing, showing
women and men usually in a binary and opposite way; besides still keeping heterosexuality as the prevailing
representation (Bernardez, 2015). In Faur and Medan’s words:
Advertising, according to its products, divided women’s and men’s worlds. Each
one had to take the lead at some point. Although the command held by men
usually seems to be more valued than that of women, the private world, as we
saw, seems to have a place for them (...) (2010).
In this sense, gender stereotypes have often been seen in advertising and have been reproduced and reinforced by
it (Bernardez, 2015). In this regard, Bernardez points out that women suffer a more subordinate process of gender
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stereotypes than men in advertising and identifies two prevalent gender stereotypes in the Western media universe:
(i) the sexual objectification or hypersexualization of women and (ii) the introduction of women in relation to men (his
girlfriend, his woman, his mother, his sister) (2015). Furthermore, the Lloyd’s banking group carried out a research in
which it was concluded that advertising in Western societies was mostly representing women in seduction, beauty
and maternity roles and that diversity in terms of gender, race, family diversity and age was not reflected (2016).
In Peru, based on the analysis of seventeen advertising items that were reported to INDECOPI from 1997
to 2010 as promoting discrimination against women, three predominant gender stereotypes have been
identified and categorized in the commercials examined: i) hypersexualization of women, ii) gender
stereotypes versus hegemonic roles for men, and iii) gender stereotypes versus traditional non-sexual
roles for women (Valega, 2019). The first stereotype refers to women’s introduction solely as an object
of sexual desire for men or as an “ornament” displayed to the viewers and characters. The second one
refers to men’s representation reinforcing their superiority, vehemence, opposition to the feminine and/
or sexual availability. Finally, the third one refers to the reinforcement of characteristics traditionally
associated with women, such as irrationality or being possessed by men (Valega, 2019).
It is worth mentioning again the fact that gender stereotypes in advertising intertwine with other
structural discrimination variables in society, such as, race, disability, age, sexual orientation or gender
identity (Valega, 2019). For instance, women who are often represented as sexual objects often have
Caucasian features, are associated with an upper-middle class, are young, cisgender, and do not have
any visible disabilities (Ardito, 2014). This also implies a stereotyping of women who do not belong
to those sexualization ideals and sends a message about who is considered beautiful and who is not
(Valega, 2019). In addition, the prevailing representation of heterosexual couples and the invisibility
or under-representation of homosexual couples represents a stereotype that supports structural
discrimination based on sexual orientation (Spinetta, 2016).
In this regard, it is important to point out, along what was mentioned above, that although today it
will be less usual to identify advertising representations that explicitly incite discrimination against
women or that show situations of physical violence against them - as happened in some cases years
ago (Bernardez, 2015), gender as a core of social hierarchy continues through gender stereotypes that
support the existing structural discrimination against women. In fact, in those societies where gender
stereotypes are increasingly being questioned, it is more difficult for advertising to use more obvious
role perpetuation mechanisms, since they are quickly questioned by audiences (Spinetta, 2016).
Moreover, gender stereotypes have not been recognized or named for a long time, which has made
it difficult to identify and possibly report them (Segato, 2003). In other words, they have existed in
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advertising in a naturalized way, while the hierarchy of characteristics, roles and attributes imposed by
them on women and men have been considered “natural” for many years (Segato, 2003). In Segato’s
words, the reproduction of gender stereotypes has been largely unconscious, without any perception
that discriminatory acts are being committed or encouraged (2003). In this sense, gender stereotype
reproduction in advertising -as well as in other areas- may manifest itself as an unconscious practice,
but it must be seen and questioned because it has the possibility of reproducing gender inequalities,
contributing to the internalization that the masculine is better than the feminine, and reinforcing prejudices
about relationships, situations and people based on the roles expected of them (Chaher, 2016).
Indeed, as outlined above, the evidence shows that gender stereotypes normalization has a real
influence in generating psychological, physical, economic, social and political damage to individuals
and societies; as well as that advertising is one of the sources that reinforce these gender stereotypes
(ASA, 2017). In this regard, gender stereotypes in advertising have been related to higher levels of
anxiety, depression, obsessive behavior, self-harm and eating disorders in people, mainly women, due
to the ideal standards of beauty they usually represent (ASA, 2017).
Strong associations have also been found between representations of hypersexualized people in
advertising and the continued prevalence of domestic violence, sexual violence normalization, and
rejection of ideas about gender equality (Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998). For example, an empirical investigation
exposing some men to advertising depictions that sexually objectified women and then placing them
in the roles of women’s interviewers for employment positions, showed that those who had seen the
advertising focused more on the women’s physical appearance than on their work experience and
characterized them as kind rather than capable, than the control group of men who had not seen that
type of advertising (ASA, 2017 in Valega, 2019).
Correlations have also been found on how gender stereotyped advertising favors the market division
into “female” and “male” professions, and the first ones usually receive a lower payment than the second
ones (European Parliament, 2008 in Valega, 2019). It has even been proved the effect of advertising with
gender stereotypes in the underrepresentation of women in employments related to science, technology,
engineering and mathematics; as well as women’s lower interest to get involved in politics or to assume
leadership roles (ASA, 2017 in Valega 2019).
Gender stereotypes effects in advertising have shown to impact adults as well as girls and boys. In fact,
both the UK Advertising Standards Authority and the European Parliament have concluded that children
are the most vulnerable to internalize gender stereotypes which incite structural discrimination against
women and impact on their expectations about how they behave towards women and men, about the
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kind of toys they want to play with, and about how they behave towards their schoolmates (ASA, 2017
and European Parliament, 2008 in Valega, 2019).
It is important to recognize that gender stereotypes in advertising also have an effect on men. On
one hand, their persistent representation in public and productive spheres, as well as in attributes of
strength and economic production roles in advertising, is associated with frustrations for not fulfilling
those social expectations and even with illness and a higher rate of suicide (ASA, 2017). A Unilever
study also showed that men in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Mexico are affected by
stereotypes of masculinity, especially by being embarrassed to talk about their problems, their selfimage, and their behavior (World Federation of Advertisers [hereinafter WFA], 2018). Furthermore, as
in the case of women, the dominant representation of certain men makes invisible and undervalues
many men who are not represented in advertising (Observatorio de la Discriminación en Radio y TV de
Argentina, 2015) (Argentinian Observatory on Discrimination in Radio and TV). However, it should also
be noted that while gender stereotypes may affect men individually, they also contribute to structural
discrimination against women. This is because, since gender is relational, it sends a message opposing
the feminine.
It is worth mentioning that research also shows that the stereotyped representation of women and men
in advertising has an impact in terms of the market. A study applied in twenty-eight countries in 2018,
including Peru, showed that seven out of every ten men and women consider that advertising does not
reflect the world around them and that three out of every five do not see themselves represented in
most advertising (IPSOS, 2018). The same survey reported that 75% of men and women interviewed
said they feel more positive and comfortable with companies that show in their ads that women and
men have the same abilities and roles, and 53% said they buy more from brands that show people from
different origins in their ads (IPSOS, 2018).
To summarize, the evidence systematized in this section reinforces what has been pointed out by
international human rights bodies about how gender stereotypes affect women as a social group,
contributing to the entrenchment of their structural discrimination in society. This has been recognized
by various companies, which have acknowledged that advertising with gender stereotypes delays the
development of countries (UN Women, 2017). At the same time, the stereotyped representation of
women and men has an impact in terms of the market, since many people do not see themselves or
their reality identified in advertising.
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2.3.2 Gender stereotypes in consumer relations can lead to discriminatory acts
In this section, we will first analyze the existence of gender stereotypes in consumption as a social
phenomenon and, subsequently, in individual consumer relations, defined as the “relationship by which a
consumer buys a product or contracts a service with a provider in exchange for a financial compensation”
(Consumer Protection and Defense Code [hereinafter, “the CDPC” for its Spanish acronym], 2010). In
the last two, we will examine how gender stereotypes can affect the consumer linkage and even be the
basis for discriminatory acts.
2.3.2.1 Gender stereotypes in consumption as a social phenomenon
As discussed above, by being born female or male, people are instilled with different ways of being, behaving,
and relating (Herrera, 2010). Of course, variables of class, race, disability, among other identity and social
situations, also play a key role in shaping the identity and socialization processes of people. In this regard,
consumption is a social sphere that -as the others- does not avoid having a gender-differentiated component.
In this sense, Oion asks the following questions: Is our consumption different if we are born in a developed
country or a developing one, is our consumption different if we are born in an urban area or a rural area?
In this regard, she answers affirmatively, because in those situations our occupations would most likely
be different from each other, our access to technology would be different, also the sources of information
we would access, our food, among other variables (2013). Likewise, she asks an additional question
about whether our consumption would be the same if we were born male or female. The answer she
gives again is that they would be different, but not so much because of our sexual differences, but rather
predominantly because of social constructions around gender (2013).
This happens even before birth, if a woman is going to give birth to a girl, the products that are bought for
her are usually different in characteristics -such as colors, smells, among others- than those that would
be bought if a boy were to be born (Herrera, 2010). Obviously, this difference in consumption is evident
in early childhood -for example, with toys and clothing differentiated for girls and boys- and, in general,
throughout life (Oion, 2013; Herrera, 2010).
As Oion points out, men and women develop different consumption habits that are also influenced by age,
social environment, purchasing power, debt capacity, gender roles within the family and in society, among
others (2013). Actually, the fact that 80% of women in the world and in Peru make purchasing decisions
due, in part, to their gender role as primary household heads also impacts consumer relations (Oion, 2013;
Peruvian News Agency, 2018). In fact, consumption, defined as deciding what to buy, where to buy, what
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to cook, among other related practices, is part of the housework that basically involves women due to
gender stereotypes (Perez, 2017).
2.3.2.1.1 Gender stereotypes in products: for women and men
In this regard, a first point to examine is the existence of gender stereotypes in the products and services
offered to girls and boys, as well as to women and men. In this sense, there are differentiated markets
based on existing gender stereotypes. For example, a brief trial carried out in New York City in 2014
showed that toy advertisements were more strongly delimited by a gender division today than they had
been fifty years before (The Atlantic, 2014). On this matter, that trial explained how certain toys tend
to be cataloged as “for boys” -those which tend to encourage the skills development and adventure
recreation, such as Legos, toolboxes, weapons or action figures- and others “for girls” -those which
tend to recreate interrelationship situations in the private sphere or more passive ones, such as dolls,
beauty toys, cosmetic toys or toys for the domestic sphere (Auster and Manbach, 2012). The research
noticed that color palettes, predominant color, and type of toy were the characteristics that varied
between toys cataloged for boys and those cataloged for girls (Auster and Manbach, 2012). Likewise,
the research emphasized that toys that were labeled suitable for both genders tended to have the colors
and characteristics of those toys for boys, due to the fact that the gender stereotypes that correspond
to them require them to socially separate themselves from what is feminine or that which is labeled “for
girls”, more than vice versa (Auster and Manbach, 2012).
The effects of this gender-differentiated market have been identified as limiting children’s choice of toys
and products (Martin et al., 1995), as well as differentiating the skills that children can develop, such
as cognitive, emotional, and social skills (Cherney and London, 2006). Even limiting future professional
interests and contributing to career and occupational exclusion based on gender, as well as the gender
division of roles in the family, are potential consequences (White House Office of the Press Secretary, 2016).
It should be noted that gender division happens with different types of products and not only with those
aimed at children. In that regard, for instance, a study by the New York Department of Consumer Affairs
(hereinafter the New York DCA) examined how personal care products are also strongly divided by the
consumer’s gender they target:
Products targeted at men are often in dark colors, straight bottles that say “for
men”. Products targeted at women, while they may not expressly include the
word “woman” on the package (...), are usually packaged in light colors, curvilinear
bottles that usually include the word “beauty” on them or point to improved physical
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appearance. In contrast, products for men usually emphasize the product’s
efficiency and strength (2015, own translation).
2.3.2.1.2 Gender price bias
However, in addition to the potential effects of product gender exclusion, different studies have found
another expression of gender stereotypes in consumer relations, which has been called “pink tax” or
“gender price bias”. This involves the fact that, on average, various products on the market intended for
women are more expensive than those intended for men. These comparisons have been made in different
countries over several decades, and we will briefly explain some of the findings from research in the
United States and Chile below, in order to examine them deeply in the third chapter.
In this regard, a study made in 2015 by New York DCA, in which more than 90 brands and 800 products
were analyzed, concluded that, on average, the products aimed at women in 5 industries (toys and
accessories, children clothing, adult’s clothing, personal care, and home & elderly care) costed 7%
more than the equivalent products aimed at men (2015). Overall, in 30 out of 35 analyzed categories
of products, products aimed at women were more expensive than those aimed at men (New York DCA,
2015). Additionally, products aimed at women were more expensive 42% of the time, while products aimed
at men were more expensive in 18% of the time (New York DCA, 2015). To that effect, it’s worth noting
that the DCA compared the products that were more alike in materials, components, texture, appearance,
description, and/or advertising to minimize the differences between those aimed at women and men,
thus determining if there was a variation in the price in accordance to a gender stereotype, reaching the
conclusion that, indeed, there was one (New York DCA, 2015).
Studies like the reviewed one have been made in different states of the United States since the ’90s. A
key study was commissioned by the Senate to the U.S. Government Accountability Office (hereinafter,
“the GAO”) in 2018. This study discovered that the gender factor was a meaningful one regarding the price
differences between products (GAO, 2018). In this context, it was found that in 5 out of 10 categories of
the analyzed products, those aimed at women were more expensive than those aimed at men, taking into
consideration other variables that could alter the price, such as the brand, size, quantity, advertising activity,
packaging, sales, and other attributes (GAO, 2018). Likewise, they concluded that the consumers would find
difficulties comparing prices of products aimed at men and women that are actually similar since these are
differentiated in size, smell, characteristics, and in different areas of the stores (GAO, 2018).
Furthermore, in Chile, the Chile’s National Consumer Service (hereinafter, “Chile’s SERNAC” for its Spanish
acronym) also developed a comparative study of product prices aimed at men and women in 5 product
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categories. Its objective was to make the markets transparent to identify possible practices that are
gender-biased, when it comes to the distinctive price element (2019). They detected that, in 22% of the
analyzed products, there were price differences with regard to the gender to which they were aimed, and
that 83% had higher prices for women (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019). In Mexico, the Procuraduría Federal del
Consumidor also made a brief comparison between some products, finding a disadvantageous gender
bias towards women regarding the prices (2019). An association for consumer’s protection did the same
in Spain, considering only personal hygiene products, with similar results (2019).
In this regard, the gender bias in prices is an important issue since its accumulative effect in the life of
women is significant. In New York, for example, the additional expenses made by women can even exceed
a thousand dollars per year (New York DCA, 2015).
When it comes to reasons why this gender bias takes place, studies found that these aren’t linked to
production expenses (New York DCA, 2015). In some cases, people believe that this happens because
women are willing to pay higher prices (New York DCA, 2015). In some cases, people believe that this
happens because women are willing to pay higher (New York DCA, 2015). In others, especially those of
girls’ clothing, they found that price variations might occur because of the presence of some additional
elements linked to female stereotypes, such as additional seams, bows, glitter, or 3D elements, which
in turn makes girls unable to find equal options for clothing prices to those of boys since they were
the only existing options in the market for them (New York DCA, 2015). Another important reason is
that men’s products are considered as generic and women’s as specific, even though the only thing
that changes in practice is a minimal detail, such as the pink color. Now, as it was pointed out when
examining gender stereotypes in advertising, in most cases these gender-bias cases in prices can be
happening unconsciously.
In summary, gender stereotypes in consumption as a social phenomenon have a main effect when it
comes to segregate products and services aimed at women and men, with different characteristics and
purposes. Also, those aimed at women have a higher average cost.
2.3.2.2 Gender stereotypes in individual consumption relationships
When it comes to individual consumption, gender stereotypes can facilitate discrimination situations
towards female and male consumers, since these are the basis of said situations (Barocelli, 2018). For
example, access denial and restriction to places regarding gender, differential treatment in the frame of
a market activity regarding gender, mistreatment situations, among other similar situations may occur
(Barocelli, 2018).
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Thereon, it’s important to point out that discriminative situations in consumption in accordance with
gender stereotypes affect women, teenagers, and girls to a different extent in their diversity. For example,
the fact that in a great number of institutions transwomen are still not recognized as women, they are
denied services or treated inappropriately in accordance with their gender identity, can be constituted
as a discriminatory act in consumption based on stereotypes. On the other hand, the fact that some
women with disabilities aren’t recognized as individuals who are capable of contracting services, or
they are denied some services can also be constituted as a discriminatory act in accordance with
harmful stereotypes that infantilize women with disabilities.
In that way, it is important to identify some consumption situations may occur where stereotypes
interrelate with other variables that intersect with gender. With regard to those, girls, teenagers, elderly
women, lesbians, transwomen, bisexual women, afro-descendant women, Quechua women, Aymara
women, native women of the Amazon, indigenous or native women, Quechua-speaking women, Aymaraspeaking women, women that speak an Amazon native or indigenous language, among others are
especially vulnerable. This happens because of Peru’s structural discrimination existing situations, as
well as unequal opportunities to access resources and guarantee of rights (INEI, 2018; INEI, 2019).
The latter must also imply a reflection on whether all consumers are in a similar situation or if, perhaps,
it is especially important to know and identify these different situations people live in to guarantee the
right to equality and non-discrimination of consumers. As the Constitutional Court said, “legal equality
presupposes equal treatment to what is equal, and unequal treatment to what is not” (2014, para. 6).
Thus, we have to give a differentiated treatment to guarantee equality in unequal situations, otherwise,
it can result in discrimination by lack of differentiation (Peruvian Constitutional Court, 2014).
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Systematization of comparative experiences:
initiatives on gender stereotypes in consumer relations
and advertising

This chapter will present some initiatives implemented by institutions in other countries regarding gender
stereotypes in consumption relationships and advertising activity. These will include initiatives promoted
from the public sector, auto-regulative institutions, private sector, and international cooperation. First, it
will explain those linked to consumption relationships and subsequently to advertisement.

3.1 Comparative experiences when addressing gender stereotypes in consumption
relationships
In regards to consumption relationships and gender stereotypes, actions mainly aimed at researching the
existence of gender bias in product prices were identified. Likewise, other actions that predominated were
teaching about gender and consumption, surveys for women about their experiences in consumption,
and fighting against gender stereotypes in the market of toys. Next, these experiences are explained.
3.1.1 Studies to identify if gender bias exist in product prices
As it was briefly exposed in the second chapter of this document, research in different countries shows
that, on average, some products in the market aimed at women are more expensive than those aimed at
men. In accordance with that, we will discuss some of those chronologically, as they constitute initiatives
implemented in other countries when addressing gender stereotypes in consumption relationships.
In New York, in the U.S., in 2015, the Department of Consumer Affairs of that city led the study titled
“From Cradle to Cane: The Cost of Being a Female Consumer. A Study of Gender Pricing in New York City”,
considering previous studies done in the U.S. in the ’90s. Its objective was to estimate price differences
that male and female consumers face when they buy the same type of products (New York DCA, 2015).
The study implied comparing almost 800 products with differentiated versions for women and men in
more than 90 brands sold in 24 in-person and online stores (New York DCA, 2015). 5 industries were
taken into account: toys and accessories, children’s clothing, adults clothing, personal care, as well as
home and elderly people’s care. Thereon, it’s worthy to point out that the DCA compared the products
that shared similarities when it came to materials, components, textures, appearance, description, and/or
advertisement to minimize the differences between those aimed at women and men in order to determine
whether a price variation existed due to gender stereotypes (New York DCA, 2015).
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This study showed that in 30 out of 35 product categories analyzed, products aimed at women were
more expensive than those aimed at men (New York DCA, 2015). Likewise, products aimed at women
were more expensive 42% of the time, while products aimed at men were more expensive 18% of the
time (New York DCA, 2015). The average additional cost that women encountered was 7%. Thereon,
the New York’s DCA pointed out that “the findings of this study suggest women are paying thousands
of dollars more over the course of their lives to purchase similar products as men” (2015, p. 6). In this
context, that agency referred that it would keep researching the subject and promoted campaigns aimed
at consumers, inviting them to post cases of products that are more expensive in accordance with
gender in their Twitter accounts, as well as cases of equitable prices, with a #GenderPricing hashtag
(New York DCA, 2015).
In France, in 2016, as a result of reports published in the press showing cases of gender bias in prices
that affect women, the National Consumer Council led a study to identify if that problem existed (Conseil
National de la Consommation, 2016). To that effect, the Council limited its research to 3 product categories:
disposable razors, deodorants, and moisturizing creams, which were sold in 98% of hypermarkets and in
90% of urban supermarkets. Also, 3 types of services were considered in 2 main cities of the country:
locksmiths, auto repair shops, and moving companies. The study concluded that determining conclusions
about gender bias that affected women weren’t reached, with the exception of the moisturizing cream
category which showed strong differences based on gender (Conseil National de la Consommation, 2016).
In that line, after the study, the National Consumer Council of France created a specific task force to keep
studying the problem and give the consumers access to objective information, as well as, to promote
manufacturers, importers, and distributors to reduce the use of gender stereotypes in the display of their
products and services (Conseil National de la Consommation, 2016). The task force included high-level
representatives from the Council, the governing body on gender equality, the association of advertisers
and the consumers’ association. Some conclusions drawn were that taking into account that the prices
were of free determination, the work of education and information for consumers would be promoted
(Conseil National de la Consommation, 2016). It was estimated that this could result in joint activities of
consumer associations and civil partnerships, as well as in good practices of companies and faculties
linked to commerce and businesses (Conseil National de la Consommation, 2016). Additionally, different
recommendations were given to raise awareness and educate different agents about the problem of gender
stereotypes in consumption and advertisement (Conseil National de la Consommation, 2016).
Again in the U.S., in 2018, the Senate ordered the American Government Accountability Office to lead a
study that would review the prices of products sold in the U.S. market and to identify whether there were
differences in accordance to the gender at which they were aimed (GAO, 2018). The GAO analyzed 10 product
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categories finding that in 5 of them, products aimed at women were more expensive than those aimed at
men. It is important to point out that the GAO controlled other variables that could alter the price, like the
brand, size, quantity, advertising activity, packaging, sales, among others (GAO, 2018). In that line, the study
concluded that the gender factor was a meaningful one when it came to price differences among products
(GAO, 2018). Also, it emphasized that consumers would find it difficult to compare prices for products aimed
at men and women that are actually similar, since they are different in size, smell, characteristics, and are
placed in different parts of stores (GAO, 2018). It is important to mention that this research also identified
rules that were mandated by the State of California (1955) and by 2 municipalities (Miami-Dade in 1997,
and New York City in 1998), that prohibited businesses from charging different prices over equal or similar
products or services based on gender only (GAO, 2018).
On the other hand, it is important to mention that in Spain, in 2018, a consumer’s association known as
FACUA, also conducted an illustrative study considering personal hygiene products only. This study also
identified harmful gender biases for women (2019).
On another note, in Chile, the Chile’s SERNAC conducted a prospective study titled “The pink tax: are there
price differences due to gender?”, published in 2019. It aimed to explore whether some products that were
equal or similar in function had a gender-differentiated price and, if so, whether this was harmful towards
women (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019). This study included 2 information-collecting processes consisting in the
observation of prices: from September 24 to October 8, 2018, and from April 29 to May 3, 2019. Overall,
474 pairs of products were compared (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019). To that effect, brands were considered as
they were sold in specialized stores, coupon platforms, department stores, supermarkets, and drugstores.
The products were piled in categories: furniture and bedroom items; bags, backpacks and suitcases; adult
hygiene and personal care; toys and accessories; and baby items (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019).
As an overall result, it was found that, on average, in 21.9% of the cases, the products registered different
prices by gender; from which 77% of the cases had higher prices for women (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019).
In this regard, the categories with the greatest price disparities by gender were accessory toys and
baby items, reaching 82 pairs of products between the two surveys (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019). In terms
of comparing average price differences by product category, “bags, backpacks and suitcases” was
the most expensive category, being 157.5% more expensive for women (Chile’s SERNAC, 2019). In
this sense, Chile’s SERNAC pointed out that it will continue to investigate the matter and report on the
results. Below is a picture of the study conducted by Chile’s SERNAC:
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Image 1: Some results regarding the study titled
“The pink tax: are there price differences due to gender?” led by the Chile’s SERNAC.

Source:
Source: Chile’s
Chile’s SERNAC
SERNAC

It is important to point out that in Mexico, in 2019, the Federal Consumer Protection Agency (hereinafter,
“Mexico’s PROFECO”) also made a comparison between different products to identify whether there was
an unfavorable gender bias towards women in prices (2019). This short study was conducted from April
29 to May 14, 2019, based on the information gathered in its program Quién es Quién en los Precios (Who
is Who in Pricing), which collects and disseminates information about the prices of regular consumption
products for the house and seasonal items (Mexico’s PROFECO, 2019). In this regard, it was found that
there were differences in product prices that affected women, and thus, recommendations were made for
consumers to inform themselves, compare and demand their rights (Mexico’s PROFECO, 2019). Next, the
comparative table that Mexico’s PROFECO published is presented. It is noticeable that the products with
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the bigger differences in prices harmful for women were: disposable razors, disposable adult underwear,
and shavers (2019).
Image 2: comparative table of product prices in accordance to gender, prepared by the
Mexican Federal Consumer Protection Agency

Source: Mexico’s PROFECO
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In summary, it is necessary to point out that the studies made to identify whether gender biases exist
in product prices have been conducted in different countries and, mainly, by the government authority
that is competent in the matter. While there are also actions promoted by private institutions, such
as consumer’s associations, their scopes are often less wide. Likewise, all examined studies have
concluded that there are gender biases in prices at the expense of women. While, as examined in the
conceptual framework, this likely happens unconsciously, it is important to use these studies as tools
of measurement to highlight the problem and stereotypes behind prices. Additionally, it contributes on
one hand to the consumers’ ability to identify whether there are gender biases in products they want
to buy, and on the other hand so that companies can be aware of the problem and to promote a bigger
equality in their product prices.
3.1.2 Other initiatives compared in regards to addressing gender stereotypes in consumption relationships
3.1.2.1 Course on gender and consumption
In Argentina, the Dirección Nacional de Defensa de las y los Consumidores, through the Escuela
Argentina de Educación en Consumo (hereinafter, the “EAEC of Argentina”), often leads the course
“Gender and consumption”. This aims to reflect about how the gender variable is present in consumption
relationships and for female and male consumers to know their rights from an equitable perspective,
noting that it endorses the strategy of the United Nations Development Programme (hereinafter, the
“UNDP”) for cross-cutting the gender perspective (EAEC of Argentina, 2019). It is important to point out
that the course is implemented in an online modality with tutoring, with a total of 30 class hours (EAC
of Argentina, 2019). In this regard, the course syllabus mentions the following:

Given that gender inequalities are expressed in such a specific and particular
manner in consumption relationships, it is necessary to address the consumer
law from a critical perspective grounded in respect for human rights that enables
a deep reflection about the interactions between consumptions and feminisms.
This program is designed to contribute to the consolidation of equalitarian and
gender-unbiased consumption relationships through the flow of information
and critical knowledge (EAEC of Argentina, 2019, p.1).
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In terms of content, the course is organized in the following units: i) an approach to the
gender and sexual diversity perspective; ii) notes for stereotypes-free advertisements; and
iii) aiming at a consumer law with a gender and diversity perspective (EAEC of Argentina,
2019). A point to highlight in this initiative is the incorporation of the gender and sexual
diversity perspective in its approach. Next, the course’s contents can be seen in detail.

Source: Dirección Nacional de Defensa de las y los Consumidores de Argentina
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3.1.2.2 Asking women about experiences in their consumption relationships
In Chile, the SERNAC conducted an explorative public survey to more than 100 women in order to
“get to know their consumption experiences and the existence of practices that might be discriminatory
over gender topics” (Chile’s SERNAC, 2020). The results showed that 64% of surveyed women felt
discriminated against some time because of her gender when doing business.
From that percentage, 32% declared to have been discriminated against in business culturally
associated to the masculine, such as mechanical services, hardware stores, butcheries, among
others (Chile’s SERNAC, 2020). In this type of establishments, one of the events they experienced
the most was mansplaining, which is a phenomenon that consists of treating women as they were
ignorant about a topic regarding the service giving them a condescending explanation, making them
feel uncomfortable and discrediting them because of their gender (Chile’s SERNAC, 2020). This
phenomenon has been widely studied and corresponds to gender stereotypes, which sometimes
can be unconscious (Solnit, 2016), such as believing that women don’t know about cars or certain
things. In this regard, the Chile’s SERNAC highlights that those actions in the area of consumption
might violate the right of consumers to get clear, lawful, and timely information (2020).
Additionally, 29% of women pointed out they felt discriminated against in commerce because of the
clothes they were wearing or their age (Chile’s SERNAC, 2020), and 4% over situations in pubs and
bars, in which the bill was given to men, women’s entrance was free, or expressions such as “drinks
for women” were used (Chile’s SERNAC, 2020). In this regard, harmful gender stereotypes were found
in these situations, such as assuming men are providers or “studs”, sexual objectification of women,
and assuming women are more delicate.
Finally, some recommendations provided by the surveyed women to improve gender equality in
consumption relationships were to ask companies (especially those traditionally associated to the
masculine) to listen to female consumers and not only their male partners, clothing stores to include
a wider size variety, and for advertisement to stop showing sexist stereotypes, such as women in
household roles or the unrealistic representation of women’s bodies according to the country’s reality
(Chile’s SERNAC, 2020). Next, an image made by the Chile’s SERNAC is shown to sum up the results
of this action.
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Image 4: Some results regarding the public survey for women,
conducted by the Chile’s SERNAC
Image 4: Some results regarding the public survey for women,
conducted by the Chile’s SERNAC

Source: Chile’s SERNAC
Source: Chile’s SERNAC
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3.1.2.3 Actions to promote gender equality since childhood: the toy market
As examined in the second chapter, products segregated for women and men can be seen in markets,
and toys aren’t the exception. In that line, there have been some actions in other countries aimed to
eradicate and prevent gender stereotypes in toys mainly because of the effects that these can have in
children’s socialization, which have been examined in the conceptual framework of this document.
For example, in Spain, the Instituto Aragonés del Gobierno de Aragón made a non-sexist toy guide, named
“More than pink & blue” (2018). This guide aims to explain to consumers in a simple way how toys can
contribute to the consolidation of harmful stereotypes about what’s feminine and masculine, or, on the
contrary, how by questioning them they can have a transformative potential for female and male children
to grow on equal terms. Likewise, the guide provides practical suggestions to keep in mind when buying
toys, such as “Before buying a toy, think that pink is not for girls neither is blue for boys. All the colors
of the rainbow belong to all the children of the world” or “Before buying a toy, think that there are no
different or incompatible toys for girls and for boys. Every toy can contribute with the development of a
skill or capability, and they’re all important” (Instituto Aragonés del Gobierno de Aragón, 2018). Meanwhile,
the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights of Argentina promoted a similar guide, also in 2018, named
“Gender stereotypes in childhood”. In a specific section they gave recommendations for consumers to
question gender stereotypes when entering toy stores. In that vein, this type of guides become tools to
provide information to consumers so they can make an optimal purchase decision. In respect thereof, it is
important to point out that Mexico’s PROFECO also made an article called “Let’s play without discrimination:
all included”, which gave recommendations for consumers to avoid gender stereotypes in games for girls
and boys, highlighting also some negative effects of segregated gender-biased toys (2020).
On the other hand, in France, in 2019, the Minister of Economy signed the “Agreement for a diverse
representation in toys” with manufacturing companies, distributors, and toy stores. Members of
parliament, public authorities, consumers’ representatives, and associations also signed it, agreeing
that every sector associated with toys compromised to make commensurate efforts to avoid that toys
reinforce gender stereotypes (Ministry of Economy in France, 2019). The compromises included product
design, product conditioning, catalogs, advertisement, store and supermarket distribution, organization
in digital media, training of sales staff, among others, having in common the questioning of gender
stereotypes (Ministry of Economy in France, 2019).
It is important to point out that the French government explicitly stated that the agreement was promoted
because they wanted to fight discrimination in the early years of their citizens’ lives (Ministry of Economy
in France, 2019). An example was given of how there are few scientific toys aimed at girls and that there is
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a small number of women working in sciences, and that the objective is for girls to gain access to this kind
of toys to project themselves as scientists if that is their choice (Ministry of Economy in France, 2019).
Indeed, toys related to science and technology had specific commitments in the agreement in order to
promote them for girls.
This is also the case of an interesting initiative promoted by the presidency of the United States.
It was the creation of a work area that aimed to close existing gender gaps in science, technology,
engineering, and math-related jobs, in which women are underrepresented (White House Office of the
Press Secretary, 2016). That area was led by the White House Council on Women and Girls, the Ministry
of Education, and the University of Southern California’s Media, Diversity, & Social Change Initiative. One
of the points prioritized in the work plan of that space was the cooperation with the association of the
toys industry, in which it was agreed that it would set as a central topic the debate on gender stereotype
in toys, entertainment and retail commerce (White House Office of the Press Secretary, 2016). Plus, it
was agreed that this topic would be included in its annual conference, PlayCon, with a global audience
of more than 25 thousand people (White House Office of the Press Secretary, 2016).
Finally, it is important to point out that the different actions that promoted gender equality in consumption
relationships have in common that they are carried out as part of a comprehensive, articulated, and
intersectoral strategy. In this way, they come from cross-cutting state policies regarding a gender-based
approach and the promotion of respect towards women’s rights concerning gender equality. This makes the
initiative not to be isolated as it is part of a strategy with objectives and which impact is measured over time.
3.1.2.4 Acknowledgment of a structural discrimination situation towards certain consumers
Through Resolution No. 139/2020, the Secretaría de Comercio Interior in Argentina established that
natural persons in vulnerable situations (regarding age, disability, gender, social status, economy, culture,
ethnicity, among others) should be considered as hyper vulnerable consumers. Thereon, it established
that the Subsecretaría de Acciones para la Defensa de las y los Consumidores should adopt measures
to guarantee the rights of those hyper vulnerable consumers on equal terms; such as implementing
measures to eliminate obstacles that they might confront in the access to justice; guiding, advising
and providing assistance; proposing education actions for them; unofficially identifying demands from
hyper vulnerable consumers, among other measures.
That allows the Dirección Nacional de Defensa de las y los Consumidores to treat with material equality
consumers that, because of their social group, are in a structural discrimination situation that intersects with
their condition of consumers and might affect their fundamental rights.
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3.2 Comparative experiences when addressing gender stereotypes in advertising
In regards to advertisement and gender stereotypes, many experiences in other countries were identified
decades ago. First, initiatives conducted by private and international cooperation institutions that
address prevention against gender stereotypes in advertisement and that establish acknowledgment
and guidance actions for that will be mentioned. Secondly, some experiences about self-regulation; and
finally, actions carried out by government agencies will be mentioned.
3.2.1 Actions promoted by the private sector and international cooperation
This section will identify 3 types of actions promoted by institutions from the private sector and
international cooperation in order to prevent gender stereotypes in advertisement: i) awards and
disincentives for advertisement pieces, ii) tools for the proper representation of gender in advertisement
activity, and iii) studies to broaden the knowledge of the gender stereotypes problem in advertising.
3.2.1.1 Awards for advertisement representations that transform gender stereotypes and disincentives
for those that reproduce them
One of the more extensive actions in advertising and prevention of gender stereotypes is the joint
work of the Unstereotype Alliance -an initiative led by the advertising industry promoted by UN Women
seeking to eliminate harmful gender stereotypes in advertisement- and the Cannes Lions International
Festival of Creativity –considered to be the biggest advertisement festival in the world-. Both institutions
promoted the adoption of general guidelines for the evaluation of advertisements in said festival. In
this context, in 2017, a criterion was incorporated for the jury to take into consideration whether there
were objectification criteria in the advertisements that they evaluated. And since 2019, a criterion was
included for the evaluation of potential harmful stereotypes representations in said advertisements
(Cannes Lions, 2019). The first criterion asked juries to have empathy and ask themselves how would
they feel if they or someone they knew were the ones represented in the advertisement. As for the
second, it implies that juries be asked whether the advertisement work they are evaluating “shows
representations with gender, age, race, ethnicity or disability-based stereotypes, among others” (Cannes
Lions, 2019).
Besides that, the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity includes since 2015 an award named “Glass Lion:
The Lion for Change”, that rewards advertisements that contribute, whether implicitly or explicitly, to change the
world and fight gender inequality and injustice (Cannes Lions, 2019). It was created specifically to recognize those
who questioned gender stereotypes and biases that were still prevailing in advertisements (Cannes Lions, 2019).
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In this context, companies, advertisement agencies, copywriters, and advertisers are motivated to make
advertisement pieces that question harmful stereotypes and promote equality because they know that
it is a relevant criterion when awarding the most important advertisement prizes in the world. It is
important to point out that companies that are part of the Unstereotype Alliance initiative consider
equality, inclusion, and diversity as business imperative and that advertisement can contribute to the
transformation of the world into a more equitable and inclusive one (Cannes Lions, 2019).
Although, the above mentioned initiative is a global and far-reaching one, actions have been implemented
at a local level that also award prizes to advertisements that question gender stereotypes, or on the
contrary, to those considered as the “worst” advertisements which are the ones that promote harmful
gender stereotypes. As for the first ones, one of the most acknowledged contests takes place in Colombia,
where UN Women, the United States Agency for International Development, and the Superando las
Violencias contra las Mujeres (Overcoming Violences against Women) program are developing the “De
Igual a Igual” awards since 2016. These awards want to encourage and recognize those advertising
pieces developed in the Latin-American region that question the female and male roles in society (UN
Women Colombia, 2019). Thereon, the awards are given in the context of the +Cartagena Latin-American
Summit on creativity, innovation, communications, and marketing. In 2019, they have received over a
hundred nominations (UN Women Colombia, 2019).
As for the second type of awards, one the best known is the one that takes place in Spain and is
promoted by the FACUA consumer’s association (Consumidores en acción), annually giving awards
to the “Worst (and most sexist) advertisement of the year” since 2010 (FACUA, 2020). Members and
supporters of the FACUA association vote online. In 2020, for example, the worst advertisement of the
year was voted to be one of the company named El Corte Inglés, launched because of mother’s day
which showed the following image:
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Image 5: Winner of “The worst and most sexist” advertisement award given by
the FACUA association last year

Image 5: Winner of “The worst and most sexist” advertisement award given by
the FACUA association last year

Image’s source: https://www.facua.org/peorempresa

Image’s source: https://www.facua.org/peorempresa

In this context, it is worth noting that the association pointed out that such advertisement piece identified a
“good mother” and thus a “good woman” as a woman entirely devoted to her family who does not take care
of her own wellbeing and never complains (FACUA, 2020). Thereupon, this advertisement was considered
to appeal to a gender stereotype that sent women the message that “to be a good mother they must be
entirely devoted without any complaint” (FACUA, 2020). It is important to point out that this kind of award
aims to discourage advertising companies and agencies from representing stereotyped messages, thus
having negative visibility among organized consumers and, as a consequence, criticism and the rejection
against the brand.
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3.2.1.2 Tools for a proper gender representation in advertising
On the other hand, other initiatives that have been developed by private institutions to question gender
stereotypes in advertisement are those that provide tools for advertising companies, advertising
agencies, and copywriters to create advertisements without recurring to the use of gender stereotypes.
These actions are relevant because, several times, advertisers do not know that their representations
are stereotyped and promote structural discrimination against women, therefore, giving clear guidelines
on how to avoid this and likely become advocates of gender equality is an action line with potential. In
this vein, it is important to highlight the three tools presented below.
Firstly, there is the “A guide to progressive gender portrayals in advertising”, created by the World
Federation of Advertisers, in collaboration with the Unstereotype Alliance. First of all, this document
explains why “unstereotyping” advertisements (to not represent men and women in limited roles or in
those that they have been traditionally assigned to) has a positive impact in society and in the company
that advertises with them (WFA, 2018). This way, the WFA highlights the benefits for companies that
unstereotype advertisements, noting that even the American Association of National Advertisers
assessed that the brands with advertisements free of gender stereotypes have a higher purchase
intention by 25%, as well as by 45% among women only.
Plus, in the above mentioned guide, there is evidence about the damage that gender stereotypes in
advertisements generate, especially for women, but also for men (WFA, 2018). It is important to point out
that the top tips that the guide gives to unstereotype advertising pieces are summarized below (WFA, 2018):
1.

To encourage diversity among team members. This will contribute to take into account
the perspective of different people when creating advertising pieces and to increase
the probabilities for stereotypes and biases to be questioned if created unintentionally
in the process.

2.

To monitor the company’s performance regarding incorporation of gender focus.
Identifying metrics that can be monitored to know how women and men are presented
in the company’s advertisements and their validation process will contribute to
unstereotype advertisements.

3.

To find the company’s purpose. IIdentifying what a brand represents to benefit women
and men, questioning possible gender stereotypes and defining where said brand can
make a real difference in its supply chain, consumers, or workers.
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4.

To think in the long-term. Isolated campaigns won’t manage to set a difference
because consumers are looking for a real commitment that goes beyond a particular
message. Adopting plans of gender equality and diversity might contribute to defining
medium or long-term goals.

5.

To act beyond advertisement. It is important that the efforts for stereotype-free
advertisements be part of the company’s comprehensive strategy that includes equality
policies and addresses diversity, taking other discriminatory variables into account.

It is important to comment that, in 2019, the World Federation of Advertisers also promoted the signature
of the Declaración de Buenos Aires, which implied the commitment for advertisers’ associations of
Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Chile, Paraguay, and the WFA to accelerate proper gender representation in
advertising in their countries through concrete actions (WFA, 2019).
As a second tool, we have the “Guía para la adecuada representación de género en la comunicación
comercial” (Guide for the proper gender representation in commercial communication), published
in 2020 by the Colombian Association of National Advertisers (hereinafter, “ANDA Colombia”),
in coordination with the Presidential Advisory Office on Women Equality of Colombia and with the
support of UN Women. In this guide, evidence is presented regarding the importance of stereotypesfree communication, and commitments for a proper representation of gender in advertisement are
proposed with recommendations to act in concert with them (ANDA Colombia, 2020).
Also, the guide highlights the CEDAW, and the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment,
and Eradication of Violence against Women (hereinafter, “Convention of Belem do Pará”), and how they
both establish gender equality and the battle against stereotypes as duties (ANDA Colombia, 2020).
Some commitments from the guide are the guarantee that when humor is used it will not stigmatize
nor humiliate any person or group of people based on gender, sexual orientation, ethnic or racial origin,
among others, or because they do not comply with the alleged gender roles; the fact that commercial
communication will not use gender roles that infringe people’s dignity, denigrate or puts women in a
relationship of subordination to men or objectify women (ANDA Colombia, 2020).
The third tool to remark in this section is the one named the “Unstereotype Metric”, created by the
Unstereotype Alliance in 2019. It consists of certain questions that can be added to an advertising
research, before or after testing it, aiming to help advertisers and advertising agencies realize when
they are facing a positive or negative gender representation (Unstereotype Alliance, 2019). Thereon, the
metric consists of the following (Unstereotype Alliance, 2019):
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1.

It is used every time an advertisement presents a female or male character, even if this
is minimal.

2.

The questions to be asked are the following:
How much do you agree with the following statements?:
- This advertisement presents a positive image of female characters, establishing
a good example for others.
- This advertisement presents a positive image of male characters, establishing a
good example for others.

In that sense, depending on the answer, a score is assigned and a gender variable must be incorporated
when creating, validating, and approving advertising representations. Plus, this is simply and quickly
achieved not to hinder the creative process, but contributing with it.
3.2.1.3 Studies to identify the consumers’ perception of gender stereotypes
Other important actions conducted by the private sector and international cooperation are studies that
seek broaden the knowledge of the problem of gender stereotypes in advertisement. Next, two important
ones promoted by the Unstereotype Alliance are presented. The first one refers to a survey carried
out in different countries worldwide to know the consumers’ perception of gender representations in
advertising. The second one is a survey conducted in some countries to know the mindset regarding
gender equality that prevails in them.
The first study was a survey to get to know the consumers’ perception of advertising pieces and women
and men representations in them. It was conducted by IPSOS together with The Female Quotient (company
which business consists in working for gender equality) for the Unstereotype Alliance. It was carried out
between August 24th and September 7th, 2018. 14700 consumers were surveyed, men and women from 16
to 64 years old in 28 countries (500 people per country), Peru among them (IPSOS, 2018). The main results
showed the following:
72% of surveyed people considers that advertisement fails to reflect the world around
them and 63% does not see themselves reflected in it.
45% points out that there still are sexist advertisements that are offensive for them.
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64% thinks that advertisers should do more to eliminate the traditional female and male
roles in their advertisements.
75% say they feel more positive about companies that show equality of capacities and
roles of women and men in their advertisements.
Those results are important because they show that consumers’ imaginaries and perceptions support
a more diverse advertisement with gender equality. It should be mentioned that, regarding Peru, IPSOS
said that, since it was an online survey, it is not considered to represent people nationwide because not
every area has high internet penetration rates. However, it does represent the sector of the Peruvian
middle-class population that is more connected (IPSOS, 2018).
The second is a study about attitudes regarding gender equality, which was also promoted by the
Unstereotype Alliance and is developed by Kantar (a consulting, data and knowledge company) to
measure attitudes towards gender equality in 49 countries worldwide. In 2018, attitudes were measured
in 10 countries; and in 2020, the study is carried out in 20 countries, including ten additional to the first
ones. In Latin-America, they are Colombia, Brazil, and Mexico (Unstereotype Alliance, 2020). The study
aims to identify and assess gender stereotypes in pilot countries people’s imaginary since this will
provide a detailed insight into barriers that are obstacles to achieve gender equality in the world, as well
as to define which specific actions must be adopted to appropriately fight against those stereotypes
(Unstereotype Alliance, 2020).
In addition, the study contributes to advertising work. This is because it helps to understand which gender
stereotypes are more prevalent in people in a certain society, which are decreasing, as well as which are still
persistent and in which type of population, among other details. Therefore, it helps to provide guidance as
to what role advertising can play in dealing with these stereotypes, which stereotypes can be questioned,
which ones are still rejected, what messages to convey and how to transmit them, among other guidelines
(Unstereotype Alliance, 2020).
Some important results from the study are that 91% of people in the participant countries considers
that respecting women’s rights in all areas is important for the development of a country. Additionally,
84% estimates that it is essential for a society that women be treated equally as men. Namely, it can be
stated that gender equality is considered a necessary condition (Unstereotype Alliance, 2020). However,
there are still strong gender inequalities in areas such as family violence (only 53% considers most
women feel reasonably safe in their homes), domestic work, and caring for others (41% considers that
children suffer if the mother has a job, while only 23% responds affirmatively regarding the father),
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leadership roles (only 44% of women and 36% of men consider that society is comfortable with female
CEOs), sexual objectification (61% of women and 70% of men consider that women look for attention
with their clothing), performance in politics (35% of women and 63% of men consider it easy for women
to apply for a public position in their country); among others.
In that vein, women and men maintain stereotypes regarding gender roles (Unstereotype Alliance,
2020). However, in all questions, men evidence more gender stereotypes than women (Unstereotype
Alliance, 2020).
3.2.2 Actions promoted by advertising self-regulation
Advertising self-regulation consists of the voluntary commitment of businessmen and advertisers
that choose to respect the ethical principles and good practices that guarantee a lawful and suitable
commercial goodwill competence (Sainz, 2007). In this context, self-regulation guidelines seek to help
businessmen and advertisers comply with advertising regulations (Sainz, 2007). Next, some advertising
self-regulation experiences in other countries are presented.
To this end, a table with systematized information on advertising self-regulation rules in different countries
of South America6 regarding discrimination restrictions or stereotyped representations will be presented
first. It is worth noting that Peru is not considered because it will be analyzed in the fifth section.

6 Except for Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, and Guyana
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Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (1/4)
N°

Country

1

Argentina

Self-regulation
Standard
Code of Ethics
and Advertising
Self-regulation

Does the prohibition
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes apply?
apply?
Yes

No

Text of the Standard

Article 5
Thereupon, advertising shall not have
inappropriate visual or auditory expressions
or representations, nor references that: (…)
5.6 Promote any form of discrimination.

2

Bolivia

There isn’t one yet,
the Bolivian
National Association of Advertisers is
in progress of
creating and
approving a Code of
Advertising Ethics

3

Brasil

Brazilian Code of
Advertising
Self-regulation

Does not apply

Does not apply

Yes

Yes

Does not apply

Article 20
No will promote nor encourage no type of
crime nor racial, social, political, religious, or
national discrimination.
Special advertising categories
Alcoholic beverages
3. Principle of responsible consumption:
Advertising won’t lead to an exaggerated or
irresponsible consumption in any way. Thus,
considering said principle:
a. Any eventual appeal of sensuality won’t be
the main content of the message;
advertising models will never be treated as
sexual objects; (…)
c. Images, language, or arguments that
suggest that product consumption is a
statement of maturity or that contributes to
a bigger personal value, professional or
social success, or promotes more power of
seduction towards consumers won’t be
used.
(emphasis added)
Source: own elaboration
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Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (2/4)
Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (2/4)
N°

Country

N°

Country

4

Chile

4

Chile

Self-regulation
Standard
Self-regulation
Standard
Chilean Code of
Advertising Ethics
Chilean Code of
Advertising Ethics

Does the prohibition
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes apply?
Does the
prohibition
apply?
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes apply?
apply?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Text of the Standard
Text of the Standard
Article 1
Subjection to the legal system, morals, and
Article 1for others
respect
Subjection
to the
legal system,
morals,must
and
Advertising and
marketing
communications
respect the
legal system and, especially, the
respect
forcurrent
others

values,
rights
andmarketing
principlescommunications
acknowledged inmust
the
Advertising
and
Political
Constitution
of the
Republic.
respect the
current legal
system
and, especially, the
(…)
values, rights and principles acknowledged in the
Political Constitution of the Republic.
Advertising
messages shall respect the dignity of
(…)
people, avoiding arbitrary discrimination, denigration,
disdain,
ridicule,
or jokes
Advertising
messages
shall towards
respect individuals
the dignity or
of
groups,
especially
over discrimination,
race, ethnicity,
religion,
people, avoiding
arbitrary
denigration,
gender,
age, disability,
social,
disdain, sexual
ridicule,orientation,
or jokes towards
individuals
or
cultural,
economical
condition.
groups, or
especially
over
race, ethnicity, religion,
gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, social,
In
advertising
messages,
the humoristic and satiric
cultural,
or economical
condition.
treatment of people or groups is acceptable if the
representation
does not the
offend
or harass,
scorn,
In advertising messages,
humoristic
and satiric
abuse,
or ridicule.
treatment
of people or groups is acceptable if the
representation does not offend or harass, scorn,
abuse, or ridicule.

Article 2
Representations of gender and stereotypes
Article 2 messages must avoid statements and
Advertising
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messages
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statements
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not
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especially
over
Advertising
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arbitrarily
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advertising
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sexual objects
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that
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Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (3/4)
Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (3/4)
N°

Country

N°
5

Country
Colombia

5

Colombia

6

Ecuador

6
7

Ecuador
Paraguay

7

Paraguay

8

Uruguay

8

Uruguay

Self-regulation
Standard
Self-regulation
Standard
Colombian
Code of
Advertising
Colombian
Code of
Self-regulation
Advertising
Self-regulation

Does the prohibition
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes apply?
Does the
prohibition
apply?
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes
Yes
No apply?
apply?
Yes

No

Text of the Standard
Text of the Standard
Article 10
Decency
Article
10 messages shall respect the dignity of
Advertising
people, institutions, lawfully established authorities,
Decency

and
patrioticmessages
symbols. shall respect the dignity of
Advertising
people, institutions, lawfully established authorities,
According
to symbols.
this principle, the advertising message
and patriotic
shall not contain statements or visual or auditory
presentations
that principle,
offend, denigrate,
or violate,
among
According to this
the advertising
message
others,
thecontain
rights of
equality and
shall not
statements
or non-discrimination
visual or auditory
over
race, gender,
age, religion,
sexual
orientation,
presentations
that offend,
denigrate,
or violate,
among
nationality,
or economical
condition.
others, the social,
rights cultural
of equality
and non-discrimination
over race, gender, age, religion, sexual orientation,
nationality, social, cultural or economical condition.

No information was
found
No information was
found
Advertising
Self-Regulation
Advertising
Code
Self-Regulation
Code

Does not apply

Does not apply

Does not apply

Does not apply
Yes

Does not apply
No

Does not apply
Article 11

Yes

No

Advertising Practice
Code
Advertising Practice
Code

Yes

No

Yes

No

Under

no

circumstances

will

advertising

that

encourages
Article
11or incites racial, social, political or religious

discrimination,
or discrimination
on nationality,
Under no circumstances
willbased
advertising
that
age
or sex, be
encourages
orpermitted.
incites racial, social, political or religious
discrimination, or discrimination based on nationality,
age or sex,
Article
4 be permitted.

Social Responsibility
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4
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should not advertise any way of
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sex or should
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they any
in any
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wayway
of
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sex not
or use
age,fear
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they without
in any good
way
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must not
or superstition
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without
good
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encourage any illegal or reprehensible conduct or
reason.
any
thatcondemn
contradicts
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Theyconduct
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or current
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not incite
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illegal
or reprehensible
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that
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any conduct
current
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of natural must
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or
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or dangerous
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anykind.
way
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Article 15
Special categories of products
Article
15 beverages
1. Alcoholic
Special categories of products
(…)
d.
Responsibility
1.Social
Alcoholic
beverages

Advertising
communications must avoid the
(…)
presentation
of alcoholic beverages as a means of
d. Social Responsibility
removing
social
or sexual inhibitions.
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communications
must avoid the
They
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suggesting
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presentation
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Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (4/4)
Table 2: Advertising self-regulation Standards in South-American
countries in terms of non- discrimination and/or stereotypes (4/4)
N°

Country

N°

Country

9

Venezuela

9

Venezuela

Self-regulation
Standard
Self-regulation
Standard
Code of Ethics and
Self-Regulation of
Code
of Ethics and
Commercial
Self-Regulation
ofin
Communications
Commercial
Venezuela
Communications in
Venezuela

Does the prohibition
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
Does the
prohibition of stereotypes apply?
apply?
Does the prohibition
of discrimination
of stereotypes apply?
apply?It does
Not explicitly.
No
prohibit encouraging,
Not
explicitly.
It does
No
favoring,
glorifying
or
prohibit
encouraging,
instigating
any type
favoring,
glorifying or
of illegal activity.
instigating any type
of illegal activity.

Text of the Standard
Text of the Standard
Article 2

Advertising, in any way, must not encourage, favor,

glorify or2induce any type of activity that is illegal or
Article

injurious
to inmorals
andmust
goodnotcustoms
generally
Advertising,
any way,
encourage,
favor,
accepted
rulesany
of conduct.
glorify
or as
induce
type of activity that is illegal or
injurious to morals and good customs generally
accepted as rules of conduct.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration

The information presented in the table reveals that from the seven South American countries that have
advertising self-regulatory standards which information was found, only six regulate the prohibition
of advertising representations that are discriminatory or incite to discrimination. Venezuela is the
only country that does not expressly state this. Likewise, Chile and Brazil’s advertising self-regulatory
standards specifically prohibit the representation of certain gender stereotypes in advertising. The
regulations of these two countries will be discussed in more detail below.
In the case of Chile, the institution in charge of advertising self-regulation is the National Council of
Advertising Self-Regulation of Chile (hereinafter “CONAR of Chile”), which, in the sixth edition of its Code
of Ethics, published in October 2018, decided to explicitly incorporate the article discussed in Table 2 of
this document, which prohibits certain representations of gender and stereotypes. Specifically, Article 2
of that code states that advertising messages must avoid representations and statements that denigrate
people based on their appearance, behavior, characteristics or lifestyles, or that objectify or reduce
them to their sexuality. In addition, the article states that advertising messages should not discriminate,
denigrate, underestimate, incite violence, ridicule or mock individuals or groups, emphasizing that
this should not happen because of gender or sexual orientation. Likewise, that regulation prohibits
the representation of people as sexual objects, using their bodies or parts of them without a justified
relationship with the advertised product. In the end, the article states:
In advertising messages, stereotypes can be used while respecting people’s dignity.
Advertising messages that use gender stereotypes or other stereotypes that cause
widespread offense, hostility, underestimation, abuse, or ridicule are not allowed.
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In this regard, the article discussed presents three very important elements: i) it identifies the term gender
stereotypes and establishes that they are not allowed in advertising representations when they cause
widespread offenses, hostility, underestimation, abuse or ridicule; ii) it explicitly recognizes as offensive
diverse variables of discrimination and inequality -such as appearance, behavior, sexual orientation- and
leaves the door open for other prohibited grounds; and iii) it explicitly prohibits the representation of people
as sexual objects, thus banning one of the most prevalent female gender stereotypes in the advertising
industry that encourages structural discrimination against women, as discussed previously.
In this context, a recent resolution of that institution (Rol 1133) has applied the article against advertising
representations that identified gender stereotypes of sexual objectification of girls. For example, CONAR
of Chile stated the following: “(...) all of the above is precisely what the claimed publicity infringes, since in
addition to objectifying women, in this case a girl, it presents her as a stereotype that can be considered
negative by focusing mainly on her sexual connotation rather than on other aspects more related to the
product” (par. C.11).
On the other hand, as regards the Brazilian case, the body responsible for advertising self-regulation
is the National Council of Advertising Self-Regulation of Brasil (hereinafter, “CONAR of Brazil”). In this
regard, it should be noted that the Brazilian Code of Advertising Self- Regulation includes, since 1978,
the articles discussed in table 2. In contrast to the Chilean case, the Brazilian advertising self-regulatory
standards refer to the prohibition of stereotypes only in the case of beer advertising, with the article
prohibiting the promotion of discrimination governing commercial advertising in general.
The prohibition of stereotypes in this code is contemplated within the framework of the principle of
responsible consumption and establishes two proscriptions: i) that in advertising pieces for alcoholic
beverages, advertising will never treat the models as sexual objects, and (ii) that it will not use
representations suggesting that the consumption of the product provides more power of seduction
to consumers. In this regard, from a gender perspective it can be stated that the first prohibition
contributes to avoid the representation of the gender stereotype of sexual objectification, which has
been one of the most present in advertising regarding women. Regarding the second prohibition, this
would contribute to avoid men being represented as sexually vehement, alluding to the fact that they
should be constantly demonstrating their masculinity through the seduction of women.
In addition to the above, there are two experiences of advertising self-regulation outside South America
that, therefore, have not been included in the table, but are considered important due to what they raise
about duties on gender stereotypes and discrimination against women in advertising: Spain and El
Salvador. Both cases will be commented on below.
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As for Spain, its advertising self-regulatory organization is called Autocontrol (Self-monitoring). Its
Advertising Code of Conduct includes the following prohibition in its Article 10:
10. Discriminatory Advertising
Commercial communications must not suggest circumstances of discrimination
on the grounds of race, nationality, religion, disability, age, gender or sexual
orientation, nor must they threaten the dignity of the individual. In particular,
commercial communications that may be abusive or discriminatory to women,
including those that use women’s bodies, or parts thereof, as mere objects
unrelated to the product or service they are intended to promote or associated
with stereotypical behavior that undermines equality between women and men,
shall be avoided (Autocontrol, 2019) (emphasis added).
In this regard, it is emphasized that the proscription specifically includes the
prohibition of commercial communications containing stereotyped behavior
affecting equality between men and women, in a manner similar to the Chilean
case. It also highlights the specific inclusion of different discrimination variables
on the basis of race, disability, and age, among others.
It is worth mentioning a resolution by Autocontrol, which sanctioned an
advertisement presenting women as the only ones in charge of purchasing personal
hygiene and cleaning products (Consumers Network Association, 2019). In that
sense, Autocontrol considered it discriminatory for transmitting the stereotypical
message that cleaning tasks are carried out only by women (Consumers Network
Association, 2019). This case is important to mention because it questions gender
stereotypes linked to the roles that women and men have traditionally played and
which, as we have seen above, can have an effect on perpetuating inequality in the
use of time, and in women’s access to and permanence in paid work.
In reference to El Salvador, Article 9 stands out because - despite being called
“Moral, decency, good customs and order” – it explicitly recognizes that “the use
of women’s image taking advantage of their physicality with the sole objective of
linking their sexuality with products or services unrelated to it, shall not be permitted”.
In that sense, similar to the case of Brazil, it prohibits the stereotype of sexual
objectification of women in advertising representations, except in this case not
only those linked to alcoholic beverages but in all of them.
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Finally, it is important to mention that the Guidelines for Improved Representation
of Men and Women in Advertising discussed above identify eight additional
countries, outside South America, that have specific regulations regarding gender
stereotypes in advertising self-regulation: Finland, Ireland, Germany, India, Italy,
Austria, New Zealand, and South Africa (WFA, 2018).
3.2.3 Government-driven actions
It is important to begin by pointing out that, in terms of legislative technique, countries have adopted
different forms of regulating advertising, violence against women, and media content, among other
issues that are linked to the subject matter analyzed in this report. In that context, this section will
examine some of the comparative regulations that have addressed the issue of gender stereotypes
in the media and advertising in greater depth. Specifically, reference will be made to the cases of the
United Kingdom, Spain and Argentina.
One of the most mentioned regulations in terms of advertising regulation and gender stereotypes is the
one in the United Kingdom. It should be mentioned that, initially, this country prohibited the dissemination
of certain gender stereotypes through self-regulation. However, in December 2018, the Committee of
Advertising Practice (hereinafter “the CAP”) established a new regulation on advertising, which included
the following standard: “Advertising pieces shall not include gender stereotypes that may cause harm
or a serious or widespread offence” (CAP, 2018).
It is important to mention that this new regulation was established based on the evidence found and
developed by the UK Advertising Standards Authority in the report “Representations, perceptions and
harm: a report on gender stereotypes in advertising”, published in 2017. That research is a worldwide
reference in the field of gender stereotypes and advertising because it critically reviewed in relation to
gender stereotypes: i) advertising regulation and self-regulation experiences from other countries, ii)
initiatives from the advertising industry, iii) evidence of its impact from academic sources, iv) evidence
and learning from representatives of the advertising industry and researchers; and v) public opinion
considerations (ASA, 2017). One of the main conclusions of the study was that evidence showed
that gender stereotypes -linked to body image, objectification, hypersexualization, gender roles and
characteristics, and mockery of people who do not fit gender stereotypes-has the potential to cause
harm to adults and children by impacting how they see themselves and others (ASA, 2017). Therefore,
the study emphatically concluded that gender stereotypes have an effect on gender inequality and, in
this way, institutions proceeded to elaborate the regulation discussed in the previous paragraph.
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One notable practice is that CAP accompanied this change in regulation with a guide on how to interpret
that prohibition, explaining to companies which representations are constituted as gender stereotypes
that can cause harm or serious or widespread offense and which are most likely not constituted as
such (CAP, 2018).
On the other hand, Spain has a General Advertising Law, which regulates in its article 3.a) as illicit to
the publicity that attempts against the dignity of the person or violates the values and rights recognized
in the Constitution, with emphasis in those that refer to the childhood, the youth and the women.
Specifically, on the latter, the standard establishes the following:
The above provision shall be understood to include advertisements that present
women in a humiliating or discriminatory manner, either by using their bodies or
parts thereof as a mere object unrelated to the product being promoted, or their
image associated with stereotyped behavior that violates the foundations of our
legal system by contributing to the generation of violence referred to in Organic
Law 1/2004 dated December 28, on Comprehensive Protection Measures against
Gender Violence (2004).
In addition, Article 18 of the Spanish Unfair Competition Act establishes that all acts of unlawful advertising
-such as the one described in the previous paragraph- constitute unfair competition. In that vein, as
discussed above, there is a joint regulatory approach between regulation and self-regulation in Spain with
respect to gender stereotypes in advertising.
It should be noted that, in addition to the regulations, in Spain there is the Women’s Image Observatory,
initially created as the Sexist Advertising Observatory in 1994, under the Institute of Women and for
Equal Opportunities of the Ministry of Equality. It aims to comply with regulatory commitments to
promote a balanced and non-stereotyped image of women in the media and advertising. It states on
the website that its objective is “to see which are the most significant roles attributed to them and, in
the case that these are sexist, to carry out actions that contribute to the suppression of the stereotyped
images” (Institute of Women, undated). To achieve this, the Institute carries out the following actions:
i) to collect complaints from citizens, ii) to analyze and classify the detected or reported stereotyped
material in order to find out how the image of women is being treated in the media and advertising, iii)
to act against the sources of the discriminatory messages by requesting their modification, withdrawal
or change of line in future actions, iv) to participate in training activities regarding the influence that
discriminatory treatment in the media and advertising has on gender inequality, among others (Institute
of Women, undated). In addition, the Observatory publishes an annual report with data on complaints
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about advertising pieces considered sexist by individuals and social organizations, as well as the actions
that the Institute of Women has implemented in this regard (Institute of Women, undated).
Finally, Argentina established a definition of media violence in its Law No. 26.485, Law on Comprehensive
Protection to Prevent, Punish and Eradicate Violence against Women in the areas where they develop
their interpersonal relationships, published in 2009. In this regulation, it is established in article 6.f) that
media violence is shaped by the following behaviors:
“(...) publication or dissemination of stereotyped messages and images through
any mass media, which directly or indirectly promote the exploitation of women or
their images, insult, defame, discriminate, dishonor, humiliate or attack the dignity
of women (...) legitimizing unequal treatment or building socio-cultural patterns
that reproduce inequality or generate violence against women” (2009).
In this way, the regulation considers stereotyped material - which directly or indirectly attacks women’s
dignity and legitimizes unequal treatment against them or builds socio-cultural reproductive patterns
of gender inequality - as a form of violence against women. Furthermore, it should be noted that the
law in question also stipulates obligations of the State in article 11.8; such as the obligation of National
Public Media of Argentina to disseminate messages and ongoing campaigns to raise awareness about
women’s right to a life free from violence, the promotion of the elimination of sexism in information, and
the explicit obligation to train mass media professionals in violence against women.
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4

Regulatory framework for equality and
non-discrimination

Having developed the conceptual framework based on gender, gender stereotypes, structural
discrimination against women, advertising and consumer relations, as well as the systematization of
comparative experience to understand how other countries have been addressing the issue of gender
stereotypes in consumer relations and advertising, the international and national normative framework
on equality, non-discrimination and gender stereotypes will be presented and discussed. The aim is to
understand the regulatory context in which the actions being developed to achieve effective equality
between men and women in consumer relations and advertising practice in Peru are situated, which will
be evaluated in the sixth and seventh chapters of this document.
In this regard, this section will first provide a brief overview of the binding nature of international human
rights treaties. Then, the regulation of the right to equality and non-discrimination will be presented, with
a special emphasis on the one linked to gender and gender stereotypes. Subsequently, the recognition
of the right to equality and non-discrimination in the regulation of defense and protection of consumers
will be examined and, finally, the same will be done in relation to the law of unfair competition.

4.1 Binding nature of international human rights treaties
This section briefly details how international treaties that a State ratifies become binding on it, since it has
voluntarily bound itself to comply with them. The aim is to emphasize that international treaties on women’s
human rights are currently in place in Peru and, therefore, it is the obligation of state entities and private
institutions to work together for equality between women and men and to prevent gender stereotypes.
In this regard, Article 27 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties establishes that a State
may not invoke provisions of its domestic law to breach an international treaty. Likewise, the Peruvian
Political Constitution has also recognized this, providing in its Article 55 that treaties in force entered
into by the State are part of national right; as well as in its Fourth Final and Transitory Provision that the
rights and freedoms recognized in the Constitution must be interpreted in accordance with the treaties
ratified by Peru.
In addition to the above, the Constitutional Court (hereinafter “TC” for its Spanish acronym) has granted
constitutional rank to human rights treaties, determining that they are higher in the hierarchy than
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laws and other legal regulations of lower rank (2006a). Likewise, the TC has established that the public
authorities must incorporate within the constitutionally protected content of the rights the normative
areas of human rights recognized in the treaties (2006b) and that all public entities must obligatorily
observe and consider the interpretation made by the international courts of the human rights treaties
of which Peru is a part (2006b).
In accordance with the above, the United Nations CEDAW, which entered into force for Peru on October
13, 1982, and the Organization of American States’ Convention of Belém do Pará, which entered into
force for Peru on July 4, 1996, are constitutional norms in force in Peru and should be considered by all
public institutions when interpreting the scope of fundamental rights. Both treaties have provisions to
guarantee the right to equality and the right to a life free of violence for women. In this sense, they will
be considered in the framework of this assessment.

4.2 The right to equality and non-discrimination of women implies fighting individual
discriminatory acts and gender stereotypes that incite structural discrimination
against them
First, the right to equality and non-discrimination of women, understood in a broader context of
structural discrimination against them will be examined. Next, the obligation of States to eradicate
gender stereotypes will be specifically assessed.
4.2.1 The right to equality and non-discrimination and structural discrimination of women
First of all, it should be noted that, according to the TC, equality and non-discrimination is the fundamental
principle on which the political organization of States characterized as democratic and de jure is based
(2003). Also, it is a right of people to be treated the same as others in relation to coinciding facts,
situations or events, in such a way that their dignity is respected (TC, 2003).
Internationally, discriminatory acts are prohibited by various standards; such as Articles 2.1 and 7 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, Article II of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, Articles 1 and 24 of the
American Convention on Human Rights, among others. In Peru, discrimination is prohibited by Article 2
(2) of the Constitution, as well as by Article 322 of the Criminal Code.
In this regard, the discrimination act has been legally defined by the Human Rights Committee in its
General Comment No. 18 as follows:
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(…) any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any
ground such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, birth or financial or social status among others, and which
has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment
or exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms of people on an equal
footing (1989: par. 7).
In that sense, three elements of a discriminatory act have been recognized: i) unequal treatment, ii) based
on a prohibited ground, iii) having as an objective or result an impairment of a right. In this regard, the
first element is differential treatment, which can be a distinction, exclusion, restriction, preference, among
others. The second element alludes to how differential treatment is based on an identity motive or one
that has social relevance, in other words, one that marks the individual’s relevance to society - such as sex,
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, and racial motives, among others - insofar as this implies denying
his or her condition as an equal human being (Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 2005;
Constitutional Court, 2004; IACHR, 2016). The third element concerns that the unequal treatment is aimed at
or affects in practice the exercise of peoples’ rights. This last element is important to emphasize, inasmuch
as a discriminatory act may occur unintentionally since, as long as the result of the unequal treatment
generates the impairment of a person’s right, it will still be considered as such (Constitutional Court, 2014).
It is important to note that, as discussed in the first section, individual acts of discrimination occur in a broader
context, where certain social groups are structurally discriminated against and exposed to imaginaries,
practices and structures that oppress them; such as women, people with disabilities, people of African
descent, and people living in poverty, among others (Valega, 2019; Salome, 2017; Anon Roig, 2013). With
regard to structural discrimination against women, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has
stated the following:
A broader conception of the principle of non-discrimination is linked to the idea of
ending the subordination of women as a group. This conception (which in this light
some call the principle of anti-subordination) condemns practices that have the
effect of creating or perpetuating a subordinate position for certain disadvantaged
groups in our society, such as women. In this conception, discrimination against
women must be rejected not only because it presupposes unfair treatment for some
individuals, but also because it has the function of subordinating women as a group,
thus creating and perpetuating a gender hierarchy. Discrimination is considered one
of the many social processes responsible for the hierarchical order of the sexes that
places women at the base of the pyramid (2007, par. 72) (emphasis added).
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This situation was also recognized by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which has stated
that States Parties to the American Convention on Human Rights, such as Peru, have a duty to adopt
all necessary measures to combat the vulnerabilities to which social groups in a situation of structural
discrimination are exposed (2016). In this regard, the Constitutional Court pointed out that culturally
constructed inequalities between men and women have led to the subordinate presence of women in
different social contexts, gender violence and special vulnerability (2019).
In fact, it is by virtue of the recognition of the structural discrimination in which women are in our country
that the PNIG was approved in 2019. In this regard, the PNIG identified the following as necessary actions
to fight structural discrimination against women: i) discriminatory socio-cultural patterns that privilege
the masculine over the feminine (gender stereotypes), ii) the unequal assignment of roles (productive
to men and reproductive to women), and (iii) institutional norms and culture that reinforce the inferiority
or subordination of women. At the same time, it identified structural discrimination against women as
one of its main consequences (MIMP, 2019).
In this sense, understanding equality in a material and non-formal manner (Constitutional Court, 2014),
the eradication of discrimination against women implies both fighting individual acts of discrimination
and the stereotypes, roles and institutional norms that reinforce their structural discrimination as a
group. That is why the Constitutional Court stated that all public and private institutions must adopt
a gender equality perspective, since situations of inequality and vulnerability of women have been
standardized for many years (2018). In its words:
The gender equality perspective is a new form of analysis that shows how
certain facts or situations affect men and women differently, that is an analysis
with gender sensitivity and motivated by achieving equity between men and
women. This conceptual definition explains on its own the necessity of its
incorporation in the institutional sphere (2018, par. 10).
4.2.2 The duty of the Peruvian State to fight against gender stereotypes
In line with the above, and specifically with regard to gender stereotypes, the CEDAW established in
Article 5.a that the States Parties have the obligation to eradicate prejudices and practices based on
gender stereotypes. In specific terms, it stipulates that States must take all measures to:
To modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with
a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other
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practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of
either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and women.
The obligation goes hand in hand with the objective of that treaty, which is to guarantee the material
equality of women. That is also why Article 3 of the treaty establishes the obligation of States Parties
to act in all spheres -political, social, economic, and cultural- to ensure the full development of women
and to guarantee them the enjoyment and exercise of their rights and fundamental freedoms on an
equal footing with men. In addition, Article 13 of the CEDAW states that the duty of States Parties to
take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women also includes the economic
and social spheres, such as the sphere of consumption and competition.
As for the Convention of Belém do Pará, this is the first international treaty to explicitly recognize
women’s right to a life free of violence (Valega, 2019). This right is found in article 6 and includes the
right to be free from all forms of discrimination and the right to be valued and educated free from
stereotyped patterns of behavior and social and cultural practices based on concepts of inferiority or
subordination. In other words, it recognizes the right of women, adolescents and girls to be valued and
educated free of gender stereotypes that promote structural discrimination against them.
In addition, Article 8 of this treaty specifically establishes the obligation of States Parties to promote the
observance of the right of women to a life free from violence, as well as their obligation to:
Modify socio-cultural patterns of behavior of men and women, including the
design of appropriate formal and non-formal education programs at all levels
of the educational process, to counteract prejudices and customs and all other
practices that are based on the premise of inferiority or superiority of either gender
or on stereotyped roles for men and women that legitimize or exacerbate violence
against women.
From the brief account of the obligations established in both international treaties, it can be concluded
that both conventions provide that the Peruvian State must adopt all necessary actions to prevent
and eradicate gender stereotypes, since these are obstacles to guaranteeing equality for women and
preventing violence against them (Valega, 2019). This is also in line with Priority Objective 6 of the
National Gender Equality Policy, which seeks to reduce the incidence of discriminatory socio-cultural
patterns in the population in order to fight the public problem of structural discrimination against
women in Peru.
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4.3 Equality and non-discrimination right in consumer defense and protection
National regulations have emphasized the defense and protection of consumers. First, there is
Law No. 29571, the Code of Consumer Protection and Defense (hereinafter “CPDC” for its Spanish
acronym), published in 2010, which has instituted - in Article I of its Preliminary Title – the protection
of consumers’ rights as a guiding principle of social and economic policy of the State, under Article 65
of the Constitution and the social market economy regime. In this vein, the CPDC also established - in
numeral 11 of article IV of its Preliminary Title - that consumer protection is a transversal policy that
involves all public authorities and society. It should also be noted that the CPDC created, in accordance
with its articles 132 and 133, the National Integrated System of Consumer Protection and the National
Council of Consumer Protection; it also designated INDECOPI as the System’s governing entity and as
the National Authority of Consumer Protection.
In addition to the CPDC, the National Policy for Protection and Defense of the Consumer (hereinafter,
“the Consumer Policy”), approved by Supreme Decree No. 006-2017-PCM, and the National Consumer
Protection Plan, approved by Supreme Decree No. 024-2017-PCM (hereinafter, “the Consumer Plan”) are
also in force. Both standards aim to make consumer and user protection more effective nationwide and
seek to articulate all levels of government, public and private actors.
Likewise, it is important to mention that the Consumer Policy has, among its guiding principles, one of
inclusion and intercultural perspective, one of protection and one of equality and non-discrimination. This
means, according to its own text, that it is based on the search to direct policies to the effective attention of
the requirements and needs of the most vulnerable consumers, promoting conditions that guarantee equity
in consumer relations, and ensuring that these are developed without distinction or exclusion on the basis of
prohibited grounds, such as sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, age, and racial grounds, among
others. It should be noted that the main objective of this policy is to “contribute to a higher and more effective
level of protection of consumer rights with equity and with greater impact on the most vulnerable consumer
sectors (...)” (p. 12). In other words, the promotion and guarantee of equality and non-discrimination is at the
basis of consumer policy.
Also, for example, both the policy and the plan recognize the vulnerability of consumers in the market and in
consumer relations; as well as orient their work of protection and defense towards consumers in situations
of greater vulnerability. In this sense, it can be stated that there is a solid regulation around the protection
and defense of consumers nationwide.
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4.3.1 Prohibition of discrimination in consumer relations
The CDPC recognizes in article 1(d) that all consumers have “the right to fair and equitable treatment in all
commercial transactions and to be free from discrimination based on origin, race, sex, language, religion,
opinion, economic or other status”. In addition, Article 38 of that law explicitly recognizes the prohibition
of discrimination against consumers, within the framework of Chapter V, on the protection of social and
economic interests. The article states the following:
Article 38.- Prohibition of consumers’ discrimination
38.1 Suppliers may not discriminate on the basis of origin, race, sex, language,
religion, opinion, economic or other status with respect to consumers, whether
they are in or exposed to a consumer relationship.
38.2 It is forbidden to exclude people without security reasons of the
establishment or tranquility of its customers or other similar reasons.
38.3 Different treatment of consumers must be due to objective and reasonable
causes. Preferential attention in an establishment must respond to different
factual situations that justify different treatment and there must be proportionality
between the purpose pursued and the different treatment granted.
That prohibition responds, as Delgado pointed out, to the recognition of the expression of the human right
to equality and non-discrimination in the sphere of consumption (2020). With respect to that infraction, the
Specialized Chamber for Consumer Protection stated that any conduct that presumably affects the right
to equality must be examined under that article7. In turn, it recognized that discriminatory behavior based
on prohibited grounds, such as race, gender, disability, among others, is more serious and that this must be
taken into consideration when determining the penalty8. The latter is in line with the statements made by
the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (2005) and the Constitutional Court (2014), above
mentioned, that discrimination takes on greater significance, insofar as it denies someone the status of
human being on an equal footing with others by virtue of an identity or membership in a particular group.
It should also be noted that, with regard to discriminatory acts, the CDPC recognizes in article 39 that the
burden of proof of unequal treatment corresponds to the consumer, when the latter is the complainant,
7 Ref: Resolution No. 2025-2019/SPC-INDECOPI, paras. 27-29.
8 Ref: Resolution No. 2025-2019/SPC-INDECOPI, paras. 27-29.
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or to the administration, when the procedure is initiated by the latter. In turn, it also states that it is up
to the supplier of the product or service to prove the existence of an objective and reasonable cause for
such differential treatment. If it is proven that a supplier has committed a discriminatory act, INDECOPI
may impose a fine of up to 450 Tax Units, as well as impose corrective measures, such as conducting
training on discrimination, among other measures (CDPC, 2010; Delgado, 2020).
In this regard, it is important to note that, as indicated in the Guidelines on Consumer Protection of
INDECOPI (Specialized Consumer Protection Chamber of INDECOPI, 2019), gathering jurisprudence of
its competent bodies, the scope of the CDPC is not restricted to buyers and contractors of a product or
service, but covers all persons who come into contact with such services and are exposed to commercial
practices of one or more suppliers for the sale of their products or services. Therefore, a person can
report acts of discrimination even if he or she has not yet established the consumer relationship. This
is in addition to the fact that the collective interest of consumers is also recognized as a precautionary
interest (Specialized Consumer Protection Chamber, 2019).
4.3.2 The right to non-discrimination in advertising: the principle of social appropriateness
The CDPD recognized in article 13 that advertising is closely linked to consumer relations, as it aims
to protect consumers from the informational asymmetry in which they find themselves. Likewise, in
the same article, it recognized that advertising has an impact on social behavior and that, therefore,
“consumer protection in advertising seeks to ensure that advertisements do not affect the principle of
social adequacy by preventing them from inducing illegal or antisocial acts or discrimination or other
similar acts”. Likewise, the CDPD established in article 12 that the commercial advertising of products
and services is governed by the Law of Repression of Unfair Competition (hereinafter, “the LRCD” for
its Spanish acronym), as well as by specific provisions contained in the code itself and in rules of
advertising limited to certain products and services.
In view of this, it is important to mention that the LRCD defines advertising as follows:
Article 59.- Definitions
For the purposes of this law, it shall be understood that: (…)
d) Advertising: to any form of communication disseminated through any media
or platform, and objectively apt or directed to promote, directly or indirectly,
the image, brands, products or services of a person, company or entity in the
exercise of its commercial, industrial or professional activity, in the framework
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of a competitive activity, promoting the hiring or performance of transactions
to satisfy its business interests (emphasis added).
In this sense, commercial advertising regulated by the LRCD is the form of persuasive communication, in
other words, one that seeks to influence the economic behavior of people and induce them to contract for
a good or service, expressing itself through technical means of dissemination (De la Cuesta, 2002; Bezada,
2006; Quintana, 2011; Martinez, Herrero, Martin and Hernandez, 2015). Thus, it is a communication that
has a triple purpose: to inform, to persuade and to act as a mechanism of competition (Aramayo, 2020).
Therefore, advertising is a manifestation of the right to freedom of commercial expression (Court for
Defense of Competition and Intellectual Property, 2011; Fina and Mesa, 2011).
In this line, the LRCD seeks to protect the proper functioning of the competitive process (Commission
for the Control of Unfair Competition, 2018). In Sainz’s words, what is protected is “(...) competition in the
interest of all those participating in the market. The private interest of the entrepreneurs, the collective interest
of the consumers and the public interest of the State in the maintenance of a duly sanitized competitive
order” (2007: 40). In this sense, advertising considered as illegal is the one that is reputed to be an act of
unfair competition, which is defined by Article 6 of the LRCD as any act that is “objectively contrary to the
requirements of good faith in business that should guide competition in a social market economy”.
In this regard, Aramayo (2006) and De la Cuesta (2002) specified that advertisements that infringe
rights with constitutional rank also constitute illegal advertisement, since advertising must also respect
the constitutional order. This is because they become acts of unfair competition since they violate a rule
of the legal system and thus affect fair competition.
With regard to the protection of the right to equality and non-discrimination in the law of unfair
competition, the LRCD established the following in paragraph a) of article 18:
Article 18.- Acts against the principle of social adequacy
These shall consist in disseminating advertising which effect is to:
a) Induce the recipients of the advertising message to commit an illegal act or
an act of discrimination or offense on grounds of origin, race, sex, language,
religion, opinion, economic condition or any other kind.
(…)
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Regarding that provision, the Commission for the Control of Unfair Competition of INDECOPI indicated
that it seeks the protection of persons as legal subjects, through the prohibition of acts that induce
discrimination or offense (2018). In this sense, we note that, as in the case of the right to defense and
protection of consumers, the law of unfair competition that regulates advertising has also included a
constitutional and human rights provision that, in addition to the legal good of fair competition, protects
the right to equality and non-discrimination of individuals.
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5

Gender stereotypes in advertising in Peru

Having examined the current regulatory framework, the actions that have been implemented by
INDECOPI and other public and private institutions with the aim of questioning gender stereotypes in
advertising, will now be described and examined with an emphasis on the last five years. In this regard,
progress and potential will be examined

5.1 INDECOPI’s resolutions regarding unfair competition and gender stereotypes
In principle, this diagnosis seeks to consider and analyze, mainly, the resolutions that INDECOPI has
issued from 2015 to date in matters of unfair competition and gender stereotypes or discriminatory
situations against women. However, when carrying out the search and consulting with the Commission
for the Control of Unfair Competition, it has been confirmed that there are no resolutions that meet the
temporal and thematic criteria. In this sense, four cases have been taken into consideration for analysis
and are presented and justified in the table below.

N°
N°
1
1

2
2

Questioned
advertisement
Questioned
advertisement
Sale of Drimer
mattresses
Sale of Drimer
mattresses
Brahma beer
advertising spot
Brahma
–
“B as inbeer
Brahma”
advertising spot
– “B as in Brahma”

Table 3: Cases of unfair competition and stereotypes to be analyzed
in the framework of this diagnosis (1/2)
Table 3: Cases of unfair competition and stereotypes to be analyzed
in the framework of this diagnosis (1/2)
File

Resolution(s)

File

Resolution(s)

154-2018/CCD
154-2018/CCD

286-2009/CCD
286-2009/CCD

Date of issue
of last resort
Date of issue
of last resort

N°
107-2019/CCD-I
N°
NDECOPI
107-2019/CCD-I
NDECOPI
N°
175-2010/CCD-I
N°
NDECOPI
175-2010/CCD-I
N°
NDECOPI
0761-2011/SC1N°
INDECOPI
0761-2011/SC1INDECOPI

02.07.2019
02.07.2019

04.04.2011
04.04.2011

Reason for selecting the case
for this diagnosis
Reason for selecting the case
for
diagnosis
While the case
is this
not linked
to gender stereotypes,

it is linked to racial stereotypes. In that sense, it
allows
to present
the linked
last criterion
of INDECOPI
in
While the
case is not
to gender
stereotypes,
the
competition, In
stereotypes
and
it is matter
linked of
to unfair
racial stereotypes.
that sense,
it
principle
social adequacy.
allows toof
present
the last criterion of INDECOPI in
the matter of unfair competition, stereotypes and
principle of social adequacy.
It is the last case analyzed by INDECOPI in terms of
unfair competition, gender stereotypes (linked to
roles
women)
and the principle
of
It is theexpected
last caseof
analyzed
by INDECOPI
in terms of
social
unfair adequacy.
competition, gender stereotypes (linked to
roles expected of women) and the principle of
social adequacy.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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N°
N°

3
3

4
4

Questioned
advertisement
Questioned
advertisement
Brahma beer
advertising spot
–
“Hops”beer
Brahma
advertising spot
– “Hops”
FX Channel
Advertising Panel
-FX
DirecTV
Channel
Advertising Panel
- DirecTV

Table 3: Cases of unfair competition and stereotypes to be analyzed
in the framework of this diagnosis (2/2)
Table 3: Cases of unfair competition and stereotypes to be analyzed
in the framework of this diagnosis (2/2)
File

Resolution(s)

File

Resolution(s)
N°
198-2008/CCD-I
NDECOPI
N°
198-2008/CCD-I
N°
NDECOPI
0096-2009/SC1INDECOPI
N°
0096-2009/SC1INDECOPI
N°
163-2006/CCD-I
NDECOPI
N°
163-2006/CCD-I
NDECOPI

124-2008/CCD
124-2008/CCD

111-2006/CCD
111-2006/CCD

Date of issue
of last resort
Date of issue
of last resort
10.03.2009
10.03.2009

18.10.2006
18.10.2006

Reason for selecting the case
for this diagnosis
Reason for selecting the case
for this diagnosis

It is the penultimate case analyzed by INDECOPI in
terms of unfair competition, gender stereotypes
(linked
roles expected
men) and
the principle
It
is theto
penultimate
case of
analyzed
by INDECOPI
in
of
social
terms
ofadequacy.
unfair competition, gender stereotypes

(linked to roles expected of men) and the principle
of social adequacy.
It refers to the only case linked to unfair
competition, gender stereotypes and the principle
of
declared
and
It social
refersadequacy
to the that
onlywas
case
linkedfounded
to unfair
analyzed
thegender
situation
women’s and
inequality
of in
competition,
stereotypes
the principle
Peru.
of social adequacy that was declared founded and

analyzed the situation women’s inequality of in
Peru.
Source: own elaboration

Source: own elaboration

Next, regarding the identified resolutions, the advertising pieces will be briefly described and the
presence of stereotypes in them will be analyzed. Likewise, progress in INDECOPI’s arguments and
opportunities for improvement in the application of the gender equality perspective will be highlighted,
and their consideration could be assessed in future cases that may arise in this area, especially bearing
in mind that the PNIG has been in force since 2019.
5.1.1 Description of cases and stereotypes analysis
With reference to the four advertising pieces examined by INDECOPI identified in table 4, an analysis of
their content will be made first in order to determine whether, in accordance with what has been developed
in the theoretical framework of this document, it can be stated that stereotypes are present in the pieces
that promote discrimination. It is important to carry out this analysis because INDECOPI’s argument
revolves around the content of the pieces. This information is systematized in the following table:
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Table 4: Description of advertising pieces and identiﬁcation of
Table
4: Description
advertising
pieces and
identiﬁcation
of
existing
stereotypesof
that
may encourage
discrimination
(1/3)
existing stereotypes that may encourage discrimination (1/3)
N°
N°

1
1

Questioned advertisement
Questioned advertisement

Advertisement description
Advertisement description

Drimer Mattress advertising
spot
Drimer Mattress advertising
spot

Advertising spot starting with a girl (young, white, without
visible
disability),
is the
protagonist,
sittingwhite,
on a bed
with
Advertising
spot who
starting
with
a girl (young,
without
her
laptop
in which
it isisunderstood
to be her
room.
states
visible
disability),
who
the protagonist,
sitting
on She
a bed
with
that
she recently
moved
in with a roommate
and that
was a
her laptop
in which
it is understood
to be her room.
Sheit states
big
her because
have
different habits.
thatdeal
she for
recently
moved they
in with
a roommate
and that it was a
big deal for her because they have different habits.
Another girl enters the room (young, African descendant, no
visible
is the(young,
protagonist’s
Anotherdisability),
girl enterswho
the room
African roommate.
descendant,She
no
leaves
things aside
in the
the room
and thenroommate.
climbs on She
the
visible her
disability),
who is
protagonist’s
bed.
leaves her things aside in the room and then climbs on the
bed.
The protagonist says she likes everything to be tidy and loves
her
to be clean
and
smell
and that's
Thebed
protagonist
says
she
likesgood,
everything
to bewhy
tidyshe
andchose
loves
a
mattress
that
suits
her
tastes.
In and
the that's
scenes,
you
can
see
her
bed to be
clean
and
smell
good,
why
she
chose
that
the roommate
liesher
down
on the
bed scenes,
in a relaxed
a mattress
that suits
tastes.
In the
you way
can and
see
that,
after
that, the protagonist
if and
she
that the
roommate
lies down onarranges
the bed the
in a pillows,
relaxed as
way
were
tidying
up the
the protagonist
place.
that, after
that,
arranges the pillows, as if she
were tidying up the place.
Then, scenes of the protagonist sleeping are seen, while
certain
characteristics
of the mattress
are described,
such
as
Then, scenes
of the protagonist
sleeping
are seen,
while
that
it ischaracteristics
anti-bacterial and
hasmattress
an intellifresh
system. such as
certain
of the
are described,
that it is anti-bacterial and has an intellifresh system.
Then, there is a scene in which the main character is seen
arranging
herisbed
and saying
"Oh, the
and main
another
thing, it is
doesn't
Then, there
a scene
in which
character
seen
absorb
bad
smells,
I think
I'm "Oh,
a little
manic
about
thisitsubject.
arranging
her
bed and
saying
and
another
thing,
doesn't
And
thisbad
is one
of my
secrets,
tellabout
Valeria"
last
absorb
smells,
I think
I'm a but
littledon't
manic
this(this
subject.
part
the
is secrets,
said in a but
slightly
volume (this
and with
And of
this
is sentence
one of my
don'tlower
tell Valeria"
last
the
theismouth).
parthands
of the around
sentence
said in a slightly lower volume and with
the hands around the mouth).
Then both are seen sharing activities in the room, looking at
clothes,
jumping
andsharing
dancingactivities
on the bed,
looking
pictures
Then both
are seen
in the
room,at
looking
at
on
the cell
phone.and
While
the protagonist
says:
" Despite
being
clothes,
jumping
dancing
on the bed,
looking
at pictures
different,
I arethe
very
close.
on the cellValeria
phone.and
While
protagonist
says: " Despite being
different, Valeria and I are very close.
At the end, you read "All you need to get into #BedMode" and
see
theend,
protagonist
in her
bedtosleeping.
At the
you readlying
"All you
need
get into #BedMode" and
see the protagonist lying in her bed sleeping.

Video available at:
https://www.youtube.Video available at:
com/watch?v=J-6ISA_8stk
https://www.youtube.Image:
Video screenshot:
com/watch?v=J-6ISA_8stk
0:31
Image: Video screenshot:
0:31

Identiﬁed Stereotype that
encourages
discrimination
Identiﬁed Stereotype
that
encourages discrimination

EStereotype regarding people of African
descent:
messy,
smellypeople of African
EStereotype
regarding
(attributes
less valued
descent:
messy,
smellysocially).

(attributes less valued socially).
This becomes even more relevant,
because
the same
spotmore
represents,
in
This becomes
even
relevant,
opposition,
white person
symbolizing
because
thea same
spot represents,
in
order,
neatness,
cleanliness
(more
opposition,
a white person
symbolizing
socially
valued).
order, neatness,
cleanliness (more
socially valued).

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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Table 4: Description of advertising pieces and identiﬁcation of
Table
4: Description
advertising
pieces discrimination
and identiﬁcation
of
existing
stereotypesof
that
may encourage
(2/3)
existing stereotypes that may encourage discrimination (2/3)
N°
N°

Questioned advertisement
Questioned advertisement

Advertisement description
Advertisement description

Brahma beer advertising
spot
– “B as
in Brahma”
Brahma
beer
advertising
spot – “B as in Brahma”

Advertising spot that starts with a group of young people in a club.
In
the scene,spot
a male
in with
off isaheard
"Brahma
if life
Advertising
thatvoice
starts
groupsaying:
of young
peopleasks:
in a club.
has
toscene,
be lived
in a big
way,
written"Brahma
with a small
In the
a male
voice
in why
off isliving
heardissaying:
asks:Vifand
life
not to
a big
B? Ifineverything
in lifeis begins
big B".V The
has
be lived
a big way, good
why living
written with
with aa small
and
following
are showngood
next: in life begins with a big B". The
not a big scenes
B? If everything
following scenes are shown next:
- A woman in a room who is wearing underwear and undressing,
while
a group
youngwho
menis spy
on her
with binoculars
from the
- A woman
in aofroom
wearing
underwear
and undressing,
front awindow
"for onexample,
Binoculars...
these
while
group of(Voice-over:
young men spy
her with binoculars
from
the
gossips...".
One of(Voice-over:
the boys yells"for
"winner"
in allusion
to the manthese
who
front window
example,
Binoculars...
is
with the woman
in the
room
were in
spying
on).to the man who
gossips...".
One of the
boys
yellsthey
"winner"
allusion

is with the woman in the room they were spying on).
- Four men dressed as health professionals show a giant scalpel
and
then two
women in bikinis
-(voice-over:
Four men "Scalpel")
dressed as
health
professionals
show aappear
giant looking
scalpel
at
themselves
in the mirror
saying
you
Scalpel".
(voice-over:
"Scalpel")
and then
two"thank
women
in bikinis
appear looking

2
2

Video available at:
https://www.youtube.Video available at:
com/watch?v=DCpnWN_shttps://www.youtube.LE4
com/watch?v=DCpnWN_sImage:
Video screenshot:
LE4
0:31
Image: Video screenshot:
0:31

at themselves in the mirror saying "thank you Scalpel".
- Two men and two women sit on a bench kissing and then the two
men
other (voice-over:
"the kissing
best thing
a park,
the
- Twohigh-five
men andeach
two women
sit on a bench
andinthen
the two
bench).
men high-five each other (voice-over: "the best thing in a park, the

bench).
- A group of young men dressed in a soccer uniform drinking beer
benchteammate
who supposedly
scored
a goal
comesbeer
and
-on
A agroup
of Ayoung
men dressed
in a soccer
uniform
drinking
they
together (voice-over:
"the ones
whoadrink
most
in
on a celebrate
bench- A teammate
who supposedly
scored
goal the
comes
and
a
team,
the benched").
they
celebrate
together (voice-over: "the ones who drink the most in
a team, the benched").
-A man, who is understood to be a politician, giving a speech
(voice-over:
theiseconomy
is better
with
big B), saying:
"we
give
-A
man, who
understood
to be
a apolitician,
giving
a will
speech
bonuses to the
buyeconomy
Brahma"; is
while
a large
people"we
give
him
a
(voice-over:
better
with agroup
big B),ofsaying:
will
give
standing
and raisewhile
their a
glasses
of beerofinpeople
approval.
bonuses ovation
to buy Brahma";
large group
give him a
standing ovation and raise their glasses of beer in approval.
- A woman at an office meeting giving a presentation, when one of
the
buttonsat
onan
heroffice
blouse
rips off,
resulting
in a close-up
on her
- A woman
meeting
giving
a presentation,
when
onebra
of
andbuttons
upper breast
(voice-over:
"And theinbuttons
thaton
make
the
on herimage
blouse
rips off, resulting
a close-up
her you
bra
gawp");
while
menimage
attending
the meeting
gawp.
and upper
breast
(voice-over:
"And the
buttons that make you

gawp"); while men attending the meeting gawp.
- A man who is in an apartment with a group of friends and the
doorbell
(voice-over:
"and, even
woman").
To which
he
- A man rings
who is
in an apartment
withsexy
a group
of friends
and the
asks: "butrings
where
does sexy "and,
woman
have
a big
B? Then,To
a woman
is
doorbell
(voice-over:
even
sexy
woman").
which he
shown
at the
door
in underwear
and
a cup
with
B asainwoman
Brahma,
asks: "but
where
does
sexy woman
have
a big
B? aThen,
is
while
is stunned.
(voice-over:
thewith
droola that
drop").
shownthe
at man
the door
in underwear
and a"incup
B asyou
in Brahma,
Finally,the
you
seeisastunned.
group of(voice-over:
young men "in
at the
a club
drinking
beer.
Then
while
man
drool
that you
drop").
there
a closer
look at
and some
men
Finally,isyou
see a group
of some
young women
men at adancing
club drinking
beer. Then
drinking
The look
voice-over
says,
"Welcome
to a life
a big
B.
there
is beer.
a closer
at some
women
dancing
andwith
some
men
Live
withbeer.
a bigThe
B, live
with B assays,
in Brahma".
drinking
voice-over
"Welcome to a life with a big B.
(Ideas
systematized
2019)
Live with
a big B, live from
with BValega,
as in Brahma".

Identiﬁed Stereotype that
encourages
discrimination
Identiﬁed Stereotype
that
encourages discrimination

Gender stereotype regarding women:
sexual
It appearswomen:
in the
Gender objectification.
stereotype regarding
following
scenes andItthroughout
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sexual
objectification.
appears in the
advertisement:
following scenes and throughout the
advertisement:
- A woman in underwear undressing, being
on byinaunderwear
group of undressing,
men who harass
-spied
A woman
being
her
foron
their
satisfaction.
spied
bysexual
a group
of men who harass

her for their sexual satisfaction.
- Appearance of two women in bikinis
that would
have
-emphasizing
Appearancetheir
of breasts
two women
in bikinis
been
subject to
plastic
surgery.
emphasizing
their
breasts
that would have

been subject to plastic surgery.
- Appearance of a woman speaking at a
meeting
unbuttons
-business
Appearance
of a whose
womanshirt
speaking
at a
to
emphasize
her breasts.
business
meeting
whose shirt unbuttons

to emphasize her breasts.
- Appearance of a woman in underwear
only for
a group of
-emphasizing
Appearanceher
of body
a woman
in underwear
men
to contemplate.
emphasizing
her body only for a group of
men to contemplate.
Gender stereotype
sexually passionate.
Gender
stereotype

regarding

men:

regarding

men:
sexually passionate.
It alludes to the stereotype that men have
toalludes
be to the
constantly
and
It
stereotypeproving
that men have
demonstrating
their masculinity
in order
to
to
be
constantly
proving
and
distance
themselves
from the infeminine,
demonstrating
their masculinity
order to
homosexual
and childish.
distance themselves
from the feminine,
homosexual and childish.
Stereotypes are presented in a relational
way,
as the same
advertisement
portrays,
Stereotypes
are presented
in a relational
in
contrast,
as sex objects.
way,
as the women
same advertisement
portrays,
in contrast, women as sex objects.

(Ideas systematized from Valega, 2019)

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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Table 4: Description of advertising pieces and identiﬁcation of
existing stereotypes that may encourage discrimination (3/3)
Table 4: Description of advertising pieces and identiﬁcation of
existing stereotypes that may encourage discrimination (3/3)
N°

Questioned advertisement

N°

Questioned advertisement

Advertising spot for Brahma
beer – “Hops”
Advertising spot for Brahma
beer – “Hops”

3
3

Video available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RA6TYZVideo available at:
V51W8
https://www.youtube.Image:
Video screenshot
com/watch?v=RA6TYZ0:26
V51W8
Image: Video screenshot
0:26

FX Channel Advertising panel
- DirecTV
FX Channel Advertising panel
- DirecTV

Advertisement description
Advertisement description

Advertising spot starring Carlos Alcantara, who announces he is
going to "speak transparently" about the taste of Brahma beer which
secret of thespot
tastestarring
is in theCarlos
hops used.
Advertising
Alcantara, who announces he is
Then you
can see
that a hop casting
will
be carried
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There
is a
going
to "speak
transparently"
about the
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which
jury
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by is
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used.and then four men dressed as
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by that
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Then
you can
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The
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what
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him dressed
funny. He
constituted
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then
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as
answers
"Doone
youbysee
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enter,
one:
too bitter
to beenters
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the man
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andThe
is security
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makesremove
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He
from
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Theme,
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Let's
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from see
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me, that
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not
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which
theyyour
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"get out,
- The second
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what is
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brother".
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-"Excuse
The third
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and
greets
by moving
the fingers
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me,
thatenters
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I do
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To which
they say:
"getright
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hand up and down. The three jurors look at him and one says, "Is
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broccoli?
The greets
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singing.
-this
Thehops
third or
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enters and
by moving
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of his
right
One
jurors
says,
one
is good
you and
can'tone
even
feel "Is
it"
handofupthe
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The"this
three
jurors
lookbut
at him
says,
and another
this
hops or member
broccoli?says
The "next".
candidate begins dancing and singing.
-One
The
one says,
enters,
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and can't
makes
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of fourth
the jurors
"this
one is
good but you
even
feel to
it"
each
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of the
jury. They all laugh. He asks for salsa
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member says
"next".
starts dancing
and greets
calls two
girls saying
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barley
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The fourth
one enters,
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and"let
makes
a joke
to
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wearing
small
bikinis
and
each of Then,
the members
of the
jury. They
all golden
laugh. He
asksenter
for salsa
they allstarts
start dancing.
One calls
of the
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says "this
stays"
and
music,
dancing and
two
girls saying
"let hop
my little
barley
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one says
hop is
good". small golden bikinis enter and
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two"this
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wearing
At
theallend,
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that
Brahma
they
starta dancing.
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"this
hop
stays"
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andhop
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Then
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in their ordinary
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(Ideas
from
Valega,
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in
theirsystematized
golden bikinis.
Finally,
one
of the men says "this tastes
better". And everyone toasts.
The
advertising
piece
was
a panel
promoting the "FX" television
(Ideas
systematized
from
Valega,
2019)
channel.
The advertising piece was a panel promoting the "FX" television
In
it, the phrase "I'm waiting for you at home. FX arrived. It is the first
channel.
channel for men" was shown.

4

In it, the phrase "I'm waiting for you at home. FX arrived. It is the first
The
sentence
was
accompanied
by an image of the derrière of a
channel
for men"
was
shown.
woman who was pulling down her underwear.

4

The sentence was accompanied by an image of the derrière of a
woman who was pulling down her underwear.

Image source: Resolution No.
163-2006/CCD/INDECOPI,
p.
3 source: Resolution No.
Image
163-2006/CCD/INDECOPI,
p. 3

Identiﬁed Stereotype that
encourages discrimination
Identiﬁed Stereotype that
encourages
Gender
stereotype discrimination
regarding men: they
should not be "feminine", homosexual,
delicate
or weak. regarding men: they
Gender stereotype
should not be "feminine", homosexual,
The
manor
who
has those characteristics is
delicate
weak.
an object of rejection and contempt.
The man who has those characteristics is
an object of rejection and contempt.

Gender stereotype regarding women:
sexual objectification
Gender stereotype regarding women:
Only
theobjectification
lower part of the woman's body
sexual
appears, with an emphasis on her
buttocks
and part
the offact
that shebody
is
Only the lower
the woman's
undressing
for men's
satisfaction.
appears, with
an sexual
emphasis
on her
buttocks and the fact that she is
undressing for men's sexual satisfaction.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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In this regard, it should be noted that, in the four advertising pieces examined by INDECOPI in the
selected resolutions, there are stereotypes inciting discrimination, either on the basis of race or gender.
Racial stereotypes have been identified in various pieces of literature on how Afro-descendants are
associated with negative or inferior characteristics compared to white people, such as being untidy,
smelly, not as friendly, and treated as sex objects, among others (United Nations Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 2000). Regarding gender stereotypes, they have been discussed
in the conceptual framework of this document, and it is important to remember that these have tended
to associate women with certain characteristics, roles and spaces, and while these are not always
obviously negative, they can incite structural discrimination against them insofar as they limit their
possibilities for development and choice.
5.1.2 INDECOPI’s arguments that contribute to the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes
which promote structural discrimination against women in advertising
In this section, elements in the jurisprudence of the Commission for the Control of Unfair Competition
(hereinafter, “CCD” for its Spanish acronym) that contribute to the prevention and eradication of gender
stereotypes in advertising that promote structural discrimination against women will be highlighted.
Although these arguments are not found throughout the different resolutions of INDECOPI, in all cases
the last resolution considered for the analysis will be emphasized -the one referring to the Drimer
mattress advertising spot- which constitutes the most recent and updated criterion of the CCD regarding
the application of the principle of social adequacy on this type of matters.
5.1.2.1 Identification and naming of stereotypes existing in advertising pieces
The first point to highlight in the CCD’s argument is that it has identified the existence of stereotypes
in advertising pieces. This is essential because the concept of stereotypes allows us to understand the
link that may exist between a certain representation and the strengthening of structural discrimination
situations against certain groups in society.
Thus, for example, in the advertising panel resolution of the FX channel, CCD pointed out that this
advertising piece uses the concept of the feminine as a subordinate to the masculine (2006). Explicitly,
it stated the following:
(...) the image and message of this advertisement show a subordination of
part or all of the female body to the male erotic satisfaction (...) the message
of the advertisement, which is the subject of this procedure, seeks to associate
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the content of the television channel promoted, not only with the eroticism
associated with the image it shows, but also with women’s subjection to men’s
satisfaction through it (p. 6).
That description of the representation as a subordination of the woman’s body to men’s satisfaction
refers to the stereotype of women’s sexual objectification. This stereotype, as examined above, implies
a representation in which the woman is turned into a thing, whose main function is to be an object of
sexual desire for a man or to serve as an ornament or trophy exposed to the viewer and characters
(Bernardez, 2015).
In the resolution regarding Drimer mattresses, on the other hand, the CCD also recognizes the existence of
stereotypes in advertising, this time regarding Afro-descendants. Thus, it states that “the potential effect
of the ad on its target audience reinforces a negative and stereotypical view of Afro-descendants” (p. 25).
As mentioned above, the fact that CCD recognizes, identifies and names stereotypes when they are
included in an advertisement is a very important issue. This is because, as developed in the conceptual
framework, empirical evidence and international human rights law have shown that the representation
and promotion of stereotypes regarding groups in structural discrimination situations are at the root of
discriminatory and violent acts committed against them.
5.1.2.2 Identification of the subject as one of equality and non-discrimination
A second INDECOPI argument that contributes to stereotype prevention and eradication is the connection
that CCD has made regarding how the stereotypes in advertising contribute to perpetuate a structural
discrimination against groups in social vulnerability situations. This, as has been examined, is in line
with what is demonstrated by empirical studies on the subject, international human rights standards
and the PNIG.
For decades, and as also stated in the resolution of the FX channel’s advertising panel, the CCD has
recognized that the legal asset protected when sanctioning advertising that can induce discriminatory
acts is people’ dignity and their equality conditions (2006). However, that specific resolution, additionally
to that general recognition, explains how the stereotyped representation of the female character in
advertising incites to reinforce the structural discrimination situation against women. Specifically, it
refers to the fact that the advertising panel’s representation of the female body, presenting it as an
attraction object for men, can lead to the following:
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A general negative effect on women, since it could lead to some type of
discrimination or sexual offense against women, inciting stereotypical patterns
that place them in a subordinate position in relation to men’s erotic satisfaction,
by presenting the image of a woman’s body as an object to attract their attention,
regarding certain types of products aimed at a male audience (p. 6).
This is especially relevant today, when the PNIG is in force. It establishes as its Priority Objective 6 the
reduction of discriminatory socio-cultural patterns in the population in order to deal with the public
problem of structural discrimination against women in Peru.
On the other hand, in the resolution regarding the Drimer mattress advertising spot, the CCD has also
recognized that negative stereotypes about a group in a situation of social vulnerability can lead to the
perpetration of discriminatory acts:
(...) after a superficial and comprehensive analysis of the advertisement,
the Commission considers that it is capable of generating in consumers the
perception that the Afro-descendant model is associated with the negative
stereotypes that historically may have been attributed to that ethnic group,
such as disorder and bad smell, inducing the perpetration of discriminatory
acts based on race (p. 25).
Furthermore, it is consistent with empirical evidence that CCD recognizes that discriminatory acts often
manifest themselves as prejudiced acts or through everyday attitudes that have been normalized for
many years and that through social institutions such as advertising this can be transformed:
At this point, it should be pointed out that discriminatory acts are not necessarily
expressed in violent or obvious attitudes, but can be exteriorized in small everyday
attitudes or in pre-established prejudices and ideas, contributing to the perpetuation
of a hidden or submerged racism situation, which makes it more harmful and
permanent. This is why such mental schemes must be banished from our society,
with advertising being a vital tool to achieve this end” (2019, p. 25).
In this regard, the CCD’s argument, that stereotypes associated with the inferiority or subordination of
certain social groups are a matter of equality and non-discrimination, and not of good or bad taste, is
important. This reasoning also contributes to implementing the PNIG.
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5.1.2.3 Realization that the intention to discriminate is not required
Thirdly, it is a very positive aspect for prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes in advertising
that the CCD applies Article 18° of the LRCD, which contains the prohibition of advertising acts against
social adequacy principle, along with Article 7° of the same regulatory body, which establishes that
determination of an act of unfair competition does not require consciousness or willingness. As the
CCD states in the case of Drimer mattresses:
In this sense, although the advertising under analysis may not have had the
purpose or object of inducing discriminatory acts, such circumstance is
irrelevant to the extent that the definition of the acts against the principle of
social adequacy considers as the only element relevant for its configuration the
effect that advertising could have on the subject of analysis, the intentionality
of the conduct by the offender not being decisive.
This interpretation is in line with the provisions of Article 7 of the Law for the
Repression of Unfair Competition, which states that the existence of unfair
competition does not require evidence of awareness or willingness to commit an
act, understood as the intention to commit an infringement, and it is not necessary
to prove that the agent generates an effective damage to the detriment of another
competitor, consumers or public economic order, it being sufficient to establish
that the generation of such damage is potential (emphasis added). (2019, p. 16).
On one hand, the fact that there is no requirement for intention in the commission of an infraction is
established in the LRCD and in the Law of General Administrative Procedure9, as well as in the definition
of discrimination established by the Human Rights Committee (1998) and by the Constitutional Court
(2014)10. In addition, this analysis is consistent with reality, since discriminatory or contempt acts based
on gender or racism are often unconscious - while they reflect the reproduction of ideas, practices and
structures that have been in place for many years - but which have the same effect of perpetuating
inequality regarding these groups (MIMP, 2019). In this sense, as the Constitutional Court has pointed
out concerning structural discrimination by gender, identifying those facts or situations that affect men
and women differently requires a gender-sensitive analysis, since they are often not evident (2018).
9 Cf.: Subparagraph g) of numeral 3 of Article 230 of the Sole Ordered Text of Law N°. 27444.
10 As discussed above, the discriminatory act is defined legally as a differentiated treatment based on a prohibited ground that is carried out with
the purpose of impairing a right or, indirectly, without the purpose of doing so, but with the impairment as a result.
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5.1.2.4 Request for technical opinion from governing bodies regarding the population to which the case refers
Finally, another point to highlight in INDECOPI’s jurisprudential development is the request for technical
opinions from the governing state entities in matters related to the population in a social vulnerability
situation against which discrimination is allegedly being promoted. This helps to understand the context
of the social group and to define whether or not the stereotypes could have a negative connotation due
to the population’s reality and situation.
This happened in the Drimer mattresses’ case, where the Technical Secretariat of the CCD requested a
technical opinion from the Directorate of Cultural Diversity and Elimination of Racial Discrimination of
the Ministry of Culture. In this regard, it should be noted that considering a technical opinion from the
specialized unit regarding the vulnerable population on which the alleged violation is seen does not imply
taking a position on it, but rather an approach to learn more about the matter in order to make an informed
decision with empirical data. The CCD has also pointed this out in the Drimer mattresses’ case:
(...) in accordance with section 1 Article 38 of the Law on Repression of Unfair
Competition, the Technical Secretariat is authorized, due to its competence, to
carry out ex officio as many evidentiary actions as necessary for facts examination,
collecting documents, information or objects that are relevant to determine, in its
case, the existence or not of the administrative infraction that is imputed (...) For the
previous reasons, the Commission deems it important to take into consideration,
as an input that allows it to have more elements of judgment to resolve this
controversy, the report issued by the Directorate of Cultural Diversity (...) (pp. 11-12).
Furthermore, specifically regarding gender stereotypes, as the TC established, adopting a gender
perspective does not imply displaying an orientation towards any of the parties, but rather taking into
account a real and deep-rooted situation of inequality in our country in order not to assume an apparently
neutral perspective that actually discriminates by indifference (2018).
5.1.3 Opportunities for improvement regarding the application of the gender equality perspective
in order to enhance prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes in advertising that incite
structural discrimination against women
In this section, improvement opportunities are proposed to be evaluated by the CCD, the Specialized
Chamber and the National Consumer Authority, as appropriate. They are proposed in a spirit of enriching
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the discussion and providing recommendations for the use of the gender equality perspective in matters
of unfair competition. The purpose of all of this is, in TC’s words, to comply with the State’s duty to
combat inequalities effectively from the standpoint of the various competencies and to contribute to the
legitimacy of the institutional decisions adopted to achieve a more just and egalitarian society; as well as
to contribute to the implementation of the PNIG.
5.1.3.1 Identifying which gender stereotypes are harmful and can lead to a discriminatory act
Gender stereotypes are difficult to identify, since, as referred to in the conceptual framework, people are
socialized into them from birth, in the family, school, neighborhood, workplace, by law, different religions
and all social institutions (MIMP, 2016). In this sense, since these generalized views of what is feminine
and what is masculine are normalized, the harmful factor of these views and how they contribute to
reinforcing structural discrimination against women may not be identified.
For example, in the case of the Brahma’s beer commercial - “B as in Brahma” - at least four sexual
objectification stereotypes of women present in the commercial have been identified, in accordance with
the definitions of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the National Gender Equality Policy,
as shown in Table 4. However, the CCD and the Specialized Chamber for the Defense of Competition of
INDECOPI’s Court (hereinafter, “the Specialized Chamber”) pointed out the following:
In accordance with the foregoing, the Commission does not find that the
disputed announcement actually or potentially adversely affects women’s
rights, prevents society from recognizing women’s rights, or prevents women
from enjoying or exercising human rights and fundamental freedoms. The
Commission also notes that the above-mentioned advertisement is not
designed to induce discriminatory or offensive acts against women or any act
that violates their dignity as human beings, inasmuch as it does not inform that
women are disadvantaged in relation to men, nor does it ignore or pretend to
ignore their fundamental rights (2010, p. 11).
Meanwhile, in the case of Brahma - Hops, a gender stereotype of masculinity was identified, regarding men
having to constantly prove that they are not feminine, homosexual, delicate or weak; otherwise, they are
rejected and mocked. However, when analyzing the case, the Specialized Chamber referred to the following:
In fact, the Chamber considers that the advertisement in its entirety reproduces
a fictitious and fanciful situation, such as the contest between different persons
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disguised as hops, who have a particular personality that evokes dissimilar
characteristics of this input, such as excessive bitterness, the lack of taste
or the exaggerated softness of the character that would have been treated in
a derogatory and discriminatory manner (...) It is unlikely that the sequence
shown in the ad be taken seriously and encourage consumers to discriminate
against homosexuals in reality (2009, p. 13).
On this basis, it is important to point out first that those resolutions were issued ten years ago, even
before the issuance of the PNIG. In that sense, nowadays it would be an opportunity for improvement
in order to enhance the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes in advertising that promote
structural discrimination against women if INDECOPI could identify and objectively determine which
gender stereotypes could promote a discriminatory act against women, when these are present in
advertising representations and, therefore, could be considered contrary to the LRCD
Naturally, each case would be analyzed individually, but there would be a guide that would provide
guidance and legal certainty to advertisers and advertising agencies. This would also take into account
that the identification of gender stereotypes constitutes a human rights duty to guarantee the right of
women to equality and a life free of violence. In this regard, the Constitutional Court has also pointed
out that women have the right to be considered and educated without taking into account stereotyped
patterns of conduct, as well as cultural and social practices that are based on criteria of inferiority or
subordination; and this constitutes the non-voidable core of women’s fundamental right to a life free
of violence - which is unavailable and projected as binding from articles 2, sections 1 and 2 of the
Constitution (2020).
The following is a preliminary and non-exhaustive list of gender stereotypes which, if present in an
advertising piece, could be considered to incite the perpetration of discriminatory acts and which, therefore,
would be worth identifying and evaluating in each specific case. It should be noted that, naturally and in
accordance with the LRCD, each advertisement would be analyzed individually and through a superficial
and comprehensive analysis.
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Table 5: Preliminary and non-exhaustive proposal of

												
gender stereotypes that,if present in an advertising piece, could incite discriminatory acts11
(1/2)

N°

1

Gender stereotype

How can it incite discrimination?
It has effects on domestic violence persistence, sexual violence
normalization and rejection of ideas about gender equality (MIMP,
2019; ASA, 2017; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998).

Hypersexualization or sexual objectification of women

It reinforces the gender role that women should be primarily
responsible for domestic and caregiving tasks. This generates
inequalities for women in access, permanence and promotion to
paid work (employment gap), in leisure time, in the possibility of
holding political positions, among others. However, it also limits the
possibility for men to develop emotional closeness with their sons
and daughters (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020; MIMP, 2019, ASA, 2017;
ILO, 2017; INEI, 2015).

2

Clumsiness or inability of men to do household or childcare tasks

3

Mockery or contempt for a man who is sensitive or delicate, or
playing roles traditionally considered feminine

It generates a constant need for men to demonstrate and "prove"
their masculinity. It contributes to their embarrassment in talking
about their problems and about the image they have of themselves.
It reinforces aggressive, sexist, and homophobic behaviors (WFA,
2018; ASA, 2017).

4

Mockery of a man or woman because of their sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression

It reinforces homophobic and/or transphobic and/or biphobic
behavior. It normalizes violence against LGBT people. It contributes
to depression and anxiety among LGBT people, as well as to their
marginalization from society (Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights, 2015).

Association of unhappiness or lack of success with the physical
appearance of a person who does not fit within the ideal beauty
stereotypes. Also the opposite: association of happiness and
emotional well-being with having an appearance that fits within the
ideal beauty stereotypes.

It reinforces violence and harassment against people who do not fit
within the stereotypical beauty ideals. It reinforces the prevalence of
eating disorders - especially in women (Trujano et al., 2010).

5

6

7

Representation of girls or women being excluded or with dismissive
attitudes towards activities traditionally associated with men. Also
the opposite: representation of boys or men being excluded or with
disdainful attitudes towards activities traditionally associated with
women.
Emphasized contrast on characteristics of boys and girls or men and
women associated with traditional gender stereotypes (for instance,
reckless as opposed to loving).

It contributes to the sexual division of labor, associating women to
professions less socially remunerated and limiting their
participation in areas related to science, technology, engineering
and mathematics. It also strengthens the gender role of women in
domestic and care tasks, with the economic consequences that
this implies. It limits the possibilities of development and choice for
men and women. It strengthens the devaluation of the feminine in
society (MIMP, 2019; French Ministry of Economy, 2019; U.S. Press
Office, 2016).

Source: own elaboration

11 Cabe señalar que diversos estereotipos de género establecidos en la presente tabla han sido obtenidos o adaptados del siguiente documento:
Committees of Advertising Practice. Regulatory Statement: Gender stereotypes in advertising. Reino Unido, 2018.
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Table 5: Preliminary and non-exhaustive proposal of
gender stereotypes that,if present in an advertising piece, could incite discriminatory acts
(2/2)
N°

Gender stereotype

How can it incite discrimination?

Emphasis that looking attractive or having a spotless house should
be the priority for a woman

It contributes to dent women's self-esteem, generate feelings of
guilt and excessive self-demand (Chaney, 1983). It also reinforces
the gender role that women should be primarily responsible for
domestic tasks. This generates inequalities for women in access,
permanence and promotion to paid work (employment gap), in
leisure time, in the possibility of holding political positions, among
others. (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020; MIMP, 2019; ASA, 2017; ILO,
2017; INEI, 2015).

Children or teenagers sexualized or in poses with provocative
gestures or heavily made-up or with sexualizing clothes

It has an effect on the persistence of sexual violence against
children and teenagers. It affects children and teenagers'
development. It undermines children and teenagers' self-esteem
(National System for the Protection of Children and Adolescents in
Mexico, 2020; Diaz-Bustamante and Llovet-Rodriguez, 2019)

8

9

Source: own elaboration

It should be noted that, in general, the representation of the gender stereotypes described in table 5
could contribute to maintaining the structural discrimination against women that, as we have seen, is
the necessary context for violence against them to be persistent. In addition, these gender stereotypes
may be presented in an intersecting manner with other stereotypes, by virtue of disability, racial motives,
age, social class, among others, and those variables and relationships should also be evaluated and
considered in order to fully understand the possible effects of advertising representations.
5.1.3.2 Realization that gender stereotypes that incite structural discrimination against women can be
presented in humorous or fanciful ways
As recognized by the CCD and the Specialized Chamber in various resolutions, including those for the
cases of Brahma beer advertising spots “B as in Brahma” and “Hops”, advertising strategies, such as
humor, fantasy and exaggeration, find their limitations in acts of unfair competition or, in view of the
principle of social adequacy specifically, in the right to equality and non-discrimination to persons. In
this regard, it is important that in specific cases in which a gender or other stereotype is examined that
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could incite to discriminatory acts against a certain social group, it is not automatically stated that the
presence of humor, fantasy or exaggeration inoculates its potential harmful effect. This happened, for
example, in the statement regarding the Brahma beer commercial - “B as in Brahma”:
In fact, as the doctrine points out, the use of humor and exaggeration usually
means that consumers do not take the sequences, images or phrases in the
ad seriously (...) Certainly, this ad conveys a message to consumers that seeks
to link the attraction or preference that “Brahma” beer can generate with that
attraction or seduction that can only be generated by women as advertising
creativity resources available to create humorous and funny situations. Thus,
the Chamber considers that it is facing the use of advertising strategies which
only purpose is to generate an association effect in consumers, allowing them
to identify and associate the product with the idea of “good”, without stimulating
inferiority treatment towards women or affecting their dignity through some
erotic subordination or sexual subjection by men (2011, pp. 14-15).
Indeed, it is important to keep in mind that humor can fulfill different functions in social interaction,
including negative or contributing to communicate discriminatory or violent messages (Argüello, 2016).
In this regard, the evidence collected in the United Kingdom has also supported this point, around
which humor does not necessarily mitigate the harmful effects that the representation of gender
stereotypes in advertising can have (ASA, 2017). Humor can even be a facilitating channel to encourage
the social imaginary of message receptors with the naturalization of sexism (Gomez, 2016). There is
even empirical evidence that has found a positive correlation between the enjoyment of sexist humor
and sexual violence behaviors (Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998).
Therefore, it is important that INDECOPI, in future cases that may come before the CCD or in guides
or guidelines that it may eventually issue regarding the prevention and eradication of stereotypes in
advertising, consider evaluating the jokes, fantasies or exaggerations in advertising pieces, taking into
account that it is not that these sine qua non are incapable of inducing discriminatory acts commission.
This is especially true when the humorous effect depends on or is enhanced by the stereotype.
5.1.3.3Empirical data assessment
Finally, an identified opportunity for improvement is also the use of empirical and reality data to support
claims. For example, if one seeks to argue that a certain stereotype may encourage discriminatory acts or
that it does not occur in that way, it is highly beneficial to support the legal claim with empirical evidence.
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This is particularly relevant in cases where the presence of a gender stereotype or against another
group in a situation of structural discrimination is analyzed, since there are causalities or correlations
that may be counter-intuitive to common sense. The mere fact of asking what the evidence shows
might have contributed to the fact that, in the cases of the Brahma beer commercials “ B as in Brahma”
and “Hop”, the respective agencies might have taken into account other variables and possible effects
that these might have had on the situation of women as a social group, when analyzing the potential
violation of the social adequacy principle. Or, in any case, it would have led them to explain why they
would not be taking that evidence into account and would be opting for another interpretation.

5.2 Actions promoted by other public entities and private institutions in order to prevent
and eradicate gender stereotypes in advertising in Peru
In addition to the cases evaluated by INDECOPI, there have been other mechanisms adopted at the
public and private sector level to prevent or combat gender stereotypes in advertising. Some of these
initiatives will be discussed below.
5.2.1 Actions in advertising self-regulation
In terms of advertising self-regulation, in Peru there is the National Council for Advertising Selfregulation (hereinafter, “CONAR” for its Spanish acronym), which looks to contribute, in accordance
with its Statute, to the practice of commercial advertising in line with principles of legality, decency,
truthfulness and loyalty, for the benefit of consumers and fair competition (CONAR, 2014). Thus, CONAR
is a civil association that has a Code of Advertising Ethics (2014), which members undertake to comply
with and with respect to which, in case of conflicts, such conflicts are resolved in accordance with
the internal procedures and rules set forth therein, prioritizing conciliation (CONAR, 2014). In this way,
CONAR accepts and processes complaints, conducts proceedings, issues precautionary measures and
sanctions in advertising matters through self-regulation. Its members are the National Association of
Advertisers in Peru, the Peruvian Association of Advertising Agencies, the National Radio and Television
Society, as well as other media guilds that request it and other companies related to advertising activity,
according to Article 6 of its Statute.
In this regard, on one hand, it is worth mentioning that, in general, CONAR provides training to companies
that request it in order to give them the tools to generate creative and effective advertising that respects
CONAR’s Code of Ethics (CONAR, 2020). However, there is no known specific service regarding gender
stereotypes and advertising.
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On the other hand, regarding the gender stereotyping issue in advertising, in the first place it is worth noting
that CONAR has an article in its Code of Ethics that prohibits advertisements containing statements or
presentations that violate the right to equality and non-discrimination, as can be seen below:

Article 12° - Principle of Decency and Sexuality in Advertising
Advertisements must respect people’s dignity and privacy, the family unit,
the social interest, public and private institutions, legitimately constituted
authorities and patriotic symbols.
In accordance with this principle, the advertising message must not include
statements or visual or audio presentations that offend, denigrate or violate,
among others, the rights to equality and non-discrimination based on race, gender,
age, religion, sexual orientation, nationality, social, cultural or economic status.
Advertising must not induce the recipients of the advertising message to commit
an illegal act or one that is detrimental to their personal safety or that of third
parties.
The fact that a particular product or service may be considered indecent to some
people does not mean that this will be sufficient to object to its validity, so it must
be reviewed in each specific case.

Thus, CONAR’s Code of Ethics prohibits any discriminatory content, in addition to that which may
incite the commission of illegal acts. In this sense, advertisements with gender stereotypes that incite
discrimination against women could be sanctioned under this article. In that regard, from the information
shared by CONAR, it can be seen that, with the Code of Ethics in force, from October 9, 2014, a case of
alleged gender stereotypes in advertising would have been resolved. This consisted of a complaint from
UNILEVER to P&G regarding an advertising poster for the campaign “Un hombre hombre, no usa tapita”
(real men do not need tops). The following is an image of the poster in question:
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Source: Resolution No. 2-2019 of CONAR’s Permanent Commission on Ethics

In this regard, it should be noted that the Permanent Commission on Ethics of CONAR considered that
this announcement did not violate decency and sexuality principle of its Code of Ethics, which has been
previously commented, while it considered that it was an unrealistic and exaggerated message (2019).
Although the Commission recognized that the message “indicates that a man would be more masculine
if he uses products without a top” (2019, p. 9), it considered that the phrase “real men” had an empty
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content that made sense in that context and that “it could not be assumed per se that advertising is
discriminatory against the male or female gender” (2019, p. 10).
From this diagnosis, it is considered that the advertising message contains a gender stereotype that
could encourage discrimination, since it would be showing contempt for men who may be more
delicate and for delicacy, a characteristic associated with women and the feminine. A brief analysis of
the message is presented in the table below:

Table 6: Analysis from a gender perspective on the message found in the Old Spice poster,
subject of Resolution No. 2-2019 of CONAR’s Permanent Commission on Ethics
Message

Existing gender stereotype

Real men, in other words, "more
masculine", "true man" do not need to use
a top on deodorant sachet.

The men associated with the coarse and
the rough (represented by the fist and by
the own force that can break the sachet),
in contrast to the delicate (represented by
the top of the sachet that implies a more
docile and delicate opening of the sachet).

At the same time, the image of the fist
shows that real men could, for example,
simply break the sachet to use the
shampoo, without the help of an element
such as the top of the sachet.

The idea that the top is an unnecessary
element for a man is presented, expressing that the one who requires it would be
more delicate and "less of a man".

Why can it encourage
discrimination?

Because the gender stereotype is,
although in a humorous tone and surely
unintentionally, a rejection to delicacy
characteristics in men.
In that regard, as examined above, this
gender stereotype contributes to the
constant need for men to show and
"prove" their masculinity. The latter, in
general, encourages men to be ashamed
to talk about their problems and about the
image they have of themselves, and
reinforces aggressive, sexist, and
homophobic behaviors (WFA, 2018; ASA,
2017).

Source: own elaboration

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that a favorable point of the aforementioned resolution is that
CONAR’s Permanent Commission on Ethics pointed out that it shares the conception that advertising
can be used to transform gender stereotypes. Specifically, it established the following:
Firstly, this Commission shares the concern for achieving an increasingly
egalitarian society, without discrimination based on sex, race, religion, opinion,
language or other features or characters. Also, this Commission considers that
advertising can be used to positively influence the various economic agents and
individuals in general and change gender stereotypes (2019, p.9).
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5.2.2 Measures taken by the Executive Branch
In a transversal way, it is important to note as an action the National Policy on Gender Equality, approved
by the Council of Ministers and published on April 4, 2019. This policy has a chapter dedicated to
explaining the role of discriminatory socio-cultural patterns (roles, spaces and attributes) that privilege
the male over the female, in other words, gender stereotypes, in maintaining and reinforcing structural
discrimination against women (MIMP, 2019). It also has a priority objective (No. 6) that is entirely aimed
at reducing the incidence of discriminatory socio-cultural patterns in the population (MIMP, 2019). In
addition, it is also important to point out the inclusion in the National Basic Education Curriculum of the
gender equality approach as a cross-cutting one, with respect to which the Supreme Court of Justice
indicated that it is a State policy in accordance with constitutional principles, in that it “aims to raise
awareness among students of the importance of eliminating the prejudices and stereotypes that currently
underpin inequalities between men and women” (2018).
Specifically regarding women’s representation in the media, one of the entities that has mostly
promoted actions in this regard is the Ministry of Transport and Communications, through the Radio
and Television Advisory Council (hereinafter, “ConcorTV”), which is a body made up of members of civil
society, business and the State that seeks to promote good practices in radio and television nationwide.
Thus, this year, ConcorTV, together with the Calandria Association of Communicators, promoted the
creation of a Media Observatory to improve media practices (ConcorTV, 2020). This is a space open to
civil society organizations and academia that looks to promote best practices in the media regarding the
approach to issues of violence against women, basically on radio and television (ConcorTV, 2020). In
this regard, it will monitor and analyze the content disseminated in the media, encourage the creation of
spaces for reflection and dialogue, and promote mechanisms for consultation, opinion, complaints and
recognition (ConcorTV, 2020). In that sense, although the observation of advertising will not be its focus,
it can potentially also be a space in which vigilance and reflection regarding that practice is promoted.
Furthermore, in recent years ConcorTV developed analytical documents on different topics related to
stereotypes in the media, such as “Gender Analysis in Open Signal and Family Schedule Programming”
(2015), “Stereotypes of Andean Women in Peruvian TV Comedy Programs” (2015), “Consultancy on
Stereotypes and Discrimination in Peruvian Television” (2014) and “Analysis of Women’s Image in
Television Programming Transmitted in Lima” (2012). Although these do not focus on advertising
analysis, they are useful in that they point out what stereotypes can be identified in television programs
and examine the role of the media in perpetuating or transforming them.
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On the other hand, it is also important to refer to the role that the National Council against Discrimination
(hereinafter “CONACOD”), attached to the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, has been playing. On
January 29, 2019, this organ issued the “Report on Discrimination in the Media in Peru, with Special
Emphasis on Ethnic-Racial Discrimination,” which addressed the problem of discriminatory content
disseminated through the various media in Peru (radio, television, and written media), emphasizing
ethnic-racial discrimination (CONACOD, 2019). While the report specified that it did not analyze
commercial advertising, it did examine the role of the media in a democratic society, in addition to
identifying some discriminatory content broadcasted in programs nationwide that could be said to
cause harm (CONACOD, 2019). The report placed emphasis on stereotypes against the indigenous and
Afro-descendant population and how these are contrary to international human rights law (CONACOD,
2019). Some of its recommendations include training programs for journalists and program and content
directors that incorporate human rights content, and increased vigilance concerning stereotypes in the
media regarding indigenous and Afro-descendant persons, among others (CONACOD, 2019).
Finally, it is worth noting the publication of Supreme Decree No. 185-2019-PCM, which promotes and
regulates the voluntary implementation of programs for regulatory compliance in consumer protection
and commercial advertising. This regulation is an important step to promote good practices by
companies, as it specifically promotes the adoption of policies and procedures by companies in the
area of gender equality (2019). Some of the policies it promotes are internal mechanisms aimed at
promoting gender equity, non-discrimination, and the elimination of stereotypes, among others (2019).
In this regard, it can be concluded that, pursuant to international and national regulations, it is the
policy of the Peruvian State to contribute to the eradication of harmful stereotypes, including gender
stereotypes that incite structural discrimination against women.
5.2.3 Civil society initiatives
Regarding initiatives from civil society institutions, the organization Estudio para los Derechos de la
Mujer - DEMUS filed 16 complaints with INDECOPI about advertising pieces that were considered
discriminatory against women, between 1994 and 2009 (Valega, 2019). In fact, all of the cases examined
by INDECOPI on the subject - except one that was initiated ex officio due to correspondence from the
Ministry of Health - happened because the organization in question filed the complaints. After that, the
institution did not present any more (Valega, 2019).
However, it should be noted that this organization, together with the Manuela Ramos Movement, Flora
Tristan, Calandria, and Milenia Comunicaciones created the Fem-TV collective and conducted, since
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1988 and within the framework of the First Women’s Culture and Communications Festival, an initiative
called “Fem-TV Awards”. This awarded prizes to advertising spots that reflected values of equality
between men and women (one prize from the audience and one from the jury); as well as an anti-prize,
Sapo -TV, to the advertising piece considered the most sexist of the year (Mujeres en Red, 2007), as it
takes place in Spain. In the organizations’ own words:

The Fem-TV award and the Sapo anti-award look for a change in advertising
content. The media are deeply involved in the production and reproduction of
ways of thinking, attitudes and social behavior, therefore, they are committed
to women’s representation. And in a conscious or unconscious way, they
become subtle, effective mechanisms that reinforce an imaginary that sees
women within traditional roles or sexual objects, at the same time that they
hide discrimination situations (Mujeres en Red, 2007).

The award had the support and participation of the advertising and journalism sectors, communication
and advertising professors and students, as well as organization leaders (Mujeres en Red, 2007). In
addition, it was intended to strengthen audience participation, as well as to raise awareness about
the possibility of acting against sexist images (Mujeres en Red, 2007). Furthermore, since 2002, the
advertisement winning as the one that most promoted equality participated in the Ibero-American
Advertising Festival in the category of “Non-sexist Advertising Award”, which was sponsored by the
United Nations Development Fund for Women and received nominations from different countries
worldwide (Mujeres en Red, 2007). It should be noted that the award was held until 2011.
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Image 6: Images produced by the Fem-TV collective for the award's dissemination

Sources in order: Pinterest, La Mula, La Virgulilla Negra and Mujeres en Red
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Gender stereotypes in consumer relations in Peru

Next, the actions that have been implemented by INDECOPI and other public and private institutions
in order to question gender stereotypes in consumer relations will be identified and analyzed, with
an emphasis on those adopted in the last five years. In this regard, progress and opportunities for
improvement will be examined.

6.1 INDECOPI’s resolutions regarding consumer protection and gender stereotypes
Basically, this diagnosis looks to analyze the main resolutions that INDECOPI has issued since 2015
to date in the area of consumer defense and protection, and gender stereotypes or discriminatory
situations against women. When carrying out the search and consulting with the Directorate of the
National Consumer Protection Authority, four cases related to discrimination based on sex/gender were
found to meet those criteria. Of these, three have been considered for analysis, one of which - although
it contained a complaint for alleged violation of Article 38 of the CPDC - the Consumer Protection
Commission of INDECOPI did not enter into the substantive analysis because it considered that there
were insufficient indications for such an assessment. Moreover, it was considered pertinent to include
in the analysis the last two cases in which INDECOPI had the opportunity to comment on the issue of
discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity because, although sexual and gender
diversity would merit a specific analysis, a brief comment will be made on the intersection of gender
and sexuality variables. In this regard, a table is presented below containing the five cases on which
INDECOPI has issued its opinion and which will be analyzed.
Table 7: Cases in consumer defense and protection to be analyzed
Table 7: Cases
defense
protection
to be analyzed
in in
theconsumer
framework
of thisand
assessment
(1/2)
in the framework of this assessment (1/2)
N°
N°

1
1

Complainant
Complainant

Rafael Delgado Carranza
Rafael Delgado Carranza

File
File

195-2019/CC1
195-2019/CC1

Resolution(s)
Resolution(s)
N° 1980-2019/CC1
N° 1980-2019/CC1
N° 1121-2020/SPCINDECOPI
N° 1121-2020/SPCINDECOPI
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Date of last instance
resolution
Date of
last instance
resolution

Reason for selecting the case
forfor
this
diagnosis
Reason
selecting
the case
for this diagnosis

22.07.2020
22.07.2020

The case is related to gender stereotypes and
provides
into
INDECOPI's
The case isinsight
related to
gender
stereotypeslatest
and
pronouncement
discrimination
provides insighton sex/gender
into INDECOPI's
latest
in
consumption,on gender
stereotypes
and
pronouncement
sex/gender
discrimination
preferential
attention.
in consumption,
gender stereotypes and
preferential attention.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration
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Table 7: Cases in consumer defense and protection to be analyzed
in the
framework
of thisand
assessment
(2/2)
Table 7: Cases
in consumer
defense
protection
to be analyzed
in the framework of this assessment (2/2)
N°

Complainant

File

Resolution(s)

N°

Complainant

File

Resolution(s)

Date of last instance
resolution
Date of
last instance

Reason for selecting the case
forfor
this
diagnosis
Reason
selecting
the case

16.10.2019
16.10.2019

The case is related to stereotypes based on
the
complainant's
sexual
orientation
The case
is related to
stereotypes
basedand
on
provides
an insight sexual
into INDECOPI's
the complainant's
orientation latest
and
pronouncement
on discrimination
based
on
provides an insight
into INDECOPI's
latest
sexual
orientationon
regarding
consumption
pronouncement
discrimination
basedand
on
restrictions
on access
to premises.
sexual
orientation
regarding
consumption and

resolution

N° 325-2019/CC2
2

Lesly Karen Paredes Rios

722-2018/CC2

N° 325-2019/CC2

2

Lesly Karen Paredes Rios

722-2018/CC2

N° 2880-2019/SPCINDECOPI
N° 2880-2019/SPCINDECOPI

3
3

Outraged Consumers
Association
Outraged Consumers
Association

4

Torres Farfan

4

Torres Farfan

N° 271-2019/CC2
0955-2018/CC2

N° 271-2019/CC2

0955-2018/CC2 N° 2758-2019/SPCINDECOPI
N° 2758-2019/SPCINDECOPI
N° 644-2018
INDECOPI-PIU
N° 644-2018

0057-2018/CPCINDECOPI-PIU
INDECOPI-PIU N° 0534-2019/SPC0057-2018/CPCINDECOPI-PIU N° 0534-2019/SPCINDECOPI

04.10.2019
04.10.2019

for this diagnosis

restrictions on access to premises.
The case is related to gender stereotypes and
provides
intotoINDECOPI's
penultimate
The
case insight
is related
gender stereotypes
and
pronouncement
discrimination
provides insight on
intosex/gender
INDECOPI's
penultimate
in
consumption, on
gender
stereotypes
and the
pronouncement
sex/gender
discrimination
right
to information
in consumption.
in
consumption,
gender
stereotypes and the
right to information in consumption.

27.02.2019
27.02.2019

INDECOPI

5

Ex officio initiation

075-2017/CC3

N° 173-2017/CC3

12.12.2017

5

Ex officio initiation

075-2017/CC3

N° 173-2017/CC3

12.12.2017

The case is related to stereotypes based on the
complainant’s
gender
identity and
provides
The case is related
to stereotypes
based
on the
information
on
INDECOPI's
latest
complainant’s gender
identity
and provides
pronouncement on
on discrimination
on
information
INDECOPI's based
latest
gender
identityon in
consumption
pronouncement
discrimination
basedand
on
restrictions
on accessinto premises.
gender identity
consumption and

restrictions on access to premises.
The case is related to gender stereotypes and
provides
on INDECOPI's
thirdand
to
The case information
is related to gender
stereotypes
last pronouncement
discrimination
in
provides
information on
onsex
INDECOPI's
third to
consumption
(against
men),
gender
last pronouncement
on sex discrimination
in
stereotypes and (against
restrictionsmen),
on access
to
consumption
gender
premises.
stereotypes and restrictions on access to
premises.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration

Next, the consumption situations present in the identified resolutions will be briefly described and the
stereotype existence will be analyzed. Likewise, advances in INDECOPI’s arguments will be highlighted,
as well as opportunities for improvement in the application of the gender equality perspective, the
consideration of which could be evaluated in future cases on the subject.
6.1.1 Case description and analysis of existing stereotypes
First, an analysis of the content on the five consumption situations examined by INDECOPI identified in
table 3 will be made. This, in order to determine whether, in accordance with the theoretical framework
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of this document, it can be stated that there are stereotypes in those situations, in addition to being
constituted as discriminatory acts. This analysis is important because INDECOPI’s arguments revolve
around the aforementioned situations. This information will be systematized in the following table:
Table 8: Description of the consumption situations and
Table 8: identiﬁcation
Description ofofthe
consumption
situations
stereotypes
in them
(1/2) and
identiﬁcation of stereotypes in them (1/2)
Identiﬁed stereotype that reinforces
Identiﬁed
stereotype
that reinforces
structural
discrimination
structural
discrimination
against
women
12
											
against women
N°
N°

1

2

3

1

2

3

Examined discriminatory
Examined
situationdiscriminatory
in consumption
situation in consumption

Prohibited grounds
Prohibited
grounds
for discrimination
for discrimination

On February 17, 2017, Rafael Delgado went to Crediscotia
OnFinance
February
17, 2017,
Rafael
Delgado
to Crediscotia
Agency
to pay
his credit
cardwent
fee with
his son. He
Finance
Agency
pay his credit
card fee
with his
approached
thetopreferential
attention
window,
butson.
was He
told
approached
the preferential
attention
was toldhe
that only women
with children
were window,
attended.but
Therefore,
that
onlyinwomen
withline
children
were
attended.
Therefore,
heto
stood
the regular
and had
to wait
more than
an hour
stood
in the
regular
line of
and
hadhis
toson
waitpeed
moreinthan
an hour to
be seen,
and
because
this,
his pants.
be seen, and because of this, his son peed in his pants.

Sex/Gender
Sex/Gender

Stereotype of female and male gender roles, in
Stereotype
of female
male gender
roles, infor
which women
are and
primarily
responsible
which
women
primarily
for
childcare
andare
men
are not,responsible
the latter being
childcare
andwith
men
not,sphere.
the latter being
associated
theare
public
associated with the public sphere.
In consumer relations, moreover, it
In encourages
consumer therelations,
moreover, that
it
gender stereotype
encourages
the gender
women, because
of theirstereotype
associationthat
with
women,
because
their association
withof
childcare,
are of
possible
beneficiaries
childcare,
are
possible
beneficiaries
preferential
treatment,
while
men are not. of
preferential treatment, while men are not.
Stereotype regarding sexual diversity that
Stereotype
regarding sexual
that
considers homosexual
peoplediversity
as "not normal".
considers homosexual people as "not normal".

On the night of May 5, 2018, Lesly Paredes went to the
On“Mundo”
the night
of with
May her
5, 2018,
Leslypartner
Paredes
went to
to get
the a
Hotel
same-sex
in order
“Mundo”
Hotel withtheher
same-sex confirmed
partner in order
to get
a
room. Although
receptionist
the price
of the
room.
Although
the
receptionist
confirmed
the
price
of
the
room, she did not let them in because they were two women.
room, she did not let them in because they were two women.

Sexual orientation
Sexual orientation

On November 27, 2017, the Peruvian Outraged Consumers
OnAssociation
November detected
27, 2017,that
the the
Peruvian
Outraged
Consumers
“La Rosa
Nautica”
restaurant
Association
detectedmenus
that the
Rosa
had differentiated
for“La
men
(withNautica”
prices) restaurant
and women
had
differentiated
(with prices)
and women
(without
prices). menus
Indeed,for
themen
restaurant
recognized
that this
(without
prices).
Indeed,
restaurant
recognized
this a
was done
to flatter
thethe
woman
so that
she couldthat
spend
was
done to
flatter
the woman
that she
could
a
romantic
and
pleasant
eveningso
without
taking
intospend
account
romantic
pleasantwhen
evening
without
taking
account
the costand
of services,
a couple
visited
theinto
restaurant.
the cost of services, when a couple visited the restaurant.

Sex/Gender
Sex/Gender

In consumption matters, this stereotype often
In prevents
consumption
matters, this
stereotype
often
the homosexual
person
from making
prevents
the homosexual
personconcrete,
from making
the consumption
relationship
since
the
relationship
since
theconsumption
provider denies
him/her concrete,
recognition
as a
the
provider
denies him/her recognition as a
valid
consumer.
valid consumer.
Gender stereotype of benevolent sexism, in
Gender
of role
benevolent
sexism,
in
which stereotype
men play the
of protecting,
caring
which
men
play the
role ofinprotecting,
caring
for and
courting
women
relationships.
This
forreinforces
and courting
women
in relationships.
women
as people
who needThis
male
reinforces
women
as people
male
protection
and leads
to themwho
beingneed
considered
protection
and leads
to them
being
considered
less capable
in certain
social
settings.
less capable in certain social settings.
In consumer relations, moreover, it promotes
In the
consumer
moreover,
promotes
genderrelations,
stereotype
that itwomen
are
the
gender stereotype
women
economically
dependent that
on men
and doare
not
economically
on autonomy
men and doinnot
possess fulldependent
economic
the
possess
full economic
in the
market sphere.
They canautonomy
be considered
"less
market
sphere. They
be considered "less
of a consumer"
thancan
men.
of a consumer" than men.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration

12 Although in two of the three cases in which discriminatory acts by sex/gender are manifested, they occur individually against men, as
analyzed in the conceptual framework, the social function fulfilled by these acts and the stereotypes that support them contribute to the
strengthening of structural discrimination against women and/or the feminine.
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Table 8: Description of the consumption situations and
Table 8:
Description of
consumption
situations
identiﬁcation
of the
stereotypes
in them
(2/2) and
identiﬁcation of stereotypes in them (2/2)
N°
N°

Examined discriminatory
Examined
situation indiscriminatory
consumption
situation in consumption

4
4

On January 14, 2018, Torres Farfan went to “Discoteca Chira”
On
14, 2018, Torres
went
to “Discoteca
Chira”
withJanuary
two transsexual
friends,Farfan
but the
security
personnel
did
with
two
transsexual
friends, but the security personnel did
not let
them
in.
not let them in.

5
5

From December 9 to 12 and from December 14 to 16, 2015,
From
DecemberAlta
9 toModa”
12 and
from December
14 tomen
16, 2015,
the “Consorcio
organized
a sale where
were
the “Consorcio
Altapointed
Moda”out
organized
a sale
where
men were
not
allowed. They
that they
wanted
to ensure
the
not
allowed.
They
pointed
out that
theyclients,
wanted
to ensure
the
tranquility
and
security
of their
female
since
they tried
tranquility
security
of theirroom
female
clients,
theythere
tried
on
clothesand
outside
the fitting
-due
to thesince
fact that
on
clothes
outside
the fitting
room
-due to
theonly
factthree
thatfitting
there
were
discounts,
a large
number
of people
and
were discounts,
large
of people and
only
three
fitting
roomsand theyadid
notnumber
feel comfortable
if the
men
watched
roomsand on
they
did
not feel comfortable if the men watched
them trying
the
garments.
them trying on the garments.

Prohibited grounds
Prohibited
grounds
for discrimination
for discrimination

Identiﬁed stereotype that reinforces
Identiﬁed
stereotype
that reinforces
structural
discrimination
structural
discrimination
against
women
against women
Stereotype regarding sexual diversity of trans
Stereotype
regarding
people as "not
normal".sexual diversity of trans
people as "not normal".

Gender Identity
Gender Identity

Sex/Gender
Sex/Gender

In consumption matters, this stereotype often
In
consumption
matters,
often
prevents
the trans
person this
fromstereotype
entering into
a
prevents the
trans person
entering denies
into a
consumer
relationship,
sincefrom
the provider
consumer
relationship,
provider denies
him/her recognition
as asince
valid the
consumer.
him/her recognition as a valid consumer.
Gender stereotyping of men as sexually
Gender
of men
as sexually
vehementstereotyping
and potential
aggressors,
in
vehementto gender
and potential
aggressors,
in
contrast
stereotyping
of women as
contrast
to gender stereotyping of women as
sexual
objects.
sexual objects.
In consumer relations, these stereotypes can
In
consumer
relations,providing
these stereotypes
can
lead
to providers
segregated
lead to for
providers
providing
services
women and
men, as segregated
is the case
services
women
andpublic
men, transportation
as is the case
in
Mexicoforwith
certain
in
Mexico with certain public transportation
vehicles.
vehicles.

Source: own elaboration
Source: own elaboration

6.1.2 INDECOPI’s arguments that contribute to the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes
in consumer relations
In this section, elements in the jurisprudence of the different Consumer Protection Commissions
(hereinafter “the CPC”) and the Specialized Consumer Protection Chamber (hereinafter “the SPC”) that
contribute to the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes and discriminatory situations in
consumer relations will be highlighted.
6.1.2.1 Realization that the differentiated treatments by prohibited reasons against a social group in a
structural discrimination situation are more serious
An important point to highlight in INDECOPI’s argument is that CPC and SPC recognized that differential
treatments in consumer relations that are based on prohibited grounds - such as sex, gender, class,
racial motives, sexual orientation, gender identity, among others - and that generate a decrease in the
exercise of other rights, are more serious than those differential treatments that are not based on some
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prohibited ground. Such recognition is in accordance with International Human Rights Law and the
constitutional order, and is also crucial because it recognizes that it is more serious to treat someone
differently for reasons of identity or because of the social group to which he or she belongs. It also
responds to reality, in which, although discriminatory acts happen one person at a time, they take place
because of the social norms, practices and structures that order people and the groups to which they
belong according to hierarchies (Barrère and Morondo, 2011). In this sense, SPC noted the following
regarding Rafael Delgado’s case:
It is important to emphasize that the reasoning presented by the Chamber
does not imply that there are more serious discriminatory acts in consumption
than others, since it is possible that unequal treatment may be configured that
implies a greater affectation of a person’s dignity (for example, in cases where
the discrimination takes place based on race, sexual orientation or other similar
reasons), which should be merited at the time of grading the sanction that
should be imposed against the offending provider (2020, p. 10).
Indeed, the SPC also recognized, for instance, in La Rosa Náutica’s case, how discriminatory acts based
on prohibited grounds affect the collective or diffuse interest of consumers belonging to the most
vulnerable group in society, in this case women (2019a). Something similar happened in Consorcio
Alta Moda’s case, in which the CPC recognized that, although discriminatory acts had been committed
against men individually, because they had not been allowed to enter into this sale, those acts were not
so harmful because “they are not in a vulnerable situation, this added to the fact that this group is not
specially protected by the State” (2017, p. 29).
In addition, it is important that the CPC and the SPC recognize that homosexuals and trans people
are vulnerable in our country, as they have done in various pronouncements and in those analyzed
here regarding Hotel Mundo and Discoteca Chira. This is based on a recognition of the prohibited
discrimination categories of sexual orientation and gender identity, as well as the recognition that those
groups are in a structural discrimination situation and, therefore, deserve special protection against
discrimination. In fact, for instance, the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights of our country developed
the Survey to measure the perception of the Peruvian population in relation to human rights and the
application results of this instrument showed that more than 93% of the Peruvian population perceived
that LGTB people are more exposed to discrimination (2013).
In consumption terms, it is important to note that the recognition of a greater severity of differential
treatment based on prohibited grounds with respect to groups in a structural discrimination situation
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is extremely relevant. This is because it seeks to protect the consumer’s interest in being provided with
services or products fairly, without unjustified exclusions or selections of clients (CPC, 2018). Finally,
discrimination in consumption has the potential to deny a certain person - because of his or her identity
or membership in a social group - access to the consumer relationship, his or her status as a consumer,
or the provision of a fair service or product.
6.1.2.2 Acknowledgement of gender discrimination and gender stereotypes
Another important point in the argumentation of the CPC and the SPC is the acknowledgment that nowadays
discrimination actions between women and men happen because of gender and gender stereotypes, more
than sex-based differences. This is consistent with the Equal Opportunities Law among Women and Men
which article 3.2.a stablishes that equality among women and men implies vanishing practices, concepts,
and languages that justify the superiority of any sex, which as we examined in the conceptual frame, is
linked to gender stereotypes and attributes, roles, and spaces that are expected from women and men. Also,
it comes with what was pointed out by the Constitutional Court (2018) and the National Policy on Gender
Equality (2019). In this vein, according to the CPC about the case of Rafael Delgado:
(…) there is a clear distinction between sex and gender. Likewise, the first of
them is determined by biological characteristics that a human being has, while
the second is a more complex construction in which psychological, social, and
cultural issues are involved.
In this context, in people’s everyday life when they intervene in the market as
consumers, said perceptions on gender could create a difference of treatment with
no objective justification, but framed in social or cultural assessments which are
normally associated with men or women (2020, p. 13).
The SPC also mentions this point quoting what the TC established regarding how the prohibition of gender
discrimination intends to fight the historical situation of women’s inferiority in social, political, and legal life
(2008). Likewise, it is worth noting that the SPC highlights, regarding the case of La Rosa Náutica, that “(…)
while femininity (sensitivity) is culturally and normatively associated with women, there are several different
ways of being a woman and countless typical expressions of women” (2019a, p. 20).
In this context, the CPC and the SPC acknowledge that the problem of discrimination in gender-based
consumption has its pillars in stereotypes that devalue femininity and, establish that the fact there is not a
unique way of being a woman must be acknowledged since there are different ways.
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6.1.2.3 Implementing international standards in terms of women’s human rights
As it has been pointed out in the regulatory framework of this report, our regulation has given a
constitutional level to human rights treaties determining that these are above in the hierarchy than laws
and other legal regulations of lower level (TC, 2006a). Additionally, it has been arranged that public entities
must incorporate within constitutionally protected content of rights in legal areas of human rights that are
acknowledged in treaties (2006b). It is precisely in that vein that the SPC determined the following in the
case of La Rosa Náutica:
(…) the protection of women’s rights equality has been extended and strengthened
with the Convention on the Elimination of every Form of Discrimination against
Women (…), so that, it’s part of the national law and also it is a criterion of
interpretation of rights and liberties that ours Constitution acknowledges
(2019a, pp. 12-13).
In this context, it is hugely relevant that the SPC, in order to evaluate likely situations of gender/sex-based
discrimination, starts with an approach of human rights and resorts to subscribed international treaties
on the matter in Peru, regarding women’s rights. Thereon, it is worth noting that the SPC also identified
and named States Parties of CEDAW’s duty to eradicate gender stereotypes against women (as it has
been examined in the legal framework of this document) and evaluated the turnout of a discrimination
case in consumption taking that disposition of human rights into account. In that vein, the SPC pointed
out the following:
For case purposes, it is suitable to highlight that article 5 of the Convention
mandates States Parties to take every proper measure to modify socio-cultural
patterns of conduct of men and women, intending to reach the elimination of
prejudice and customary practices and of any other nature that is based in the
idea of inferiority or superiority of any sex or stereotypical roles of men and women
(2019a, p. 13).
In this regard, the acknowledgment of International Law of Human Rights by the CPC and the SPC has also been
positive to guarantee consumption rights of the LGBTQ community. For example, in the case of Lesly Paredes,
the SPC acknowledged that applying the American Convention on Human Rights and the interpretation of
such that the Inter-American Court of Human Rights made in the case of Atala Riffo vs. Chile (2012), the sexual
orientation and gender identity of people are protected by article 1.1 of said international treaty of human rights
that prohibits discrimination, and its application is mandatory by INDECOPI (SPC, 2019b).
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6.1.2.4 Regarding the burden of proof: the consumer is not demanded to show the prohibited motive
As article 39 of the CDPC acknowledges, the CPC and the SPC have a diverse jurisprudence in which they
acknowledge that once the differentiated treatment is proved by the consumer or the administration, it
depends on the provider to prove there was a reasonable cause for it. As the CPC acknowledged in the
case of Rafael Delgado (2019, p. 17):
At this point, it is worth remembering that in cases of discriminatory practices
and even further, in cases of goods or services consumption, it is difficult for the
complainant to prove the perpetuation of a discriminatory act — For example,
negative of the access to a service or product, or the interference of its usage— given
the context in which facts happen —spontaneously and verbally— which is why it is
possible to make use of indications to determine the existence of an affectation to
consumers’ rights.
In that vein, the admission of indications and substitutes is essential in these cases, in which the proof
regarding the prohibited reason is not simple, following its manifestation might not be explained by the
provider or be of difficult registry from the consumer. Also, the SPC acknowledged that it aims to comply
with the special duty of protection of consumers and users’ rights, in accordance with the Constitution “in
a way that said burden falls on the consumer relationship’s subject that is in a better position or condition to
comply with it” (2019b, p. 20).
On the other side, as the CPC has pointed out, this answers to the power of the administrative authority to
apply a logical reasoning, in conformity with article 39 of the CDPC and the Código Procesal Civil (2018).
6.1.3 Opportunities for improvement regarding the application of the gender equality perspective to
boost the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes in consumption relationships that are at the
root of discriminatory acts
In this section, opportunities for improvement are proposed to be evaluated by the CPC and the SPC.
This, in an effort to enrich the debate and to promote recommendations for the application of the gender
equality perspective in the matter of consumer defense and protection. All this in order to, according to the
TC, comply with the state duty to fight against inequalities effectively from different competencies, and
contribute providing legitimacy to institutional decisions that are adopted to become a fairer and more
egalitarian society (2019), as well as contributing to the implementation of the PNIG.
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6.1.3.1 Recognition of existing stereotypes in the discriminatory act in the consumption relationship and
acknowledgment of how they consolidate structural discrimination against women
Previously, it has been examined how the CPC and the SPC created very relevant jurisprudence to protect
the right of equality and non-discrimination of consumers and potential consumers. In this context, the
acknowledgment of discriminatory acts regarding men or women fundamentally happening because of
their gender, and the association of a gender stereotype, has been acknowledged as a positive point in
INDECOPI’s argumentation. In this vein, it would be positive that organs, in every case where a discriminatory
act is evaluated and it is determined that it was based on gender, be able to identify whether there was a
stereotype behind the act and, if applicable, name which one. This would contribute for providers to identify
characteristics, roles, or spaces assigned to men and women that imply the perpetration of discriminatory
acts and, thus, take actions to prevent them.
For now, the CPC has acknowledged that there are stereotypes in the basis of the discriminatory act and
has given a glimpse of what they are, as can be observed below regarding the case of Rafael Delgado:
Thus, at the discretion of this Collegiate, there might be discriminatory situations
against men, like in this case, if this is affected by the attribution of socially
and culturally defined characteristics, without objective support. In that vein,
the existence of discrimination cases against people that aren’t vulnerable is a
consequence of prejudices that arise against these classes (2019, p. 18).
In that vein, if the INDECOPI would explicitly mention this gender stereotype –that, in that case, is to
associate women with children care, and men with the public area-, that would contribute with providers to
better understand these situations and improve possibilities to prevent future acts of discrimination. Also,
it would allow to identify that while in that relationship of consumption, a man was discriminated against,
the gender stereotypes that are behind also affect women and consolidates the structural discrimination
against them, because, as it was previously seen, the main association of women to household chores
and children’s care gives them less time for paid work, political participation, leisure, among others, putting
them in inequality situations in relation to men at a social level, also, these are less valued tasks socially
than those associated with men (Jaramillo and Ñopo, 2020; MIMP, 2019; ASA, 2017; ILO, 2017; INEI, 2015).
It is worth noting that, specifically in consumption relationships, those stereotypes negatively impact
men as consumers. When it comes to women, because of their association with children’s care, they are
considered as potential beneficiaries of the regulated preferential treatment in consumption relationships,
while men can be denied this right in situations when they perform as caregivers.
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Also, naming existing gender stereotypes would also contribute to identify some standardized acts,
as in the case of La Rosa Náutica, in which the restaurant representatives explained that they did not
have bad intentions when treating women different and that, they even considered not giving them a
menu with prices as an uplift and a compliment, according to women’s delicacy (SPC, 2019a). In this
regard, the SPC explained that said substantiation of differentiated treatment was not unbiased, but
it was based “in a generalization that is made of people because they belong to a certain sex (gender
stereotype)” (2019a, p. 19).
In this vein, it could be useful that, in order to prevent discriminatory acts in the market and guarantee
legal certainty, the existing gender stereotype be named when a discriminatory act is perpetrated. In
that case, for example, it could be stated that with that act a gender stereotype of “benevolent sexism”
existed (King et al., 2012; Lameiras et al., 2009). In this regard, different investigations have shown that
it enforces the idea that women need male protection and care and that this has proved to have negative
consequences; such as the fact that women are given fewer responsibilities in different areas, assigned
less complex tasks in jobs, less considered for promotions, considered as less capable, among others
(King et al., 2012; Lameiras et al., 2009). Specifically, in the consumption area, also, that stereotype
would be sending the message that women “consume less” than men, thus, their absolute economic
autonomy to comprehensively participate in the market would not be acknowledged. In that vein, the
SPC said that conduct based on gender stereotypes restricted women’s rights as consumers:
In this point, it is important to mention that the Code makes providers give all
the relevant information about the characteristics of products and services they
offer to consumers without distinction of any kind. The price is an important
element in the purchase decision, for the consumers to be able to choose or
decide properly about consumption themselves. In that case, it would be right for
providers to put the price of their dishes in the menus, without any distinction,
especially, not based on the consumer’s sex (2019a, p. 19).
On the other hand, although, it is not a specific matter of this document, it is important to mention that
it would also be an improvement opportunity, in the cases of discrimination against people because of
their sexual orientation or gender identity, that INDECOPI be able to identify stereotypes behind these
acts which support them. As the High Commissioner for Human Rights pointed out, behind violent and
discriminatory situations against the LGBTQ community, there usually is a conscious or unconscious desire
of punishing or “correcting” those considered to challenge gender rules (2001), namely, those identities,
expressions, behaviors or bodies that are different from traditional gender rules and roles (heterosexual)
or are contrary to the binary man/women system (IACHR, 2017). This situation has been acknowledged
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by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, which pointed out that there is a generalized social
context in America that is characterized by stereotyped prejudice about the LGBTQ community, and that
said context of stereotypes, legitimizes and perpetuates the violence against it (2017).
6.1.3.2 Acknowledgement of the involved complainant and consumers’ gender identity

Finally, it is worth noting that it would be important that, in order to assure the right of identity for trans
people, INDECOPI acknowledges the name and gender with which the complainant is identified in its
resolutions. A positive aspect is, for example, that, in the case of Torres Farfán, the SPC refers to her
as “the complainant” throughout the resolution, which is likely to happen for the sake of not making an
incorrect reference towards her gender, which does not happen in the resolution of the first instance.
It must be remembered that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights pointed out that “the
acknowledgment of people’s identity is one of the means which facilitates the exercise of rights to
the legal personality, to the name, nationality, civil registration, family relationships, among other
rights” (2014b, para. 267). In that context, the assurance of the right to identity must allow the correct
development of every person in the community, so that it is not established that a person’s gender
identity does not exist or is incorrect, by not acknowledging her or his identity traits (Siverino, 2010;
Yogyakarta Principles, 2006).
In that context, the acknowledgment of the name and gender with which a complainant trans person is
identified is part of her right to identity and strengthens the acknowledgment of her other rights, even
those that she has as a consumer.

6.2 Other policies in the matter of defense and protection of consumers linked to the
prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes
Having examined INDECOPI’s resolutions in the matter of stereotypes and discrimination in consumption.
Next, an analysis of the National Survey of Consumers’ Protection will be executed taking into account
a gender approach. Additionally, improvements linked to the promotion of the right of equality and nondiscrimination in consumption relationships at a national level will be commented on.
6.2.1 Analysis of the National Survey of Consumers’ Protection from a gender approacho
Since 2015, INDECOPI carries out the National Survey on Consumer Protection (hereinafter, “the survey”).
In this regarding, it is important to point out that the survey is applied to people over 18 years old in the
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main city of every department of Peru in which the INDECOPI has an office. Thus, it shows important
trends to be considered13.
In that vein, although the survey does not contain specific questions about gender, in this section, some
answers are examined taking into consideration the respondent’s sex and other variables, such as the
ethnic self-identification, socio-economical level, and native language. Next, some situations identified in
an exploratory way about gender stereotypes in consumption will be presented; it would be important to
further examine them.
6.2.1.1 Women, Quechua people, and people of lower socioeconomic status know less about the
consumer protection legislation and consumer rights
First of all, it is observed in the survey’s answers that women, Quechua and Aymara people, and people
of lower socioeconomic status know less about the Consumer Protection Law and their rights as
consumers. In this context, for example, regarding the statement that “The Consumer Protection Law
establishes consumer rights and providers’ obligations in a consumption relationship”, it is observed
that 40.6% of men answered they never heard about that law, contrary to 48.1% of women. Additionally,
only 3.5% of surveyed men, contrary to 1.6% of women state knowing a lot about this law. Furthermore,
19.7% of women pointed out to have never heard of a complaints log, contrary to 16.2% of men. In
relation to that statement, there is also the question regarding how much do people know about their
rights as consumers, to which they gave similar answers. In this regard, 11.6% of surveyed men pointed
out that they do not know their rights, contrary to 15.4% of women.
In this regard, it is worth noting that the lack of information about the law and their rights as consumers
may be why women are not submitting complaints when suffering from violation of their rights in
consumption, such as whether they faced some situation when they felt their consumer rights weren’t
respected (42.7% of men, contrary to 36.9% of women), whether they had a problem with some product
or service that made them think about submitting a complaint or report in the last twelve months (30.4%
of men, contrary to 26% of women), whether they felt discriminated by a company’s personnel (7% of
men, contrary to 4.7% of women). Regarding this last statement, even socially accepted situations in
which there are gender stereotypes or gender-based discriminatory acts could be happening without
women knowing that go against the law or violate consumers’ rights. Again, it is important to highlight
that these assumptions are exploratory and would require further study.

13 Is important to highlight that this survey has an error margin of +/-1.5% in a trust level of 95% at a national urban level.
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On the other hand, the observation of ethnic self-identification variables revealed that people identified
with the Quechua and Aymara variables are the ones that have a higher lack of awareness about
the consumer protection law. 51.4% and 50.3% of surveyed people, respectively declared so. In that
context, they are constituted as the only two variables of ethnic self-identification in which more than
half of the surveyed people that identify with these, point out they are not familiar with the law. Finally,
although 29.8% of people from A/B socio-economic levels declares that they had never heard about the
Consumer Protection Law, that percentage almost doubled for D/E socio-economic levels from which
57% of people stated that. When it comes to ethnic self-identification variables, again, it is observed
that people who identify themselves as Quechuas report the highest percentages regarding the lack of
awareness about their rights as consumers (20.6%), overcame only by people that identify themselves
as native or indigenous people of the Amazon (23.7%).
Considering this examination, it can be stated that the fact that women, people that identify themselves
as Quechuas and Aymaras, and people from lower socio-economic level belong to groups that, compared
to their peers, know less about laws and their consumption rights, requires particular attention. While
it has not been possible to intersect the variables, -and thus, for example, know how Quechua women
of lower socioeconomic levels answered-, it follows that from this information, inequalities regarding
consumers persist and it is necessary to continue working in that path, as the Consumers National
Authority is doing.
In that vein, providing information about consumption could be promoted from a gender and intercultural
approach. Likewise, tools that are inclusive and more accessible for the population diversity that allow
education on consumer protection could be applied. Regarding this, videos in Quechua or Aymara could
be used, as well as the representation of likely discriminatory situations and/or gender stereotypes that
women could face in consumption could be considered to make them feel represented and able to identify
possible situations they live as a way of protecting their rights as consumers.
6.2.1.2 Can I enforce my consumption rights? Aymaras and people in D/E socio-economic levels are less
aware of their capacity of acting, and women are more aware of their adverse social context
Regarding the question of how well people enforce their rights as consumers, it is observed that in the case
of women and men, the percentages of those who claim they never managed to enforce their rights are the
same (2.4%). It is observed that women trust more that, when they make a report, they manage to enforce
their rights (6.6% claims they almost never achieve this and 40.9% claims they sometimes achieve this,
contrary to 12.6% and 35.7% of men, respectively). With regard to ethnic self-identification, it is observed
that 3.6% of Quechua and 3.3% of Aymara people mostly state that never manage to enforce their rights
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as consumers. In that vein, the percentage of Aymara people that claims to always manage to enforce
their rights as consumers is the smallest of all, being 3.7% contrary to 17% mixed-raced indigenous people
or 16.5% of white people, for example. Additionally, it is observed that, regarding the socio-economical
variable, even though the percentages are low in general, there are strong differences about those who
feel they never manage to enforce their rights: 1.6% in A/B socio-economical levels, contrary to 4.3% in
D/E socio-economical levels. In that vein, it can be concluded that Quechua and Aymara people, as well as
those of the lowest socio-economical levels consider they manage to enforce their rights the least.
However, on the other hand, it is observed that women consider that they are in a context where their
rights as consumers are less enforced, contrary to what men feel. This way, for example, it is observed
that men consider in a greater extent that companies respect consumers’ rights (24.8% contrary to
19.15% of women), that men consider in a greater extent than women that Peru has improved in the
matter of protection of consumers’ rights regarding five years ago (34.9% contrary to 30.7%), as well as
regarding a year ago (24.8% contrary to 23.7%). This perception of being in a context of greater respect for
rights is also evident when observing the answers regarding how likely men and women think that a big,
small, formal or informal company would give them a solution to a consumption problem. Men answered
affirmatively more than women in the scenarios of big companies (67.4% compared to 60.8%), small ones
(33.3% compared to 27.8%) and formal ones (60.6% compared to 54.6%). Additionally, this perception of
a less friendly context at the moment of filing a claim can also be the cause of the fact that women, to
a lesser extent than men, stated that they would report it if they would feel discriminated against by a
company’s front-line staff member (66.2% compared to 70.7% of men).
6.2.1.3 Women have a stronger perception about the provider being rude or reluctant when making a
claim compared to men
On the other hand, it is important to take into consideration that, regarding the question of which do people
think is the most frequent attitude of companies offering products or services when a consumer makes a
claim, while both women and men mostly answered that the company establishes procedures and long
deadlines to discourage the consumer (33.2% of men, contrary to 25.8% of women); women point out in
almost the same percentage that companies solve the situation reluctantly or even rudely (25.6% contrary to
21.9% of men). In that context, women choosing this answer to almost tie with the one they chose as a main
one regarding the company’s reactions, while men choose it 11.3% less than their main answer could be
linked to gender stereotypes. Namely, and clarifying that it is a situation that requires further exploration, what
could be the cause is that, when women raise their voices or question an unfair situation in consumption,
people tent to assess them more critically and negatively than men, due to the gender stereotype of passivity
and delicacy concerning them. Thus, they could be receiving more “rude” answers based on gender.
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6.2.2 Outstanding advances in the implementation of the Policy and the National Plan of Consumers
Protection and Defense
Finally, it is important to highlight some important efforts made by INDECOPI and institutions that are part of
the National Integrated Consumer Protection System in the matter of empowering consumers and reinforcing
a culture of rights in consumption relationships. Having more egalitarian consumption relationships of is a
point that, without a doubt, ensures respect for women’s rights in diversity. In that vein, in this section, some
advances will be highlighted in the compliance of the Policy and Plan of Consumers Protection and Defense
that contribute to consumption equality. In this way, it is important to remember that those standards want
to “[c]ontribute to a higher and more efficient level of consumers’ rights protection with equity and a bigger
incidence in consumers from the most vulnerable sectors (…)” (2017a, p. 2).
In this regard, it is important to point out that the Consumer Protection Plan prioritizes four strategic
work pillars: i) education, guidance and information dissemination; ii) protection of consumers’ health
and security; iii) mechanisms for prevention and conflict solutions between providers and consumers;
and iv) strengthening of the National Integrated System of Consumer Protection (2017b, p. 17). Next,
some advances and recommendations are described regarding pillars first, third and fourth, linked to
the nexus that could be made surrounding the implementation of the plan and prevention of gender
stereotypes and consumption discrimination situations against women.
Regarding the first strategic pillar, this has as first specific objective for market agents to know
consumers’ rights and to have relevant information to be able to make better consumption decisions
(2017b). In that vein, from the National System, an important work in the development of training or
information programs in the matter of consumer protection and users’ rights, including an approach of
consumers in a vulnerable situation (National Authority of Consumers, 2020).
In this regard, the National Authority of Consumers reports that the number of consumers and users expected
to be trained has been exceeded by 32.5%, resulting in 230,402 people which is positive from a human rights and
consumers’ empowerment approach (2020). Additionally, the National Authority of Consumers reports achieving
the goal of training and information aimed at providers in topics linked to the protection of consumers and users’
rights, having even surpassed it by 3.8 times the initial goal and managed to train 37’868 employees (National
Authority of Consumers, 2020). Likewise, regarding schools, the Ministry of Education included the topic of
consumers’ rights in school subjects, but it did not achieve the goal of implementing didactic units about them
in an initial rural secondary school with a non-enrollment modality – alternative basic education and in basic
special secondary education. It is reported to have included the subject in regular basic secondary education,
through the competency “Managing economic resources responsibly” (National Authority of Consumers, 2020).
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Thereon, it is important to point out that the National Integrated System of Consumers’ Protection has
been training consumers, users, and providers in consumption relationships’ rights. In that vein, it would
be positive that specific situations and examples regarding discrimination and gender stereotypes in
consumption be considered in trainings as well as in the performance of the years of secondary education.
In this way, the subject implemented in Argentina regarding “Gender and consumption” could act as a
guide for topics to be addressed. Plus, since it works with providers, it could be articulated with the issue
of advertising and prevention of gender stereotypes that encourage discrimination.
Additionally, a second specific objective within the first strategic pillar of the Protection Plan for
Consumers is guidance for consumers giving them information about protection (2017b). In this
regard, the National Authority of Consumers reports that during 2019, more than 1 000 900 people were
instructed, complying with 85.4% of the goal agreed (2020). Also, a joint effort between different state
entities is observed. In this context, it would be important to disaggregate information about instruction
in urban and rural areas, as well as to specify if guidance is given in other languages besides Spanish,
like Quechua, Aymara, or native languages of the jungle.
In the framework of the third specific objective of the first strategic pillar of the Protection Plan of
Consumers, which consists of making consumers’ protection information available to market agents,
with greater emphasis on the use of information technologies, important advances are reported. Some
of these are the update made in 2019 to keep on the internet simple and consolidated information about
conflict solutions mechanisms according to the subject or economic activity (goal 100% achieved), a
relevant and updated legislation and jurisprudence in consumption for consumers (goal 100% achieved),
the identification of relevant markets, and the creation of nine tools to make the information transparent
for a better consumption decision, among which the “We Are All Consumers’’ campaign stands out as
it promoted an equal treatment in consumption regarding people with disabilities (National Authority of
Consumers, 2020).
Regarding topics that still need work, creating the Quechua version of the consumers’ online system
is still pending, while the National Authority of Consumers claims that work was not done because of
budget issues (2020). That version would be truly relevant, given that from the analysis of the survey in
the previous section, some exploratory answers were observed regarding Quechua-speaking people being
less aware of the standards concerning consumer’s protection and of their rights as consumers, which
could be partly linked to linguistic barriers. In that vein, in the framework of the “We Are All Consumers”
campaign, information regarding gender stereotypes in consumption and intersectional stereotypes
could be given; asking questions and presenting, for example, which specific situations women with
disability, trans women, afro-descendant women, girls and teenagers, elderly women, among others,
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live in consumption. This would allow people to better understand, make visible and address different
discriminatory situations that women, teenagers, and girls live in their diverse consumption.
On the other hand, regarding the third strategic pillar, related to conflicts’ prevention and solution
mechanisms among providers and consumers, two specific objectives were established in the Protection
Plan of Consumers: the first one is linked to encourage the simplification of existing mechanisms and
promote the prevention through good practices. The second one is to promote the development of
alternative mechanisms for conflicts’ solution (2017b). Thereon, the sixth edition of the “Customers
First” award is highlighted, whereby good practices implemented by public and private companies
were promoted (National Authority of Consumers, 2020). 144 companies participated and 153 good
practices were received, which implied achieving the proposed goal in 81.6% (National Authority of
Consumers, 2020). It is important to highlight that the 2019 edition awarded for the first time actions
aimed at promoting the protection of the right of equality and non-discrimination of all people.
Additionally, in the framework of this pillar, it is important to highlight the publication of the Supreme
Decree No. 185-2019-PCM, which promotes and regulates the voluntary implementation of programs of
normative compliance in the terms of consumer’s protection and commercial advertising. It is important
to point out that this regulation is an important step to promote good practices by companies in terms
of consumers’ rights protection, besides specifically promoting the adoption of policies and procedures
by companies in the terms of gender equality (2019). Thus, for example, some promoted policies are
internal mechanisms aimed at promoting gender equity, non-discrimination, elimination of stereotypes,
among others (2019).
Finally, regarding the fourth strategic pillar of the Protection Plan of Consumers, related to the
strengthening of the National Integrated System of Consumers’ Protection, it is important to point out
that the National Authority of Consumers’ Protection reported that four of the established goals for 2019
were fully achieved. On one side, these were related to the state monitoring the consumers’ protection,
the compliance of the standard and the suggestion of current corrective actions. The National Council
of Consumers’ Protection approved the report regarding consumers’ protection status in 2019 (National
Authority of Consumers, 2020). Likewise, among diverse entities that are part of the National System,
554 activities were done to strengthen the technical capacities of its members; just as a national
survey to consumers was done to monitor the consumers’ protection status and their attention in the
National System. Those that were left pending, according to the National Authority of Consumers, are
the stimulus of more agreements with local and regional governments to promote active participation,
the determination of information and knowledge gaps regarding the protection system by providers,
and a diagnostic of the situation of the System that includes proposals for a functional improvement
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(National Authority of Consumers, 2020). However, regarding the two last points, it has been pointed out
that they already have advanced work with the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(National Authority of Consumers, 2020).
In summary, it can be observed that there are initiatives that strengthen consumers in the framework of their
consumption relationships, and give orientation to providers regarding the provision of an egalitarian and
ideal service.
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Conclusions

a. Structural discrimination against women in Peru is a problem of national importance that implies
that there is a persisting and established context of inequality and violence against them. Which has
been identified as a public problem to fight against by the National Policy on Gender Equality and the
Constitutional Court of Peru. In the context of the pandemic because of Covid-19, gender inequalities
are highlighted and deserve special attention from the Government.
b. It’s important to acknowledge that the problem of gender inequality and violence is embodied by
different severities, types, and frequencies depending on the particular situation of women, teenagers,
or girls that go through it. Because there are other variables, such as the socioeconomic classes,
disabilities, age, sexual orientation, racial motives, that intersect with gender discrimination resulting in
sole discriminatory situations and denominated as intersectional.
c. To understand structural discrimination against women, we need to know that there are gender
stereotypes that are constituted as discriminatory sociocultural patterns that privilege men over
women, and that consolidate gender-based structural discrimination. Regarding this, gender
stereotypes are a generalized vision or preconception of attributes, characteristics, or roles that
women must comply with and men must be appropriate in every society. Plus, they aren’t just given
an attribute or role for women and men, but obligations of behavior are established for women and
men to comply with to not be judged, discriminated against, rejected, or violated in society. In this
way, for example, some prevalent gender stereotypes in Peru in conformity with the National Survey
on Social Relationships are considering women as the main guarantor of home chores and caring for
children, contrary to considering men as the main guarantor of productive paid work; or considering
women as a sexual object for men’s sexual pleasure, contrary to considering men as sexually eager
and always available for that purpose.
d. Gender stereotypes are in different areas of life, including advertising and consumption relationships.
In that context, different gender stereotypes can be identified in advertising representations that
reinforce structural discrimination against women, such as their hypersexualization. On the other hand,
gender stereotypes are also in consumption relationships as well as in the basis for the occurrence of
discriminatory acts in the framework of said relationships. Some gender stereotypes in consumption
are products and services’ discrimination: some are for women and others for men; the gender bias in
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prices makes women pay more for products that are equal or very similar to those for men, and genderbased individual discriminatory acts in consumption.
e. There is a great number of compared experience in terms of prevention and eradication of gender
stereotypes from consumption relationships and advertising activity. Regarding the first ones, for
example, studies have been made to identify whether there are gender biases in products’ prices and to
inform consumers, just like with providers. Likewise, there are initiatives in other countries that consist
of courses on gender and consumption, surveys to get to know consumers’ experiences, promotion
of egalitarian consumption without gender stereotypes in toys, among others, from which ideas can
be obtained for future policies to be implemented at a national level. In the context of the advertising
activity, there are important initiatives from the private sector to prevent and fight against gender
stereotypes, such as awards that encourage more equitable advertisements, and guides and tools for a
proper gender representation in advertising activity. In turn, from advertising self-regulation, practically
every South-American country has prohibited the promotion of discrimination or the discriminatory
representation in advertising, also having some that have typified certain gender stereotypes as explicit
infractions. On the other hand, in terms of advertising regulation, the case of the United Kingdom is
highlighted, because it has prohibited the reproduction of many gender stereotypes in advertising since
there was evidence that showed the damage of these against people in their country.
f. In Peru, there is an international and national normative framework in terms of human rights and
constitutional law that prohibits discriminatory acts with forbidden basis with the undermining of a
persons’ rights as the object or result. Also, Peru has ratified the CEDAW Convention and the Belém
do Pará Convention, which establish the prescription of discriminatory treatments against women,
the obligation to eradicate gender stereotypes that promote unequal relationships between men and
women, just like the necessity for States to act in a preventive fashion to fight gender-based structural
discrimination. Likewise, it’s important to point out that specific rules of consumers’ defense and
protection, as well as the disloyal competence, have acknowledged the prohibition of consumptions
discrimination and induction among its dispositions through the advertising of discriminatory
conducts, respectively.
g. When it comes to the situational state in Peru in terms of gender stereotypes in advertising, it’s important
to point out that the INDECOPI doesn’t solve cases about gender stereotypes in advertisements in
almost a decade. However, its last resolution on racial stereotypes and promotion of discrimination
allows identifying arguments of this identity that contribute to the prevention and eradication of
stereotypes in advertising and that would manifest if a new case about gender stereotypes in advertising
arrives. These arguments are the following: i) the Scrutiny Commission of Disloyal Competence and the
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Defense Room of Competence are identifying and naming these stereotypes in advertising pieces, ii)
they are acknowledging that type of subjects as linked to equality and non-discrimination, iii) they don’t
demand the verification of an intention by the provider in discriminating through said piece, and iv) they
are asking for technical opinions to the governing bodies regarding the case’s population. Additionally,
some opportunities for improvement in terms of advertising gender stereotypes have been identified so
that the INDECOPI can evaluate and, if it’s pertinent, implement them. Also, some additional initiatives
that take place in Peru regarding advertising and gender stereotypes are elaborated on, even though
specific ones that touch this subject are just a few.
h. Regarding the situational state in terms of gender stereotypes in consumption relationships, it’s
important to point out that three discriminatory cases over sex/gender were examined, as well as
one in terms of sexual orientation and gender identity. Thereon, positive arguments identified in the
cases by the Commission of Consumers’ Protection and the Protection Room for Consumers, that
would be contributing to the prevention and eradication of gender stereotypes that promote structural
discrimination against women. Some of these arguments are: i) the labeling of differentiated treatments
over forbidden motives against a social group in a structural discrimination situation as worst, ii)
the acknowledgment of gender-based and gender stereotypes discrimination, iii) the application of
international standards in terms of women’s human rights, and iv) the burden of proof on the provider
regarding the reason for the differential treatment. Finally, opportunities for improvement in terms of
gender stereotypes in discriminatory cases of consumption were acknowledged so that the INDECOPI
can evaluate and, if pertinent, implement them.
i. Finally, it’s important to point out that advances in terms of the Policy and the Plan of Consumers’
Protection and Defense’s implementation, which contribute to strengthening a more democratic society
that respects the right to equality and non-discrimination of consumers. Additionally, explorative
conclusions have been obtained based on gender approach and the National Survey of Consumers’
Protection, which preliminarily point out that: i) women, Quechua people, and people with lower
socioeconomic levels have minor knowledge of the rule to protect consumers and consumers’ rights,
ii) Aymara people and those of D/E socioeconomic levels and women with a bigger perception of the
adverse social context, and iii) there’s a bigger perception by women than by men of being treated
rudely or reluctantly by a provider when they make a complaint.
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Recommendations to create compromises by the public and
private sector institutions linked to the advertising practice
and consumption relationships

Based on what was developed in this diagnosis, some recommendations to create interinstitutional
commitments are presented which prevents gender stereotypes that promote discrimination in
consumption relationships and advertising. While these recommendations have been divided by
institutions in view of practical effects, most can be worked jointly.

8.1 National Institute for the Defense of Free Competition and the Protection of Intellectual
Property (INDECOPI)
a. Working meetings to promote equality between women and men in commercial advertising and
consumption relationships. Propose the creation of a “Working meeting to promote equality between
women and men in the commercial advertising and consumption relationships’’ from the Administration
of the National Authority of Consumers Protection to the National Council of Consumers’ Protection,
in the fulfillment of duty framework which was established for all public entities by the Constitutional
Court and the National Policy of Gender Equality to incorporate the gender equality approach in their
competences. It is advised for them to be part of the Representatives Meeting at a technical level
of the INDECOPI (the Commission for the Control of Unfair Competition, the Consumer Protection
Committees and the Administration of the National Authority of Consumers Protection), of entities
that are part of the National Council of Consumers’ Protection, the Ministry of Women and Vulnerable
Groups, the Advertisers National Association, and the National Council of Advertising Self-regulation.
It is recommended for the Meeting to aim at approving an action plan with interinstitutional measures
to prevent gender stereotypes in the advertising practice and consumption relationships; with goals,
indicators, officers, and assigned budgets of different institutions wherever possible.
From the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority’s experience, it’s recommended to initially deal with the
matter of gender stereotypes, exclusively. This is because dealing with the problem in a specific way will
allow it to be addressed more profoundly and for the different agents in the advertising and consumer
fields to understand and agree in detail on which gender stereotypes should be prevented and why.
In that vein, it’s recommended for this to be the first Meeting, that could be complemented later with
others that address the problems over discrimination in advertising and consumption; such as over
racial factors, sexual and gender diversity, disability, among others.
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The following topics are proposed, notwithstanding others considered as relevant, to be addressed
in the Working Meeting:

These gender stereotypes’ effects in commercial advertising in Peruvian women’s,
teenagers’ and girls’ situation; from an intersectional and intercultural approach
Shared definition on which gender stereotypes promote discrimination
Gender biases in products’ and services’ prices
Gender stereotypes in the toy industry, their effects, and how to prevent them
Understanding of intersectional discrimination in consumption

b. Executive Program of trainings on equality and non-discrimination for technical and spokespersons’
teams of the Commission for the Control of Unfair Competition and Consumers’ Protection Committees.
It is recommended for the training program to be integrated on equality and non-discrimination in
consumers’ protection, including the advertising practice given the 13° article of the CDPD.
The training must satisfy the necessities of technical and spokespersons’ teams (being able to do
this separately or jointly), which is why a little survey of acknowledgment, interests, and biases is
recommended in the beginning. This last point must allow any team member to evidence some gender
biases or stereotypes that they could perceive in the working area, to consider the attitudes of members
at the moment of training. Because equality and non-discrimination is a topic that demands work
against prejudice of those receiving the training to be institutionally incorporated.
It is recommended for the training program to at least hold a specific session on gender stereotypes in
advertising practice and consumption. Together with the duty established by the Constitutional Court
for decision-making bodies to incorporate the gender equality approach in their failures, and aiming to
develop the topic in-depth, and fully explain the concept of gender and how the subtlest discriminations are
demonstrated based on this variable (but equally harmful) in advertising and consumption relationships
nowadays. At the same time, the training program needs to be based in a competitive approach, working
with practical and concrete examples, and finishing with an exit exam.
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c. Holding events with international speakers at least twice a year on gender equality in consumption
relations and advertising practice. This happens to invite international expert speakers on the subject
to contribute, from their good practices, with culture transformation on the subject of Peru. It has
been identified how institutions with more advanced concrete policies and actions on the subject and
that could be invited: Administration of the National Authority of Consumers Protection in Argentina
(advertising and consumption), National Service of Consumers in Chile (consumption), National Council
of Advertising Self-regulation in Chile (advertising), Self-control in Spain (advertising), Committee
of Advertising Practice in the UK (advertising). It is also recommended for the World Federation of
Advertisers and the Unstereotype Alliance.
d. Formation of an international network of government consumer protection agencies for the
prevention of gender stereotypes in consumption relations and advertising. The objective would
be to exchange good practices on the subject with other ruling entities in terms of consumers’
protection, just like propose joint agendas in international forums, such as the Ibero-American Forum
of Government Consumer Protection Agencies (FIAGC) and the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD).

8.2 Ministry of Women and Vulnerable Populations
a. To promote the adoption of an interinstitutional covenant between the MIMP and the INDECOPI
in which cooperation actions are established between both entities. This will allow a more fluid
structuring, just like for the MIMP to give support to the INDECOPI in the compliance of this institution’s
gender approach mainstreaming.
b. To issue technical opinions in cases linked to gender discrimination in terms of consumers’ protection
and unfair competition. This compromise can be included in the covenant and will be relevant for the
MIMP to issue technical opinions in the framework of competitions from a gender equality approach
that can be useful as an input to decision-making bodies of the INDECOPI to evaluate the presence of
discriminatory gender stereotypes or those that promote discrimination in a consumption relationship
or advertising piece.
c. To elaborate and offer a training plan to public and private institutions linked to the advertising
practice and consumer relations in the prevention of gender stereotypes in those areas. This will allow
for the MIMP to train advertising agencies, consumers’ associations, and consumption relationships
for the advertising practice and consumption relationship to be areas free of gender stereotypes, as a
governing body promoting gender equality and non-discrimination.
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8.3 Ministry of Justice and Human Rights
a. Elaboration of a report on sexist advertising, in the framework in terms of human rights and business,
to be approved by the CONACOD. This work can be structured from the MINJUSDH, the MIMP, the
INDECOPI, and the Ministry of Transport and Communications (MTC), to elaborate a report on gender
stereotypes in advertising based on this diagnostic and for this to be approved by the National Council
against Discrimination. Regarding this, an interest was shown regarding this one’s possibility of being
one of the reports for this year from the General Administration of Human Rights.
It would be important that said report establishes concrete commitments, involving the agents of the
private sector, who can be monitored and supported by the MINJUSDH, the MIMP, the INDECOPI, and the
Ministry of Transport and Communications for the compliance of these commitments.

8.4 Ministry of Transport and Communications
a. Establishment of a Gender Equality Advertising Observatory. Together with the MIMP, the INDECOPI,
the recently created Feminist Communicators’ Network of Peru, the CONAR, the ANDA, among other
institutions, establishes an observatory initially aiming at making an annual report regarding that
gender stereotypes are more present in advertising (of different platforms) and which sociocultural
transformations appear in said advertising, providing recommendations to advertisers, advertising
agencies, and other institutions.
It would be fundamental that this observatory is created in the framework of certain already-existing
space to not overload institutions; such as the National Work Team of the Law No. 30364 or the Media
Observatory to improve practices of the media.
b. Articulation with INDECOPI and MIMP to provide training to communication and advertising students
in the prevention of gender stereotypes in advertising. Regarding this, the Radio and Television Advisory
Council has a communications students’ network of 57 faculties at a national level with more than 700
professors of Communications Arts and Sciences. In that context, it is recommended to work a joint
program between the INDECOPI, the MIMP, and the ConcorTV to concretely promote trainings from a
competitive approach in terms of prevention of gender stereotypes in advertising.
c. Approval of the guidelines referred to in article 123.2° of the regulation of Law No. 30364 for
compliance by the media with the Law to Prevent, Sanction, and Eradicate Violence against Women.
It is advised that in these guidelines, concrete recommendations shall be incorporated for the media
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can know how to avoid discriminatory gender stereotypes in their contents and how they can promote
equality and diversity, besides standards regarding violence against women. The latter within the
framework in the National Policy of Gender Equality.

8.5 Ministry of Education
a. Incorporation of specific content on gender stereotypes in consumer protection issues included
in the school curriculum, within the framework of the National Consumer Protection Policy. This
can be achieved through concrete examples, observing the gender-based discrimination problem
in consumption.

8.6 Consumers’ associations
a. Carrying out informative research that studies if there is a difference in the prices of certain products
or gender-based services. This is because different countries (such as the USA, Chile, México, France)
have discovered which products and services are aimed at women, and with very similar characteristics
to those aimed at men which are more expensive because of people’s gender. This topic hasn’t been
studied before at the national level and, that’s why it’s important.
b. Citizen consultations to women to learn about their experiences of consumption and possible
situations of discrimination they have experienced. Following the experience of the Servicio Nacional
del Consumidor of Chile, focus groups could be held for certain groups of women or adolescents to find
out if they have experienced discrimination in certain areas of consumption or if they have suffered
certain mistreatment based on gender stereotypes. Aiming to learn more about situations and make
recommendations to prevent and avoid said situations.
c. Proportion of training on the prevention of gender stereotypes in consumer relations; within the
framework of research, defense, dissemination, education or promotion of consumer rights. In
this regard, it is important to provide concrete examples of situations of gender stereotyping and/or
gender-based discrimination in consumption, such as the following:

The entrance fee for the bar “XYZ” is 25 soles. However, within its policy it is established
that women do not charge entrance fees and once they enter, they will have a 10%
discount on all alcoholic beverages.
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For the Children’s Day, the toy chain “Jueguetitos”, launched a promotion in which offered
the toys for “girls” with a 20% discount, if the consumer approached and took a picture
with the product she wanted to purchase. Among the products were toys such as: Barbie
Beauty Salon, baby dolls that go to the bathroom and a kitchen set for children under
5 years. However, a boy wanted to buy, with his mother, the baby doll that goes to the
bathroom, so the toy chain told him that the promotion was only for female consumers,
although the child was willing to take a picture with the product to be purchased. The toy
company argued the reason for the promotion is because toys aimed at girls are more
expensive than those aimed at boys; therefore, they applied the promotion.
A 30-year-old Aymara woman is refused entry to the “ABCD” discotheque, as she is told
that entry is by “list” only. However, the consumer observes how other people enter
without being on the “list”. Therefore, consult the security personnel about the reason
and indicate that she is not dressed appropriately and that the entrance is discretionary
according to the criteria of security. Before leaving, the woman observes how security
allows a blonde foreign woman to enter.

8.7 National Advertising Self-Regulation Council
a. Preparation of a guide for the prevention of gender stereotypes in advertising practice, in conjunction
with INDECOPI and ANDA. It is recommended the training program be comprehensive on equality and
non-discrimination in advertising; emphasizing the difference between good or bad taste and equality
and non-discrimination. This program could be coordinated with INDECOPI and ANDA.
b. Executive training program on equality and non-discrimination for members of the CONAR’s decisionmaking bodies. Se recomienda que el programa de capacitaciones sea integral sobre igualdad y no
discriminación en materia publicitaria; enfatizando la diferencia entre el buen o mal gusto y la igualdad y
la no discriminación. Se podría coordinar el presente programa con el INDECOPI y el ANDA.
It is important that the trainings respond to the needs of the members; therefore, a brief survey of
interests is recommended at the beginning. It is also recommended that the training program have
at least one specific session on gender stereotypes in advertising practice. This is in order to be able
to develop the topic in depth and to explain fully the concept of gender and how the most subtle - but
equally harmful - discriminations are manifested in advertising and consumer relations today. In turn,
it is important that the training program is based on a competencies approach, working with practical
and concrete examples, and ending with an exit exam.
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8.8 National Association of Advertisers
a. Publication of articles in their magazines about the prevention of gender stereotypes in advertising
and about good practices carried out by some of the institutions involved. In this regard, it is important
that specific examples can be provided on which stereotypes should be avoided, such as the following:

Advertisement promoting the sale of tires. The advertisement shows a woman in
swimwear on a car surrounded by tires.
Advertising campaign that begins showing a man cleaning the house with cleaning
products that do not have a label. During the advertisement, the man is suffering
and getting angry, because he can’t get results. Finally, a woman, apparently his wife,
comes in with other products and asks him to leave so she can “correctly “ clean with
the advertiser’s products. The advertisement ends with a voiceover saying “leave the
job to the experts.
The advertisement shows an Afro-Peruvian woman and a white man in an exhibition in
front of a large audience in what would be a conference room of the company where
both work. The woman tries to speak and give her opinion; however, she is repeatedly
interrupted by the man, who considers himself to be more capable of communicating.
Likewise, with his gestures, the man demonstrates that he feels superior to his coexhibitor. At the end of his exhibition, the man speaks to the camera and asks if they
want to know the secret of his “success”. He then shows an “X” brand deodorant,
which would be the one that gives him “security”.

b. Adoption of concrete commitments by its members for the prevention of gender stereotypes in
advertising and marketing practice. To this end, an agreement for gender equality could be made
from ANDA, signed by all its members, and in which a commitment to seek to contribute to gender
equality from its commercial communications is made explicit. In addition, it would be recommended
that such an agreement could specifically detail which concrete practices are to be promoted and
which stereotypes are to be avoided.
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8.9 Higher education institutions in advertising and marketing
a. Development of qualitative and quantitative research on what gender stereotypes are most present
in media advertising today in a nationwide level. It would be important to carry out an updated
research to know from first source which gender stereotypes are more present at the advertising
level in the media; including radio, television, social networks, among others.
b. Incorporation of a specific course on equality and non-discrimination in commercial communications
in their program. It is important that it includes exclusive sessions on gender discrimination and
gender stereotypes. This is in order to understand this problem in a comprehensive way. This aspect
could be coordinated through the Peruvian Network of Universities, with the MIMP also works.
c. Realization of investigations that study if a difference of prices exists in certain products or
services based on the gender. This is because in different countries such as the United States, Chile,
Mexico, France, it has been found that products and services for women, with characteristics very
similar to those for men, cost more based on gender price biases.
d. Conducting studies that analyze the effect of gender stereotypes in advertising in Peruvian
society. This will allow to focus the international evidence on the concrete case, from an intercultural
and intersectional perspective. In this regard, the study conducted by the UK Advertising Standards
Authority in 2017 can be taken as a reference.
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